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ONE OF A SERIES OF ADVERTISEMENTS ON
"MUSIC FROM THE HEART OF AMERICA"

Out of the heart
of a poet and dreamer

poured the immortal

Old

Folks at

Home

Stephen Foster’s beautiful "Old Folks at
Flome” will always be one of our best
loved songs. For the lyrics speak with
the melody sings
a simple eloquence.
with a direct appeal to the heart that
.

.

everybody understands.

Wurlitzer has been actively serving
the cause of music in America since

1856— when Foster was

in his creative

prime. Pianos, accordions and other instruments made by Wurlitzer are famed
for quality

ance.

and excellence of perform-

The Wurlitzer

Spinette, in particu-

of pianos favored
by teachers for their students, because it
lar, is

high on the

list

and highly respon-

offers rich, full tone

sive action at a price within the reach

of every family.
Wurlitzer factories are

war work. Soon

now busy with
however,
complete new

after victory,

you can look forward

to a

line of Wurlitzer instruments

.

.

.

finer

beauty of design, quality and value
than ever before
in

The Rudolph Wurl itzer Company
Exec. Offices, 105

W. Adams

Awarded

Awarded

Wurlitzer
ica's largest

ts

with Star

St.,

Do Kalb

with Stars No.

Chicago

Division,

Tonawanda

Division

Amer-

Wurlitzer

manufac-

turer oj accordions.

THE NAME THAT MEANS

L

TO MILLIONS

is

Amer.tea's larg-

est

manuf act urer of pianos

’til

produced under one name.

f
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Radio’s Best- Loved Music

The Scriiner
jRadio MusicZi&raiy

oq»;r

*»»
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Full

Sheet

Rflusic Size

@45 Compositions
2050 Pages
3®6 for Piano ® 279 for Voice
15

Y
with your pur
chase of the

—

Library T his
L
Useful Book,
Rack
X.

a

A

ES, yours to play and to

own

Volume

75

I:

The pages

brary contains the most complete collection of the best-

on

loved music of the air waves
classic, romantic, modern,

—

selections of full-size sheet music.

and Romantic Compositions by
Chopin,
Iaydn, Liszt, Mendelssohn,

Mozart, Rubinstein, Schubert, Schumann,

etc.

01:
61 Modern works by Brahms, Debussy,
Dvorak, Grieg, Paderewski, Rachmaninoff, Strauss, Tschai-

Volume

kowsky, many

others.

Volume

67

III:

light

works

by

Gounod, Massenet, Bold ini, Thome,

Volume

Chaminade,

Drigo,

Rimsky-Korsakow,

Wag-

V:
44 popular excerpts from light
Delibes, Offenbach, Gilbert 6c Sullivan, others.

Volume

Dance Music: old standbys

VI:

operas:

torn pages, frayed corners, missing sheets,
mod-

as well as

and sheets

ern. Waltzes, tangos, etc.

Volume

VII:

Vocal

15 sacred songs, 15

26 from grant! opera,
69 hymns.

selections:

Negro

A

spirituals,

Hi

•

4*

I

Pi

IWyab

MV

8-?

1
NO TORN PAGES
NO FRAYED
CORNERS
NO EXASPERATION HUNTING FOR
MISSING
SHEETS

NO SHEET EVER
IN WRONG
SEQUENCE

sequence.

.

are
black

white paper

The Musical Link Between
Your Radio and Your Piano

for easy reading. In

their useful book
rack
which you get

—

—

FREE

of extra cost
they merit a place of honor in any room.
These 645 compositions are an exhaustive cross-section

of radio’s best-loved selections. In addition, each volume
gives you valuable biographical, historical and critical data
on the composers and their music. And, for quick reference, there

a

is

complete index in Volume VIII.

Send

for

FREE

Booklet

Space does not permit a full description of this remarkable Library. But if you would like to receive, without
obligation the complete details about how you can own

—

,

music for only about one-eighth the usual cost how
and the wealth
truly exquisite these volumes really are
of enduring music they will bring you right when you
want to play or sing it send now for the FREE brochure.
Simply mail the coupon below to: CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS, Dept. E3, 597 Fifth Avenue, New York
7, N. Y.
this

—

—

r CHARLES

Tremeendous Bargaom

WHAT OWNERS

.

clear

jet

1

tained

.

I

Etude 3/45 I

SC !R ABNER'S SONS,
Bepto E3, 597 Fifth Avenue,
New York 17, N Y.

1

n

Please send me, FREE, your illustrated 28-page brochure
giving complete details about the famous Scribner Radio
Music Library. This request places me under no obligation whatsoever.

1

•

many hours ot enjoyment
tives enough for it
“~ Robert J. Foyer. Cincinnati. Ohio
from it
“Could not be Improved Upon.” ”The selections are
varied and suited for every nmocT; the books are
most pleasing; the type is easily read, in fact, the
whole set could not he improved upon.”
Edward H\ Anderson, Dcs Moines, la.
l)r
.

.

.

—
TEACHERS
WHAT
Seen.” "In my
Have
“Best
'

I

Ever

collection and the best
volumes I’ve seen.”
finest

it

is the

of

music

opinion

arrangement

Mrs. Harold M. Kuypers, DcPcrc, Mis.
for
“For Every Age and Taste.” “Something
every ago and taste ... I heartily recommend your
.

.

cost of less than nine cents each!

If

Name

under 21

..age please.

(PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY)

Not only do you

get this collecof famous music for nearly
you
one-eighth the normal cost
get it in the form of a gorgeous
life-time Library of which you can
tion

SAYs

.

Mrs. Archie Crim. EUcnsburg , Wash.

1945

wrong

buy. in sheet music form the music conin
this Library would cost you over
$350.00. Even then, you would
have a music cabinet filled with
SAY;
hard-to-get-at music. Here, in con“The Finest.” “The Radio Music Library is
have ever come
venient, compact form you get full
th e finest collection of Rood music
Phillipsburg.
.V../.
inert,
Rc
Vcbster K.
across
size 9" x 12 I/2 " sheet music at a
Not Enough Superlatives.” “I cannot lind superla-

Music Library.”

MARCH.

in the

To

VIII: 148 favorite songs of every character: confolk songs, light operas, college songs, ballads, etc.

VoBume
cert,

par-

—

others.

%

Volume

The

this

—

othefs.

47 grand opera selections by Verdi,

IV:

ner, Rossini, Saint-Saens,

on

page can give
you only a faint idea of the scope and
range of the compositions included. Now
you may have them all at your fingertips
instantly. THEY LIE PERFECTLY FLAT
when opened to any page and you know
what an advantage that is! You spend no
time hunting for 'that piece”
and you are
rid, once and for all, of the exasperation of
table of contents

tial

I

printed in

and sacred.

These eight lovely volumes contain 645

Classic

Beethoven,

Bach,

—

exquisite
Scribner Artcraft,
stamped in gold.

sturdy,

nent Library
love best! This magnificent Li-

operatic,

PARTIAL CONTENTS

permathe music you

as a beautiful

—

always be truly proud

umes

are

!

The

vol-

handsomely bound

"FORWARD MARCH WITH MUSIC

in

Address

Zone No.
City

.(if

any)

State.

J
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Eleven widely used Chopin masterpieces
arranged by Leopold W. Rovenger, 3/4,
4/4 and 6/8 rhythms— simple kevs. An
excellent crosscut of Chopin’s works
suitable
adults)

Published Monthly
Co. ^P hiladelphia, pa.
editorial and advisory staff

for

students
(children and
working in the early grades'.
Splendid annotations.
Price, 75 cents.

dr. JAMES FRANCIS
COOKE, Editor
Guy McCoy, Assistant Editor

CLASSICAL MINIATURES

vC

Harold Berkley

by Leopold W. Rovenger

^^

E*‘° r

Music

’

Sccti

™
Hugh Reed
William D. Revelii

Peter

Excellent easy grade arrangements of

popular

light-classical favorites.

-

50

Price,

cents.

LITTLE CLASSICS

Contents for YlfurcL
Cit'd
9

by Leopold W. Rovenger

A

splendid collection of easy arrangements of famous standard

NUTCRACKER

VOLUME LXHI,

classics.

50

Price,

SUITE, Tscbaikowsky

I

I> icces -

Price,

for

1945
^

PRICE 25 CENTS

editorial

This charming and ever-popular work is here intelligently brought to the level
of young players. The pianistic difficulties which have confined this number
to advanced performers are cleverly circumvented. Edited, fingered and
phrased so well that the student can move easily through the entire group of

SACRED REFLECTIONS

No. 3

cents.

Arranged by Leopold W. Rovenger

by Leopold W. Rovenger

Founded 1883 BY Theodo
RE Presser

50

Want

MUSIC

Band”..

”CW
‘

An lur

'

Musica1 CombinaUon

y

Get Up a

ot

MUSIC IN THE HOME
New Records Coming.
MUSIC AND STUDY
The

‘

Doron K. Antrim
Esther Cox Todd

129

Hugh Reed
Mere dith Cadman

131

Guy Maier

132

Dr.

^

-

course

of

HOUGHTON

preparation
is

at

comprehensive

and thorough. State accreditation of
the Division of Music and its rapid
development with strong courses in
Music Education, Violin, Voice, and
Piano, have made necessary a very
complete Music Building. This is
equipped with the latest conveniences, including, soundproof individual practice rooms, studios and recital hall. A wholesomely homelike
Christian atmosphere is maintained.
For complete information, address

The Director,
Box E445,

Division

of

Music,

Concerning the Staccato
Questions and Answers.
An Artist Speaks of Music
How Strong Is Your Foundation?

R oyl G KnigM

.

136
137

138
139
140

Harold Berkley 141
Karl'W. Gelirkens 142
J. Woolf 143
•

•Dr.

MUSIC

Jose Iturbi 144

C

,, 'i

Micky"

Conten 'Porary Selecti
ions

Silver Wings
In a Russian Village..
Excerpt from the Andante
A, "
of the’
ne Sur
U PinSe
Arietta (from “ Eigh t
_
‘

La Cascade
Little Marine
I

130

Paul Nettl 133
Povla Frijsh 135

The Secret of Adding
Harriet Garton Cartwright
Orchestral Color Vn
The Problem of Building
the High School Orrh^ Reglstration Richard Purvis
Deve.oping a Band in a
"
^de Vroman
Small cLn lun u‘
a Busmess Man
Kenneth L. Bovee
Learned from Piano
Praetn
Z

HPHE

127

v

Teacher’s Round Table
Musical Genius and Youth
Why Do You Sing?
More Musical Therapeutics

/tCct4icaUu

124
125

-..Chester Barris 126

Higher Intelligence’"
Play?

Summer Music

The Etude Music Lover’s
Bookshelf"**’

738 So. Campbell Ave.
Chicago 12, Illinois

S Garbett
Fred Waring

'

ec lives of Scale
Practice

3

PIANO SOLO

choice collection of forty-one of the world’s most beloved religious selections.
Carefully edited and fingered for players with limited tecUnic. Price, 75 cents!

of the

Figures and Phrases.

cents.

A

Be the Leader

to

AND CULTURE

Know

Pieces’’)

©

Redeemer

T

My

Clarence

-

-

Master Went

146
148

^

K
A

12,

No.

149

HcUnrd

152

Harold Locke

1 jS

'

'

7 8,

No. 5 156

G. F. Handel p

Son g-Low

1

Jo,msoTC 150

'

L Streabb
St
Z og, Op.

V> ° , ' ,,,>,,s

Short Postlude for
Easter (Org"
n
Delightful Pieces for You,,..
P ^ er «
S P/a
Gray Pussy

Marryott 145

Kohlmann

Eduard Grieg, Op.

«

•

E.

Vladimir Scheroff 147

C. F.
Handel' N

Vocal and Instrumental r
Largo (Violin and Piano)

Woods

•

Ralph

.

•

^y
•

Trails of Yesterday.

Into the

S

”

My

that

^

'

•

,

t

Nevin

-9
1=9

Hosmer

160

Sidney Forrest

l 62

George

Willows

B.

S.

Thistledown

The Army Mule

c

MISCELLANEOUS
Voice Questions Answered.
Band Questions Answered
Organ and Choir Question* a
Violin Questions
Answered.

V.

S.

122

n
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Gest 176

Nich olas Douty 167
William D. Revelii 168
Henry S. Fry 169
H-old Berkley 171
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Editorial

T

housands

of

and women,

they set

down

sions,'”

if

Aimee Semple McPherson,

men

their “-true confes-

would laughingly

re-

veal that in their childhood
days the ambition deep in their
hearts was to be “the leader of
the band.” Perhaps this is only
a musical manifestation of the
human instinct for leadership,
or of the juvenile aspiration to
become a policeman, a locomotive engineer, a magician, a
fireman, or a kind of Superman. Few of us escape this
primitive impulse toward exhibitionism, which even with
the aborigines expresses itself
in

war

i.

•

9.

Walter Winchell, although the public must lay
the blame for this ballyhoo upon the press agent
or

whom

the

conductor,

of

course, continually strives
to suppress.

A

discipline as severe as a
Clausewitz but tempered
with sentimental kind-

10. nesses

which

will

make

the players adore the conductor. Each cutting re-

mark
face
later

or each slap in the

must be condoned
by a present of a box

of cigars or a pair of *go\d
cuff links.

paint.

A

personal appearance as
alluring as Apollo or as
grotesque as Lon Chaney.
These are a few of the more
A MASTER AT WORK— IS THAT C$ OR DJt?
conspicuous factors which the
our talents, and our labors, or
Eugene Ormandy, noted conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra, examines a score
gentlemen you admire on the
because of the lack of them.
podium seek to possess. Many
1.
somehow, we play
Eventually,
of them may be missing, and the conductors may still gain a
assigned roles in the great scheme of things. -Musically speakour
2.
reputation. In fact, one can conduct without knowing very much
3. we may perhaps find ourselves sitting in the last chair in the
ing
Life goes on, and through
the mystery of Destiny we all
fall into our places, not always
because of our just desserts,

4.

move up to the shadow of the
did Eugene Ormandy in such
may,
as
baton. Or we
a 7.position in the orchestra of Broadway's moving picture palace,
“The Capitol,” attract the attention of such a conductor as Erno
Rapee and find ourselves moved up almost overnight to the position of concert master and then assistant conductor, leading to
the channels which, through years of hard work, have brought
him to his present high position envied by most of the world's
conductors. All this means that if you have not already won your
way to the podium, you at least know that if you have the gifts
and are willing to work and to navigate the seas of Destiny intelligently, you may some day be “the leader of the band.”
It is, however, the “If” which makes the game interesting.
violin section,

working

in vain to

6.
conductor's

musical Kipling could write another “If,” appraising the obway of the conductor. Here are some of the things
you must expect to acquire:
A knowledge of the principles of culture, philosophy, world

A

stacles in the

history,

and the needs and desires of man.

An

5.

untiring physical constitution.
Masterly musicianship.
An efficient baton technic.
A familiarity with the scope of the instruments.
The political foresight of a Metternich, a Jefferson, a Churchill,

and an A1 Smith.

sense of divining the public taste in finding out what it
wants, as well as discerning what it should have in order to
develop an intelligent, constructive interest in the progress

A

8.

of the art.
A gift for publicity, as flamboyant as

Barnum, Goebbels,

of music.

Some years ago we dined with Mr. S. L. Rothafel (Roxy) in
apartment atop the Roxy Theater in New York. Other guests

his

were Amelita Galli-Curci, her Welsh- American husband and brilHomer Samuels, and Estelle Liebling. Roxy
going to conduct the theater's symphony
he
was
that
announced
Gynt” suite. Through a secret aperture
“Peer
Grieg's
in
orchestra

liant accompanist,

atop the moving picture cathedral we looked far down to the
stage and saw this ex-Marine and cinema wizard wield the baton
with the apparent musical grasp and authority of a veteran. The
only discrepancy was that Roxy could notTead a note. His entire
musical knowledge came from what he had learned by ear and
by observing conductors.
Another instance of an ambitious soul, with no notable musical
qualifications, posing as a great conductor, was that of John S.
Duss. With a, large fortune derived from the fact that he was the
last surviving leaf of a curious colony of celibates at Harmony
(Old Economy), Pennsylvania he went to New York, after some
experience as a band conductor, leased the old Madison Square
Garden, transformed it into a canvas and paint reproduction of
Venice, with real canals, gondolas, and so forth, hired the Metro-

Opera House Orchestra, Mme. Lillian Nordicaand Edouard
de Reszke, and launched a series of summer concerts with himself as conductor. Even the New York critics praised some of his
concerts, which programmed many of the greatest orchestral
classics. How did he “get away with it?” Nahan Franko (uncle
of Edwin Franko Goldman), able concertmaster of the Metropolitan Opera House Orchestra, told us that he instructed all of
the players to pay attention only to his (Franko's) violin bow.

politan

(Continued on Page 128)
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Music and Culture

W

E ALL
of a

KNOW

number

“phrases/’ Few realize, however, what a
vast amount of human experience and adventure
goes into the making of any single work.
When the original man, Pithecanthropus Erectus,
(Yes, you are descended from one of these) first
stood up, he had to keep his balance. It took time
to learn to do this without hanging onto something.
He then had to learn to walk, which is to maintain balance while in motion. Every baby has to
learn to do this, and we all remember the falls,
cuts and bruises accompanying the process.
Music is said to consist of melody, rhythm and
harmony. Harmony, however, was a late-comer and
peculiar to Europe, or nations of European origin.
Melody and rhythm are universal. They are inseparable. yet each has its own function. Curiously
enough, people all over the world differ enormously
in their ideas of melody, but the basic rhythms are
common to us all. This is because the basic metrical
rhythms are derived from physical acts common
to us all: marching, dancing, rowing a boat or

rocking a cradle.
In music, we use the word “rhythm” quite loosely.
It need not be metrical, or measured in “beats.”
The original Greek meaning of the word “rhythm”
motion that is
is flowing, and it applies to any
gracefully performed, or to any music that flows,
whether it has beats or not. The skylark sings rhythmically, but his song has no “bsats.” It is “wing-

music” not “foot-music,” and its flowing quality is
related to swoops and dives, not marching or dancing.
In bird or man, however, the first requirement of
rhythm is poise, the act of maintaining one’s balance.
Few realize it, but man has in his ears two little
organs like spirit-levels which help him to maintain
his balance while standing or walking, or indeed in
performing any act other than lying down. When
these organs are disturbed or out of order, as in vertigo
or sea-sickness, the power of balancing is lost or deranged, though not necessarily the feeling for rhythmic
not keep
flow. According to Thayer, Beethoven could

may have

been related to his
step in dancing. This
deafness, for in his music Beethoven’s understanding
of rhythm is remarkable.
Man is a two-footed animal. He has also, two arms,
two eyes, two ears, and a heart that conti acts and
expands in continuous systole and diastole. A metiical
rhythm of two beats governs his music.

and Measures

the tom-tom beat:
that, but it
alternate strong-weak, or weak-strong

simplest metrical beat

The

one-one-one-one.
lacks accent.

An

A man

is

can march to

two-ONE,
beat, ONE-two, ONE-two, or two-ONE,
of
divides it into “measures,” which the professors
poetry more realistically call “feet.”
next simplest measure is one of three-beats.

The

turning around while dancing. The

related to
requires
drill-sergeant shows us how. Turning about
Swing on
three motions: (1) Draw back a heel; (2)
the heels; (3) Heels together.
These beats may be compounded: two measures
measure of four-beats.
of two-beats may become one
The more flexible three -beat measure may be compounded into six, nine and twelve beats.
Tchaikovsky does
We may even mix the beats, as slow
movement of
of the
in the five -beat measures
In this, we have two-beats
his Symphonic Pathetique.
addition, the beats
and three-beats alternating. In
have two, three
may
you
that
so
sub-divided
may be
you please within the measure,
or as many notes as
dotted
also “dot and carry one” as in the

This

is

vnu may

quarter- or half-note.
unit. Whatever you
But a measure is a measure, a
must “add up” to the
may' do inside it, the notes
in the time-signature.
number of beats indicated
a measure take on a
within
beats
the
often w
omte often,
Quite
“tum-tata, tum-tata”
measures of the Meloay in F.
StastemSTwo
a “rhythmic figthe tum-tata becomes
rn
1
eighth-notes,
two
by
followed
mmrter-note
ure, a qua
pairs, or more rarely.

eighth-

?

S
«
f
if our

194

condition exists. Thus the rhythmic patterns give
unity, and the varied melodic patterns give variety.
Figures 4 and 5 are short, a dotted half-note
being used for “mind” and “syne.” Such a point of
rest at the end of a phrase is a cadence or close: a
“half-close” if it leaves us expectant in middlephrases, a “full-close” if it brings the melody to an
end on the keynote. In harmony, a full close is the
“Amen” progression.
This brings to light another factor. Just as beats,

that a composition consists
of musical sentences called

Metrical Beats

1

measures

in

were called feet, like the

Figures

and

measures, figures and motives, must balance, so
must phrases. The effect is one of statement and
lesponse, or more learnedly, antecedent and consequent. This gives symmetry or proportion to the
phrase-structures throughout the whole composition, for sections and periods
must balance likewise.
This symmetry of phrase emphasizes more fully
the respective functions of rhythm
and melody. The
lhythmic figures, motives and phrases
give firmness
o the structure, the
melodic figures, motives and
phiases resting on them may vary
with mood, feel01 even just for variety.
The opening phrase of
T he Star-Spangled Banner is
formed of chord-

hrases
ly

answering phrase

is formed of scale-tones;
together. There is tension when
me o y rises, relaxation when it descends.
ccascmully, we have a
three-motive phrase,
usually balanced by phrases
of two motives in the
the human mind does not adjust itR
0 motives or phrases
in threes. An unexnprtprt

the

^s^lrth ur

S. GarLett

feet.

“

is,

be the same as in Melody in F, or different, as in
the two-beat measures of Beethoven’s Allegretto from
the Seventh Symphony. The first measure has a quarter-note and two eighth-notes; the second measure
has two quarter-notes. The whole makes a complete
pattern: “turn tata turn turn.” This is called a rhythmic
motive. Two such motives, balancing each other like
two measures, make a phrase. Using the two-beat
measure as the smallest unit, we then have the
formula: two beats make a measure; two measures a
motive; two motives a phrase. We may go on with it:
two phrases make a section, two sections make a
period, which, is equivalent to a four-lined verse of
poetry, each line equivalent to a phrase. The same
principle applies, of course, to measures of three or
four beats, or six, nine or twelve.

Melody Makes Her Entrance
At

first

f

the tune

^

America. It has

six

1Ge m0tlves eacla °f two
measures for the

phrase
1.

My

country

’tis

of thee,

Sweet land of liberty
3. Of thee I sing.
tW ° motives more of the same
rhvthmT^nn t
1? f

mountain

side,

freedom^ngg

Let

different structure.
re
1Cted

m5re

Seldom if

century,

,V

haS two motives of

’

y functio »al use, however,

«***?“£

wheTthe
bes * n ,o ci

«

‘7"

l"
G-fcHnor Symptony"l7','
Iam ed s °mewhat like
America. The opening section
^
0*
l. 1 las ^ wo Phrases, one of
six measures and
f
SiX " meaSUre phrase
consists of two motives each
ofThr P
' h0Ueh
only two fl g ure s »«'1^.°,'
.

is hard to deold dictionary uses a lot of words
for it, then sums up by saying that “a melody is a
successful arrangement of notes.” In our music, notes
are successsful mostly in three ways, or some combination of them: (1) When they follow in scale

fine precisely.

.

“

e XamplG

2.

point— enter Melody! Melody

this

it

e

then two measures would make two
The rhythmic figure within two measures may
unit

poetic

rhythm holds

Ex. 1

One

sequence; (2) when they employ the separate notes
of a chord (as in the Star-Spangled Banner )
when
they form little curlicues usually appearing in clusters
of eighth- or sixteenth- notes, such as -duuu,
BCDC, CDED,
CDED
u such
u patterns
nnri so on,
nn. Tu
thoueh
natterns may
rrmv be extended
though
and
to
quarter-notes, or longer.
;

Z

’

.

An

extended melody is made up of “melodic”
figures, “melodic motives” framed on rhythmic
figures
and motives. In other words, the rhythmic figure
or
motive is the framework of beats on which tone
pitch

different

may

rest.
rpnpt.it.inn

pitch wU-Vi
motive.

The

The

tnen Mowing has fou
measiirM Tboe fl
^ ls t /
two of these, however, repeat tin
f'
les
a ' anc* (t>) one octave higher.
Thus the firs
pnase of six measures overlaps
the second phrase
ie second phrase
continues for two measures witl
.

Fimiro
\
Figure /u
(b)

tones

+Vi«

may
•

vary
^

_

Ex. 2

i
Ul
or

r-s—

i

turn

TUM-te

turn.

Twice repeated,

rhythmic motive. And so:
T-T—
T— t
^
PHRASE
1: Motive 1, Figure
T-% -»

\

A

.

f

x ms nas iour oeats to
Auld Lufoy
the measur
beginning on a weak fourth beat, so that
the
t
is
four-ONE-two-i/iree, with less accent
on th
than on ONE. The rhythmic figure derived
frnm •!
is

»

71 FT

I

this

w-

f=%\

nS

makes a

•

1

4.

‘

Should Auld
acqaintence be forgot
And never come

Figure 2
Motive 2, Figure 3
Figure 4 to mind?
PHRASE 2: Motive 3, Figure 5 We 11 drink
a cup
Figure 6 O’ kindness
yet
Motive 4, Figure 7 For
the sake of
Auld
Figure 8. lang
.„..
syne.
The two phrases make a section. B
While the rv™n
figures remain constant,
the melodic fig es
them vary, and are never twice
the same

E^
•
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One more phrase is still needed to bajajice, as in
the ending of America. Here; Mozart breaks off
from
the established rhythm completely, giving the
phrase
emphasis by using quarter-notes only:
.

Ex. 3
(9

— ———

P
zd

A

tricky fellow was Mozart! His
melodies
masterpieces of delicately balanced

and

r.

figures, motives and phrases,
and use of 1the
of surprise, as in that
la.st phrase!

Music and Culture

A

is
the second of two independent conferences with the
original and sensationally successful conductor of Waring's
Pennsylvanians, which has grown from a group of four players
(two banjos, a mandolin, and a violin) to one of the largest
musical enterprises of the times. The article is full of practical
advice for teachers and leaders. In the first part Mr. Waring
fold why his group has always been a " singing band."

Conference with

This

lA/cu*

mg

Well-Known Orchestra Leader

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE BY ANTHONY DRUMMOND
T HAD LONG SEEMED

to me that the right combination of the human voices with instruments
had not been generally developed along artistic as
well as rational lines. Of course there have been monumentally fine choral and orchestral performances in'
the world for centuries, but these, in many cases, have
been occasional renditions of specially rehearsed oratorios, given by groups frequently composed largely of
amateurs rehearsing once, or at the most, twice a week.
When a composer writes a score, he has in his
imagination a sense of balance of tone color which
he employs to construct his musical composition. That
is, he uses an English horn for plaintive tones, or the
oboe for an acid or astringent effect. The organ suggests reverence; the violoncello is used for mellow
tones; the trumpet is employed principally for its
stimulating character; the violins for their singing

I

values, their sweetness, or their brilliance. The human
voice, the greatest of instruments, also has distinctive
colors, and these colors vary even in individuals.

Necessity for Tonal Balance
More than this, various compositions seem

to call
for a distinctive kind of tonal balance. Here the human
equation enters. It is by no means the ideal of the
fine choral leader to have a chorus composed of voices
as identical as eggs. In fact, just the opposite is the
ideal. It is this which gives “character” to the chorus,

the voices are uniformly of high quality. Therefore,
the skillful conductor, through innumerable trials,
finds that he may have to have certain voices take
different parts. Some may even be asked to keep silent,
or they may be placed in different positions in the
chorus. The deep bass voices may have to stand where
if

their voices will not be subdued in the tonal mass when
they are called upon to sing in the less dominant parts
of their vocal range. Indeed, this may require constant

change in the parts of the singers, phrase by phrase.
The use of the voice with varying vowels (apart
from spoken words) is not new, but it was used only
occasionally because such effects require the daily
year

’round

association

of the orchestra and the
well be employed spasmodically. .Bob Shaw, the able trainer of our glee club,
rehearses hours daily to get the right color, the right
nuance, the right expression, and most of all, the right
balance for our singers. In addition to this, the matter of enunciation is all-important. The system we
have developed has attracted wide attention. It is
based upon phonetic syllables (called “tone syllables”)
which affect both vowels ( Continued on Page 166)

chorus.

They cannot very

WARING'S PENNSYtVANIANS
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(/JJctrriA
Newly Appointed Head

T

in piano study
in the past fifty years and the ever-widening
repertory of piano literature challenge our intelligence to make our methods of teaching increasingly efficient. While there is no easy r-oad to success

any

art,

still

Beyor
been de

we

“at

hon

style of

ing to s
dent he

frequen
value b
often a:
require
phrases

which

both in the style of
composition and in the type of individuals who study piano literature seriously.
The fact that the art of improvisation
was so common in Bach’s day and later
would seem to indicate that having
“an ear for music” probably meant
much more than it does today, that the

U2

individuals so described
positive

pitch.

had the

^
*

j
M'

'

'

t

periods
course,

—

radical changes

Illinois

ously le
the plaj
in whic
separate

are constantly eliminating the
curves in the paths to achievement and are discovering more direct routes. In the process of eliminating
the curves we must, of course, be extremely careful
not to discard necessary work in our eagerness to
get rid of the unnecessary. Every artist who has gone
through a rigorous course of training has definite
ideas as to what work contributed directly to his
progress and what work was more or less wasted effort.
The artist who has taught over a considerable period
of time discovers what are essentials and what are
non-essentials for the most rapid progress.
One of the important aspects of piano study which
has undergone a gradual change is the
practicing of scales. All artists and
teachers have recognized their importance in piano study and so have been
loathe to modify their methods of learning and practicing them hence the
slowness in the general adoption of
more efficient methods which retain the
essential values of scale study but elimin

Piano Department

Wesleyan University, Bloomington,

iilinois

HE TREMENDOUS INCREASE

of the

jfau

gift of

For such persons the

PRESSER HALL AT ILLINOIS WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
whole at the present time we may say
that the number of measures of scale passages constitutes a small fraction of one per cent of the total.
Does not this show that the technical objective of
scale practice is, to say the least, greatly overrated,
provided of course that the student, by the more efficient method of practicing separate exercises, has
thoroughly developed the three elements involved

literature as a

finger action, sideways

thumb motion and hand

cross-

ing?

Let us consider further the meaning of the phrase
“at home in any key” with which we have previously
described one of the values of scale practice. Does it
not mean the ability to look at the keyboard and
playsee only the notes of the scale in which we are
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QUIZ KID

LONNIS LUNDE
Pianist (now
eight) and composer

many-

of

original

compo-

sitions.

QUIZ KID

MARIAN

BROWN
Pianist,
flutist,

(now
.

harpist,

composer
eleven).

The Brown family has a home

-

orchestra, every
member taking
part.

Philip

Marcus on

the right,

THE QUIZ KIDS IN ACTION
and Shelley Davis are pianists. David Davis

is

a concert

violinist.

Do Musical Talents
QUIZ KID

RICHARD
WILLIAMS
Pianist
fourteen).

made

Have Higher

(now
He

the

high-

The Famous Quiz Kids Make

est score in Indi-

ana on

the Seashore Music Ap-

titude

eral

Test

these children stand exceptionally high

music

in

is

significant.

QUIZ KID
•

\

CYNTHIA
CLINE
music

student

(now

I

eighteen) at the

have superior general intelligence? For years it
seemed to the writer that the two were somehow interrelated. It was reasoned that anyone who learns to
play the piano or other instrument well, must first be

Chicago Musical
College.

QUIZ KID
DAVID DAVIS
eleven).

He has appeared as a
lin

soloist

vio-

with

the Chicago
Symphony.
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S THERE ANY relationship between music talent
and general intelligence? In other words, if a person has a high degree of music talent, is he likely

to

(Now

Remarkable Showing

sev-

.

Brilliant

a

years ago.

The Joe Kelly "Quiz Kids" have started an amazing interest in
a procession of children whose " Q." tests have been an incessant source of surprise to the public. The fact that many of

GRADUATE

Intelligence?

able to concentrate, to coordinate quickly eye, ear.
brain and muscle, to possess a memory; in fact, to
have a combination of faculties demanded of few other
activities. To possess these faculties would seem to require a higher I.Q. However, this was just an assumption; we had no facts to back it up. Recently we came
upon a body of evidence that goes a long way to prove
the point; namely, that high music talent and high
I.Q. are blood relations. This should be of special significance to readers of The Etude.
The first finding comes from the High School of
Music and Art in New York City. One of the unique
institutions of its kind in this country, the most talented music and art students from all the high schools
of greater New York are selected for attendance here.
They specialize in music or art and continue their
regular academic high school work. It has been found
that the I.Q. for music students at this school is eleven
per cent higher than the general level for students in
other New York high schools.

"
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Even more striking testimony is offered at Magdalen
Oxford University, England. Ten per cent of
the students study music here, yet this relatively small
percentage of the student body wins seventy-five per
cent of the prizes and scholarships while the remaining ninety per cent of non-music students take only
College,

twenty-five per cent of the honors. And this is not
merely for a short time but for a period covering
thirty years.

With the Pre-School Children
Further evidence

is

to be

found among pre-school

children. For some twelve years Alexander Blackman
of New York has conducted a “tot’s” orchestra which
has appeared on the air and in movie shorts. It is composed of youngsters from two to six. Many psychologists
consider these years of utmost importance in setting
a child’s course in life, molding his character, correcting mental deficiencies. After six, they claim, the
child is not so pliable mentally, his mental processes
begin to jell and are not so easily influenced. Notwithstanding that music geniuses in many cases begin
six, average children are seldom given
music instruction until later. Blackman’s results therefore, are important, not only in relation to our inquiry,

study before

but on other counts.
For instance, is pre-school music study advisable?
I do not mean the widely practiced rhythm band and
kindergarten music work, but study on a real instrument. In the twelve years Blackman has been teaching
tots, over eight hundred have played in his orchestra.
He has not taken just the music talented, although
they are in the majority, but all comers. For obvious
reasons, the children use small sized violins and violoncellos. Since youngsters of that age do not know how

121

33msec

amused him greatly and he showed extraordinary
in this subject. He was writing to the editor of

and Culture
-

skill

the Nation on controversial subjects.
to read English, this subject is included along with
their other instruction. It requires special techniques
and infinite patience to teach these tots but Blackman has demonstrated that it can be done.
But here is the point of particular relevance to our
subject. Of the eight hundred children, the great
majority have been double promoted on entering pub-

promoted, and

And

in Other Fields
the other hand, what do we find among noted

On
men in

triple

all

tinguished themselves in varied fields as well as music.

Ronald S. Liss makes around five hundred dollars a
week as a child actor on radio. Jimmy Colton, now
in the movies, was an all-round genius at thiee when
I.Q. of one
a member of the orchestra. He has an
hundred and eighty, topping that of Einstein’s. At
stairs, wiite
three he could tap dance backwaid on the
Bach
poetry, sing operatic arias, roller skate, and play
fiddle.
size
sixteenth
on a
According to Blackman, the main reason these

studied singing professionally and Roosevelt
has a good tenor voice; that they both have good
speaking voices over the radio is due in large measure
to the fact they both have good singing voices, since
singing is mostly sustained speech. Vice-President

Harry
others

Mental alertness and concentration then, are among
most valuable lessons these youngsters learn.
There is also evidence that certain deficiencies are
corrected such as those of pitch and rhythm. Blackman claims that tone deaf children and those with
uncertain rhythmic sense can invariably be corrected
while later on in life it becomes more difficult if not
the

measuring

minds of
of the intelligence test. Binet studied the
innumerable school children, noted they diffeied
devised tests
greatly in the degree of brightness and
little to do with
for measuring it. These tests had
experience but probed down to native

in other fields. One
they have qualities of greatness
became premiei
thinks first of all of Paderewski, who
might have become a noted
of Poland. Fritz Kreisler
that science.
mathematician had he chosen to follow
understands and
who
today
men
few
the
of
He is one
of relativity. Josef
can explain the Einstein theory

inventoi, as he has
Josef Lhevinne
natented several successful inventions.
list could be
have become an astrologer. This

Hofmann might have become an

might

ereatlv extended.
with
T reca n an interview

Yehudi Menuhin when
„ ta% te n years old. At that time he possessed the
of a man of thirty. When he
mentality and outlook
old he was examined by
years
half
was eight and a
Sall Francisco and pronounced
of
ti
t'
school at
never attended
sch00l All d yet he had
B
ready ioi
entire education,
his
after
looking
ts
school, nisi
speak three languages
-

*

At that tun
reaa
and was

Hugo’s “Les Miserables” in the origif was Qne of his favorite authors and

Shake:sp>ea
had^i'ead mo^

nal.
Ire

couW

read an(i

'

^

j(

plays
.

.

He was well

versed in

with insight. Mathematics

A

Joan Bishop, seventeen, a Quiz Kid graduate, has
continued her study of music and now sings
in Italian,
Spanish, Poituguese, French and Russian.
Her vocal
lepeitoiie includes fifty arias. She is
now singing in

USO

canteens.

Concurrently with her studies at
Northwestern University, Cynthia Cline, eighteen,
another Quiz Kid
giad, is studying harmony,
composition and history
of music at the Chicago Musical
College.

•

vvanL

1

iu

me Leaner

Dtj

Band”

of the

Difference of Opinion

list.”

impossible.
But to continue with our main theme, the relation
between music talent and intelligence, it might be
well to state the ingredients of both. Music talent
mainly
consists of a number of factors, among them
sensitiveness to pitch, rhythm, intensity, haimonic
combinations, memory for melody, and the like. Di.
Carl Seashore, University of Iowa, was the pioneer in
these factors. Alfred Binet is the fathei

such factors as memory, menjudgment.
tal alertness, reasoning power,
and ask if
Let us consider some great musicians

Philip Marcus, eight, is a talented pianist; Richard
Porter, eleven, and Richard Williams, fourteen, have
pei feet pitch; Ruthie Duskin, ten, is an expert on
opera.

/

Here we bring up that provocative question; does
music study sharpen the mental faculties for other
things? On this question the evidence is not so conclusive and there is some difference of opinion. Professor Edward L. Thorndike of Columbia University
claims that music study will not give one capabilities
or skills in other fields. For instance, if you play the
piano, you will get finger skill for that instrument
but not for the typewriter. On the other hand, Dr.
Charles Eliot, former president of Harvard, has said:
“Music rightly taught is the best mind trainer on the

Music Talent Analyzed

—

—

Truman is an accomplished pianist. Among
who are gifted musically are Frank Lloyd

S.

*

his hands.

test

has perfect pitch and plays
the piano with skill. At five, he began composing and
now has an impressive little repertoire of his own
piano pieces.
Marian Brown, eleven, studied the piano for more
than eight years and can also play the harp and flute.
She sets her own verse to music. Her brother now in
the Army and her mother also compose. The Brown
family has a home orchestra, every member playing
an instrument.

Jan Struthers, author of “Mrs.
La Guardia, mayor of New York.
I have found a number of doctors and surgeons in
this category and one recalls Dr. Billroth who used
to play string quartets with Brahms.

she never learned to do this,
she would be handicapped for the remaindei of hei
and had her
life. Blackman put her to playing drums
play right off with the orchestra. At the end of a
two hour session, she was still sitting by the diums
wanting more. “It’s a miracle,” said the father, throw-

has perfect pitch and his knowledge
music has made experts lift

of opera and classical
their eyebrows.
Lonnis Lunde, eight,

Wright, architect;
Minniver”; Fiorello

on any one thing. If
and some people don t,

knowledge or
endowment. They

One cub

Dewey

Judy couldn’t focus her forces

up

a skilled violin-

mathematical achievements.
George Bernard Shaw plays the piano with skill.
Henry Ford has a pronounced rhythmic sense. Both
the presidential candidates of 1944 were musical.

youngsters attain good scholastic records on entering
school is that they have learned the invaluable lesson
studio
of concentration. A father once brought to the
“She
a two year old aptly named “Jumping Judy.”
hasn’t sat still for five minutes in her whole life,”
despaired the father and Judy verified the remark.

ing

is

reporter sent to cover the
event had never heard of Einstein and asked a contemporary for details. The latter rhapsodised on the
accomplishments of the great Einstein. The cub reporter, thinking he referred to Einstein the musician,
proceeded in his report to play up Einstein as the
greatest violinist since Paganini. This newspaper review still pleases the scientist more than any of his
benefit concert.

have
lic
shown a noticeable alertness compared to others. In
short, music instruction has given these tots a head
start not only in music but also in mind, since their
school records have been consistently high.
Alumni of Blackman’s orchestra have already dis-

number

school, a

other fields? Albert Einstein

and could no doubt make a name as a musician
had he so directed his efforts. The story is told that
Professor Einstein was once induced to play at a
ist

pianist. Shelley

(Continued from Page 123)
f

and done great musicianship
does
&
cond uctor. Both Schumann
and Wagner
8
16 cons P lc uous instances
of this Onlv
n
j
occasionally
do
we And that the renowned
composers shine as conductors.
In fact many of the
most famous wielders of the
baton have done sSprisingly little of permanent
note in the field
eld of
composing. The following
7
eminent rnnr ,,,!

not

SaiCl

’

T®

,-n

•

distinguished as composers:
his “Robespierre”)
Mottl,

The Evidence

of the

Quiz Kids

Consider also radio's famed Quiz Kids. David Davis,
eleven, who studied violin from the age of four, is
the most musically talented in this group. Possessing
perfect pitch, he interprets any sound— the ring of a
door bell, the click of a typewriter, in musical terms.
He has appeared as soloist with the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, playing Paganini's Concerto in D major.
Scarcely less remarkable than David is his little
brother, Shelley, eight, who already is an accomplished

ill

1

Emil ^pTuer

8

3

iT “f

Lfioiff

^icMer. seWl^Sir
Be ® Cham Wilhelm Gericke.
’

Albert Coh
6
Reiner, Stock, Walter,
Furtwangrer^Colonn^Vn
’

^2

^T

reux,

’

Golschmann, Monteux Ormant
WSkl
Koussevitzky, and Toscanini
Indeed it’’™,M°
that the creative ability is
seldom associated
the
“ 1“«uish.d“„hesS

'

Sh
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1S C

to!

Plin

COmbined with the insistent
determinatioi t p
f’«
***
ln preSenti
the
composers
® ei s ideals
ldeals is of course
paramount in the makeC ° llductor Th e
conductor must commaid the
r P6Ct of the men
he rehearses
dai v
aio
f
aVe their ^ohem, as did the
Y
powerful hm
!
n
" Sen tie, witty, and diplomatic John
Philip
o
Sousa
who, when asked by your editor
why it was
mat when he sent out a call to assemble
his band
players promptly left posts in
the greatest of sym>

^

Tf

-

p iony orchestras to join him, replied humorously,
“i
pay them better than the other fellow does.”
Talks

with the

men

themselves revealed that Sousa’s real
fine, honorable, courteous attitude

was his
toward his men.

secret

On

the other hand,

many

for

conductors are detested

their severe, arbitrary, sarcastic
innuendos anH
actual insults with which they lash
their plavers a t

rehearsals we have heard these
blows upon talented
performers, who have no means
of defending
selves other than that of
resigning The
°“ ddctors
defend this senseless attitude
eithe/throueh
1
U tUne "
worn alibi of temperament or by
the enrifn
that finer results are obtained
by keeping
t, P orchestra
S U
players keyed up to a high
state of L,
se «sibility.
After all, the great work
of thl
COnductor is done
at the rehearsals and
not bv am!
eara
time he is upon the
the
the concei't- Yet
at that, he has
the P11P
responsibility o]
“holding” under his
hand theTihm
lda n S- the rhythm
the dynamics, and
L 1
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“T*
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peat
,

complete

all

interpretation
’
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Centuries ago Plato considered music study an essential of education. We have seen that the tots in
Blackman’s orchestra were double promoted on entering public school. Assuredly this was due to the sharpening of their mental faculties by the music training
given to them. Assuming that music study does
sharpen the mind, one can well ask why. Playing an
orchestral instrument involves three senses; sight,
touch and hearing. It calls on the intellect for considerations of time and rhythm; it demands a coordination of the three senses with an instantaneous
muscular response, a correlation of faculties required
of no other activity except perhaps that of receivingwireless messages and writing them on the typewriter.
Assume mathematics to be on such a basis. If a student could work out a problem marking down the
figures on a sheet of paper in regular rhythms, accenting the first of each group in continuous pulse without
stopping until he arrived at the answer, he would
have a mental task similar though not so complicated
as reading a piece of music at sight.
We have seen that music talent and intelligence
are definitely related. This suggests other questions on
which further inquiry might be advisable. For instance, if pre-school music study is such an all round
benefit to the child, why isn’t more of it done? If
enough evidence can be assembled to prove that music
study develops the mind, it will at once become a
“must” of education.

f makes

(L °ntinued,

for

on Page

f
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UR FIRST NAME

for this creative venture

“Summer Playing

School,”

but the
it “Play

themselves have re-named
they say, “We have so much fun,

it’s

was

children
School,”

more

like

Lecturer,

than ‘just playing.’ ” That in itself is an indictment against us as music instructors, isn’t it? For,
when children no longer think that “playing music”
is the high adventure we know it to be, we should
change our methods. One way to recapture the gleam
is through the Summer Playing School.
The requisites are two or more studios with good
pianos, plenty of room for Eurythmics and games, a
blackboard and good rhythm instruments for rhythm

Composer, Teacher

‘play’

Mrs.
State

Todd was formerly head

of the Public School Music

Normal School and past Dean

Chapter She
.

is

ing for the teachers to arrive at an earlier hour and
at three o’clock we have to insist that they leave any
unfinished project until the next session. The pupils
are six to twelve years of age, with always a few older
girls helping us. The secret of the success of the enterprise is that all cooperate on the larger projects,

The Value
There was a

the schedule itself may be
who have never managed

very flexible, but for those
one, the following plan is

suggested. Divide your classes into older and younger
groups for some of the activities. That is, all may have
the same Rhythm Orchestra, Eurythmics and Ear
Training and Recess if you like, which would make
the schedule look something like thh:
9 A.

10

Younger Pupils
Chord building
Ear Training
Eurythmics

M.

A.M.

11 A.

Handicraft
Scrap Books
Modeling
Rhythm Orchestra for

M.

Lunch period for all
P.M.
Rehearsals of Special ensembles
1:45 P.M. Recess for all
Quiet Horn'
2 P.M.

9

Music Scrap Book
Modeling

MARCH

or plays

Stories of Musicians, Music History, Listening to the teacher or other pupils play
Older Pupils
Paint Posters

A.M.

,

1945

ESTHER COX TODD
10

A.M.

Chord building
Rhythmic Dictation

11

A.M.

Rhythm

Eurythmics
Orchestra for

Lunch period

12

all

Eurythmics
The Etude, January

1944

Eurythmics should be a part of every music lesson
is not always practical or possible. Since
Eurythmics are so much better given in a group, here
is the place to have a lot of fun and at the same time,
be learning. Even very yoimg children can “act out”
a melody pattern, and it makes music for them, a living thing. It is much easier to understand the meaning
of dynamics and marks of expression such as accelerando, or ritard through pretending you are a train
starting, and stopping, than it is to just “play faster
or “slow down.”
It is an amusing thing to hear a six year old ‘engineer’ shriek, “I said poco a poco accelerando, and that
doesn’t mean to go so fast you push me down!”
Rose Marie Grentzer has an interesting article in
The Etude, January 1944 on Eurythmics with sugges’

for all

P.M.

Planning of future recitals or special ensemble group practice
1:45 P.M. Recess for all
Record parties
2 P.M.
A good record party is always the result of
each bringing his favorite record
1

Make

this a real “listening” lesson

A six or eight weeks play school with two sessions
a week is better than more days of the week covering
a shorter period of time. This enables the pupil to
practice on his own assignment between times. Children who enroll for the group activity only, and are
not studying privately are charged a higher fee than
Mothers are glad to pay a good fee, since an all day
program such as this, gives them free time for their

12

1

of

fine article in

but this

the others.
all

Editor's Note.

issue concerning “The Lure of the Rhythm Orchestra”
by Eula A. Lindfors. Refer to that for additional suggestions.

as

Flexible Schedule
In a summer play school with two adults teaching,

Oregon

waltzes are especially favored.

Rhythm

A

of the Idaho

other instruments, such as violin, violoncello and flute,
but such instruments are not necessary or even advisable for use in the beginning. These are held as tantalizing and tempting awards to play, when they have
learned to follow the score. In the beginning, it is best
to use blocks, sticks, bells, triangles and drums. Many
interesting numbers may be arranged from duets in
The Etude. Several of the children subscribe for this
magazine, so on marches, minuets, waltzes (any music
on which it is easy to keep together) we nearly always
have four children at two pianos.
We often use the Haydn “Toy Symphony” with the
more advanced group. The theme from the “Surprise
Symphony” in its shortened form is popular with
young children, and since many of them can play it
as a piano solo, it gives each of these an opportunity
of playing piano in a rhythm group. The Marines
Hymn, Anchors Aweigh, Sousa marches and Strauss

him for lunch.
The children come on bicycles, roller skates, busses
and taxis. They are invited to come anytime after
nine A.M. and they may stay until three P.M. Even
so, we often find them sitting on the front steps wait-

musical plays, recitals, Eurythmics, and
Orchestra, but each is urged to contribute
some special idea to the pool of ideas. Every suggestion is respectfully considered. If sometimes, for instance, suggestions for staging a play in the yard are
too elaborate the teachers are not perturbed, for they
know energetic “stage hands” will find simpler ways
of doing things as time for the presentation draws
near. The same is true of costuming. The mothers are
never invited to help.

—

a composer of piano teaching materials.

orchestra. Additional aids are a big yard, croquet,
archery equipment, wheel toys, sqnd boxes, or any
activity toys for recess periods. If you have old lumber for staging, and a trunkful of costumes, these
may be of help, but are not necessary for motivation.
Everyone wears play clothes. As much work and
play as is possible is done out of doors under the trees.
A small tent in the side yard is a wonderful extra
studio for modeling, drawing or plays, or a place in
which to eat the picnic lunch on rainy days. Every-*
one brings his own lunch in a paper bag and for an
extra nickel, he has fruit juice or milk furnished

such

Department

of the American Guild of Organists,

activities. Usually children plan to take their private lessons on the day they come to the Play School
if the teachers have time free to do so. This is only
practical where there are several teachers in the school,
and it relieves the pupil from extra transportation.
The Rhythm Orchestra is an invaluable part of our
summer program. Even the youngest children can play
in this. We have good drums, a xylophone, bells, tambourines, and cymbals. Also many of the children play

own

'
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tions for the older children.
Ear-training and chord building may be combined.
Here again let the children “act out” what they hear.
Three children standing an equal distance apart may
represent the major triad, root position; the middle

one moves nearer the

root,

and we now have the minor

chord. Inversions and scales
ilar

may

all

be built in a sim-

way.

It is the style now to have “Record Parties.” In the
“play school” encourage the children to bring, only
their very best records for “listening lessons.” The
record catalogs are very instructive and entertaining
and they may use those as part of their background
material for explanation of the record.
Scrap books are instructive and interesting. A scrap
book may be any size or shape. In fact originality is
to be desired. Some people have scrap books of autographed programs only, others of composer’s pictures,
others of poetry pertaining to music, some feature
orchestras and conductors. If Continued on Page 134)
(
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Music in She

Heme

New

Records Coming
ff^etep

T
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HE BAN on recording, imposed by the American
Federation of Musicians in August, 1942, was
lifted finally on November 11, 1944 when the two
major recording companies Columbia and Victor
signed on the dotted line with the Union. Since that
date, recording activities in the studios of these two
companies have been more extensive than at any
previous time in the history of recording. It seems
somewhat paradoxical that the signing of an agreement which has long been in dispute, and which the
Government did not endorse, should have happened
on Armistice Day. The ending of this controversy between the Union and the recording companies is
viewed differently by different people. For there can be
no question that the justice of the peace finally
achieved was debatable. There was a period in the past
sixteen months when the record companies’ protests
to the Government looked as though they might be
successful. Perhaps if the companies had been in a
position to hold out longer, some Government action
might have brought about a settlement which would
have been more satisfactory to the companies, but, as
one recording official Mr. Edward Wallerstein, President of Columbia, said, economic pressure was such
that they had to sign or go out of business. Because we
have never been able to make an impartial study of
the case between the record companies and the Union,
we have never taken sides. From people who have
made a serious study of this case, we have heard it
said that each side had its rights and that a just settlement of the’ case would have been an arbitrated one.
The companies have not been able to bring forward,

—

—

at the time of writing,

many

The period from November

of their latest recordings.
up until about March

11

according to one recording official, is somewhat
the dark before the dawn; after that we can
expect to find monthly issues of newly made sets.
Unquestionably, the most outstanding, recording of
the new year is Columbia’s set of Shakespeare’s Othello,
starring Paul Robeson with Jose Ferrer, Uta Hagen,
and the supporting cast which played in the Broadway
production of this play for so many long months. This
recording is a truly notable achievement of its kind.
The stage production was the work of Margaret Webster, who has done much to revitalize Shakespeare in
the theater in recent years. She has endeavored to
humanize the work of the famous bard of Avon, and
in this she has been unusually successful. We imagine
Miss Webster would contend that the Shakespearean
1st,

like

scholar has had too much respect for tradition.
Nietzsche once said that the more remote tradition’s origin became, the more confused that origin
undoubtedly thinks of the theater
is. Miss Webster
as being essentially a place of entertainment, and she
plans her Shakespearean productions to be entertaining.

Even though the recording of this drama leaves one
missing the expressions and gestuies of the actors, one
does not play a single side before he realizes that this
performance which lives
is an excellently integrated
protagonists are exceptionally
vividly. The three main
well suited to their parts. Mr. Robeson achieves dignity
our sympathies for his
in his portrayal and enlists
passionate jealousy. His Othello is by no means as
compelling as others have been, nor is it lacking in
forcefulness— it is, on the whole, a believable characus profoundly. The Iago
terization which often moves
notable achievement; his is a telling
of Jose Ferrer is a
one. Of the three
characterization, a subtly powerful
reader of lines; his timing is
best
the
he
is
principles
care with which he has
exceptionally good and the

contrived his distribution of accents in the
poetical phrases is especially laudatory. Uta
Hagen, as Desdemona, has charm in her
serenity; she manages to give some personality to a role which is far from grateful. The
other members of the cast, which by nature
of the drama are overshadowed by the masculine principals, are quite as praiseworthy in
their respective parts. All in all, this remains
a notable performance of the drama, and a
notable recording.

—

Wagner:

Gotterdammerung
Immolation
Scene; sung by Helen Traubel with the NBC

I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
j

I

I

Symphony

Orchestra, direction of Artur TosI
canini. Victor set 978.
One of the most persuasive Wagnerian interpretations of the American soprano, Helen
NELS
NELSON
EDDY
Traubel, is her singing of the exacting scene
which terminates the Ring. Vocally, she is at
her best here, and her singing, is unusually satisfying.
1"' Ml
Traubel has the heroic qualities of a Briinnhilde; she
Schmitz who is a
renowned exponent
ti'vf
eb ussy’s music, has already
suggests in person and in the recording the qualities
given us the third in
of the Amazon which Wagner unquestionably intended
Clair de
lune. In the latter
° f thiS
this character to be. Others have brought more senof the most subtle
himself as on ®
plavtrs
tient warmth to the music, more tonal beauty on occadellcat ely nuanced
music, and the
recorders
sion, but no one has ever brought more vocal plenitude
d a rem arkably lifelike reproduction
of his
or dramatic sweep than Traubel. That hers is the best
Here the pianiS
seems less successful;
there ls
Jf
iJ^'
by n ° mean s as much
of the Immolation Scenes on records is due, however,
subtlety in the nprfnm,
to the orchestral direction of Toscanini. The eloquence
* the recordi aS
good. By and large
of his performance is found in his maintenance of the
t0 a studied style
which precludes a full
revein
° f the music s charm,
whole as essential song and the splendid coordination
Yet, one believes
Mr schmiM
of the long scene into a dramatic whole. The orchestral
P1 GCision would be
more profitable for the
piano !h!,
direction in all previous recordings was far from
an Mr Giese "
king’s more fluent
playing which hH
t
ngs out the music’s
*
effectual. The Immolation Scene occupies five sides of
charm. The latter oualitv 7
f
e one
the recording; the sixth side is given over to an or*“
««.»« should
pt
1 A uiare.
s
chestral version of the Liebestod from “Tristan and
Gould: Boogie-W
^* ues (American
Isolde,” played by the same orchestra. Toscanini’s
Concertette)
plaved
^hv
y
y Jose Iturbi
disc 10-1127.
rendition of this music is the perfect fusing of song
(piano) Victor
and drama.
Iturbi was the first
red seal artist t
the Victor microphones
Vivaldi (arr. Respighi): Sonata in D major; played
appear
after the hftmg
im° of thebefore
and this was the first Red
by Erica Morini (violin) and Max Lanner (piano)
ban,
1
° l dinB It seems to
us that the first Red
Victor disc 11-8671.
^etl
,
S
uld
more substantial fare. Mr.
This is a fine example of the classical sonata of the
have been
IturMRi s ^°
long been known
to be an admirer of
noted Italian violinist Vivaldi, despite "some suggestion
jazz and
f
S hows lds ability
to exploit successfully
of sophistication stemming from our own time in the
the medium
lecllum To
t be
De sure
surp Morton
ttnnlH’s
turn pieces
,:
Tvmrf™
Gould’s two
arrangement of Respighi. Miss Morini plays with poise
are facilo
imif
what reminiscent, but
and stylistic understanding; her tone is not so broad
admitted as clever
as Milstein’s in his performance of this work, but her
clevpr and
nn* effective genre th ey must be
off the I
°
two Pieces,
pieces
Boogie-Woogie
perceptions are equally as acute and persuasive. The
logie Etud.p
i* the
__
Etude is
better
ni
ei
Blues
S ls
is ,a
a rather
tame
imitation of its
if* ,
_
second movement, which might tempt some violinists
medium th
performs th ese
pieces with technical
to scraping, is played with finesse. This is music
brilliance' and
nnri'rh
tlle lecordui
justice to his playing.
g does
largely exploiting the performer’s technical abilities.
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The opening movement is a virtuoso one, but the third
movement is a beautiful and enduring Largo, which
Miss Morini plays with fine feeling. In the animated
finale, Miss Morini achieves some admirable subtleties
of shading. Mr. Lanner is an able foil to the violinist;
a praiseworthy performer on his own.
Debussy: Suite Bergamasque Prelude and Menuet;
played by E. Robert Schmitz (piano)
Victor disc

—

.

11-8694.

Debussy endeavored in his “Suite Bergamasque” to
recapture the elegance and style of the great French
clavecinists. With an adroit use of shifting keys and
individual harmonies, he poured wine into old bottles

~

eS
h
Ha "
° rus and Be
Bo-’
sNNr'LT'K
. ! f sima- he Q , Chorus,
hold
the Lamb of GodWellS Chorus
with Sadler’s Wells Orche.tr^
HeC lon of War wick
Braithwaite. Victor disc 11-8670.

^

i
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’

,

Handel’s Hallelujah Chorus is one
of his greatest
stirring
’nng choruses;
choruses: it comes
f'nrn oc in f
the
°e °
orfl
lat °no
10 as
inp- section
sent.irm to
tn the second _
the culminating
Dart
nd exults
soread of Christianity
Christinnitv and the
the spread
defeat ° *f ifcs
enemies. The other chorus is the opening*
53
dumber
"
r 01
of
Part 2:
it
is
a
deenlv
mnvinodeeply moving Largo by
2;
a llan
id most
and

w
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0
things. This disc
to write such thiners.
° Who
is
6 Whicb
brings us worthy and enduring music of
whiof
^ We an
never tire. Sadler’s Wells, the home of opera
?
i 11 ®
n Shsh,
boasts a good chorus and a firstrate orch
dently equally at home in oratorio, this chnr ra Evi "
1
accl u its
itself most credibly here. The recording k
C^ ev ^ sed
Tchaikovsky: Legend Christ Had

knew how
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Music in the

Russian Music To-day

Home

‘‘Eight Soviet Composers.” By Gerald Abraham. Pages,
98. Price, $1.50. Publishers, Oxford University Press.

Etude

Gerald Abraham, a non- Communist English writer
upon musical subjects, has selected eight Soviet composers, Dmitry Shostakovich, Sergey Prokofiev, Aram
Khachaturyan Lev Knipper, Vissarion Shebalin,
Dmitry Kabalevsky, Ivan Dzerzhinsky and Yury
Shaporin, and after the presentation of biographical
:

Music Lover’s Bookshelf

notes, discusses their works in relation to the art as a
whole. The author has a fine critical and analytical
mind, and his discussions of the works of these composers is timely and illuminating;.

What

Shall

We

“The Music Curriculum in

Teach Today?
a Changing World.”

Any book here
'eviewed may
De secured from

THE ETUDE MUSIC

By

MAGAZINE

Silver Burdett

at the

Drice given plus
postage.

Lilia Belle Pitts. Pages, 165. Price, $2.20. Publishers,

Company.

• •

Lilia Belle Pitts, Associate Professor of Music Educaat Teachers College, Columbia University, has

tion

combined the insight of a practical teacher with the
vision of a creative and constructive idealist in her
new book, “The Music Curriculum in a Changing
World.” She first made it a point to survey the needs
of this work-a-day world and then set out to build a
system which would fit those needs. These she followed
with charts, so that the teacher might have a workingplan to employ.
Miss Pitts, President of the Music Educators National
Conference, has a fine executive and administrative
mind and no on^ could have written upon the subject
of curricula with more authority and penetration. She
realizes the great opportunity presented to music in
America in these words:
“We live in a country where the support of music in
the people’s schools is given on a scale unparalleled
in the history of education. This is not all. We are
privileged to live in a land where more music is made
and heard by more people than anywhere else on
earth. We have, too, a flow of, sometimes vigorous and
much of the time, typical, popular entertainment
music deserving, and beginning to be reckoned with,
by so-called serious musicians.”

C^acLman
W. C. Handy, Meade Lux Lewis, Duke EllingPaul Whiteman, Ferde Grofe. George Gershwin,
Jerome Kern, Rodgers and Hart, Cole Porter, Benny
strong,
ton,

Goodman, and Raymond Scott as prototypes of American popular music, but in this group there is an
immense variability of talent and developed skill which
ranges all the way from the “honky-tonks” of New
Orleans to the great symphony halls in American cities.
It must not be imagined that the beautiful orchestral
arrangements all America is hearing as glorified jazz
are a natural evolution from the primitive social beginnings in a kind of American “The Lowest Depths.”

of Popular Music.”

By David Ewen.

George Gershwin was a. pupil of Rubin Goldmark and
much of his youth studying classical music; Paul
Whiteman and Ferde Grofe both spent years playing

spent
in

symphony

orchestras.

This does not belittle in any way the remarkable,
spontaneous and instinctive achievements of men
whose training has not been academically so fortunate.
Indeed, your reviewer doubts, after reading the comments in “Men of Popular Music” upon W. C. Handy,
composer of the Memphis Blues, the St. Louis Blues

and other highly original and fresh creations, whether
composer could have developed the ability
to do the unusual work he has done, if he had had any
other kind of training than that of climbing up the
“back stairs” with very little academic training, but

this gifted

America’s Polyglot Music
“Men

harmonist, Austin Pierce; Richard Rogers was a pupil
of Frank Damrosch, Henry Krehbiel, and George
Wedge at the Institute of Musical Art; Cole Porter is
a graduate of Yale, and studied law at Harvard, after
which he became a pupil of Vincent d’lndy in Paris;

with very great human insight.
Mr. Ewen’s book is informative and provocative.

Pages, 213.

Price, $2.75. Publishers, Ziff-Davis Publishing

Com-

pany.

Musical Evenings
“Evenings with Music.” By Syd Skolsky. Pages, 382.
Price, $3.00. Publishers, E. P. Dutton & Company,

The music of a people is always significant. But what
we say is the music of America, which is as

shall

Inc.

polyglot as the great assembly of its peoples, races, and
even aboriginal traditions, which make up our homeland. In this huge, dynamic nation, your reviewer has
always contended that there is nothing so representative of the power and spirit of the country as the
remarkable galvanic march creations of John Philip
Sousa, which have gained world fame.
From colonial days to this static hour of chaos, we
have traversed surprising distances in music, but for
the most part we have a kaleidoscopic result composed
than any other country of the
of more different types
world. The music of Spain, for instance, while varied

melody and harmony, is just as distinctive nationally as the bull fight itself, or the lovely tiles of Seville.

in

But what has America? Look at this conglomeration
of contrasting talent and genius: Lowell Mason- Jerome
Kern; L. M. Gottschalk-J. P. Sousa; Stephen FosterCab Calloway; Sep Winner-Edward MacDowell;
Charles E. Harris-Ethelbert Nevin; “Pat” Gilmorejohn Alden Carpenter; Horatio Parker-Tliurlow Lieurance; William Billings-Ferde Grofe; Robert StultsGeorg-e Gershwin; George F. Root-Victor Herbert;

Danks-W. C. Handy; George M. Cohan-Charles
Wakefield Cadman; Dudley Buck-Cole Porter; R.
Huntingdon Woodman -Richard Rodgers. This is oui
musical melange and perhaps in a cosmopolite country
such as ours, it is what we should expect.
H. P.

In “Men of Popular Music” David Ewen
Louis Armone volume King Oliver, Irving; Berlin,

gives us in
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DAVID EWEN
of fact, “Men of Popular Music” reveals
of the leading writers of modern popular
had a fine musical training in classical

As a matter
that

many

music have
backgrounds. For instance, Jerome Kern was a piano
pupil of Alexander Lambert, Paolo Gallico, and the

BOOKS

Zf,

r

*
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Thousands of people now possess libraries of worthwhile records. They little know that the reason such
material exists is due to an educational policy resulting from the ideals and exponence of Dr. Frances E.
Clark, for many years head of the Educational Department of the Victor Talking Machine Company.
Of course, at first the major record -making firms
recorded master disks of the conspicuous successes of
famous artists in the best known compositions, operas,
songs* symphonies, and so on. Dr. Clark, however, saw
the need for a universal catalog of all musical works
of an educational character and with untiring persistence worked to accomplish this aim. Meanwhile
the popular jazz, jive, swing and boogie-woogie records had such a vast sale that it was hard to convince the commercially minded heads of the firms
of the practical value of the more serious records.
However, they began to see that while a popular record might have a sale for a few months, the educational records went on selling more and more, month
after month. These are now the cherished possessions
of

many homes.
In order that one

may understand and correlate
a collection of records and add intelligently to the
list, Mrs. Syd Skolsky, the active head of a School of
Music in Albany, New York, has prepared an admirable book with over one ( Continued on Page 167)
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From a Lookout on the

Pacific

Dr. Maier has been so engaged with his
duties in the Pacific Coast Guard that he has
had scant time for questions. Here, however,
are some sage and keen reflections. More direct questions will be answered next month.
Editor’s Note.

—

On

his

duty

days

Pacific

a

Guardsman (Temporary Reserve)

Coast

Conducted by

rises

at 0530 o’clock, reports for duty at 0645,
has “chow” and receives his day’s assignment. Duties vary— K. P. detail in the
galley, guard watch on pier or ship,
office work with the mucky task of endfinger-printing, barge or wharf
less
jobs checking fishing boats and passengers; or best of all, patrol boat duty on
the Coast Guard Cutter.
One such duty day recently began at

Qu f

were published simultaneously in Paris,
Leipzig and London for each of which
he sent a manuscript in his own hand,
not one agreeing exactly with the other!
Beethoven’s manuscript are sometimes
indecipherable, clotted with a mass of

—

m

ciier
Mus. Ddc.
Noted Pianist

precarious jump on and
a bobbing little chug -chug launch
ferrying to the patrol boat through a
bay rivalling the Bay of Naples in
breath-taking beauty. On the patrol
boat, a small converted yacht with a
complement of six regular Coast Guardsmen, a quick change to dungarees and
sailor pot in which I look for all the
world like some comical, grandfatherly

dawn with a

and Music Educator

off

.

On

—

old salt in a cartoon!*
First job, polishing brass and swabbing
deck. Hard to concentrate, on account
of the glorious sunrise over the mountains, the upsetting roll of the boat, and
the lack of guardrails. ... You just hang
on to whatever offers, or overboard you
go!

Brass polishing finished, time is spent
unravelling the intricacies of those apknots the
nautical
simple
parently
“clove-hitch,” “the bowline on a bight,”
and others. (Not so hot for the piano
technic!) Then comes K. P. detail in the
pint-sized galley. Have you ever tried to
wash dishes and scour pans in a tight
four-by-six cubicle which careens and
dips drunkenly? Well, having survived
this nautical spree, a blissful hour sunning and “bulling” on the deck revives

—

(and tummy) when presto! an
emergency call flashes on the radio. A
mackerel boat in distress at sea! The
crew mans its stations, the boat slips
through the breakwater, and in no time
at all slides up to the craft, already so
far down in the bow that the pilot house
is awash. Covering the surface of the
water with silver are tons of mackerel
floating from the boat. With superb coordination (but with no help from this
dumb, bugeyed rookie) our crew ties up
to the craft, and slowly tows it to shore.
spirit

The

mackerel,

alas,

irretrievably

are

lest!

Thorough
Back to anchor again.
clean-up and more chow this time the
I
best meat loaf with Spanish sauce
.

—

.

.

have ever eaten. The
is

side

—

more
and below.

routine

On

rest of the shift
K. P., much loafing top-

Duty Thoughts

During the lazy afternoon hours aboard
lolling in the
ship, many a hazy thought
'with sudden
back of the mind pops out
newspaper
morning
the
Reading
clarity
amusing
chuckle over F. D. R.’s

we

a press confer‘musical” reference at
maestro, referring
old
sage
ence That
consummate ability to play on the
I,,

his

Unstrings

W

of

the

what vou do first
Then you wait

public,

hummed:

is to strike

a chord.

Then you

strike

changes, corrections and blots. It is
easy now to see why an editor-performer
who has enjoyed great popular success
with the work of a master, is tempted
to alter and “interpret” according to his
own personal whim. Therefore, the only
safe course is through the collaboration
of artist and musiciologist, the one acting as check on the tendencies and prejudices of the other.
The problem is indeed a colossal one.
How grateful we are for Mozart’s
and Bach’s beautiful, clean, meticulous
manuscripts which almost never leave
anything to chance! Yet how many thoroughly depraved versions of these composers are being used today!
Why does such a deplorable situation
continue? Simply because
unintelligent
students and teachers
require the prop
and stimulus of being told
by an inter6 laiy how to
“interpret” a composer
im,
ns si uation tempts the
integrity ot
almost all the publishers
and editors, anc
vitiates their approach.
Result: s

Correspondents

with

ment are requested to
to One Hundred and

this Departlimit Letters

Fifty

Words.

the same chord again. ... You use a
limited number of notes, but you make
these known and understood.”
There’s your perfect recipe for political
popularity. Whoever aspires to a successful public career must hold fast to
F. D. R.’s credo. For the arts, however,
one additional item must be added to
the formula, which is after you repeat
your “chords” (the pieces you play) and
make your limited number of “notes” (a
known and undersmall repertoire)
stood, you must make the public love the

music

— and

you

too.

Most performers

much

to the other ingredients.
They use a restricted, effective, not-tooprofound repertoire, repeat it through
the years, work ceaselessly to control,
polish, perfect their technic of projecas popular
tion, but fail to emerge

trust too

And why? Because they have
omitted that indispensable love ingredient. In their lives and careers they have
fallen down in sympathy and understanding. To become a popular artist
you must cultivate love for your fellowmen; your spirit must expand, flow out,
envelop humankind; your own burning
flame must kindle a response in those
who would participate in your performances. No spiritual sharing is possible
without love, and nothing but the deep
inner springs of love within the artist
himself can induce this in others.
Then, as I sat swinging gently on the
patrol boat deck, the thoughts popped
“idols.”

out: How many artists can I name who
posses this love-quality? Precious few.

And where

are the young performers
ready to step into the shoes of those
few well-loved artists who are alas, fast

away? And who is to blame?
The rank and file of teachers? The older

slipping

artists themselves who have not loved
teaching enough to take pains to lead
the army of our gifted youngsters in the
paths of high art? Think it over, Round
Tablers

Editions

This page has several times made reference to the distorted and often depraved editions of familiar masterpieces
which have been foisted on students
during the last fifty years. Antagonisms
have been stirred up by derogatory reference to some of the celebrated artists
who have “edited” the compositions of
the great classic and romantic comBut why the rile? The barbs
posers.
were aimed solely at those popular performers chiefly of the late nineteenth
century who tampered unpardonably
with the works of Bach, Beethoven,
Mozart, Chopin et al. The ones who say
to the composer, “Not thy will, but
mine ” or to the student, “Chopin says
‘Play it thus,’ but I say ‘Play it so.’ ”
Could anything be more reprehensible?
How are we to rid ourselves of these
excrescences? By refusing to buy, use
or teach such editions; by deluging thepublishers with protests; by demanding
untampered versions of our great music.
It is much simpler to demand authori.

.

.

—

—

tative texts than to produce them. By
this I mean practical editions which are
still faithful to the original manuscripts.
How can this be accomplished? Only
through the employment of profound, experienced musicologists (that’s the function of a musicologist, isn’t it?) plus
distinguished artists who have spent life-

times studying styles, habits and idiosyncrasies of a composer. It seems to
me that such a combination alone will
bring satisfactory results. To transfer a
manuscript to the printed page is an
exceedingly difficult and dangerous process. Compare any, even original, printed
editions with the composer’s manuscript
and many deviations are at once evident.
Some are misprints, others are obvious
misunderstanding of the composer’s intention. Later editions, of course deviate
more sharply. Glaring errors are perpetrated and finally a distorted version
emerges.
Many other problems arise. Composers
often make changes in the proofs; manuscripts are scrawled and blotted to the
point of illegibility, or several different
“originals” are produced. Take Chopin,
for example. His manuscript is
often
scarcely legible, he frequently failed
to
correct his own obvious errors, his
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.

.
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mass o disgi aceful editions
cluttering
up our music racks.
Wouldn’t most of the obstacles
fade ii
every one who wanted
to print, studs
01 teach music would
first be requirec
to sign a solemn pledge
to “love, honoi
and obey” the composer?
Only thei
would we achieve a happy
union of composer and executant. Only
then could w<
pay a small part of the
towering debi
we

owe the great masters.

On

Inconsistency

In a recent Etude interview
known pianist says this: “I do a wellnot believe that the advanced
student shoulc
spend time with routine finger
exercises.’

Two paragraphs
routine

later,

in

advocating

practice with various fingei
combinations and accentuation, he
obseives that, “One may never
have occasion to finger- a trill with the
seconc
and fifth finger, but practicing such
s
position is very useful as a means
oi
perfecting facility, and as a preparation
for any possible fingerings.”

TSK!
routine

now?

trill

TSK! Who

recommending

is

(and useless routine)

exercise

e
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say-so
(Continued, on
Page 165)
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Music and Study
verschlungenen Htinden diese schone Arbeit enden,
a melancholy, serene farewell song to his friends.
It seems as if Mozart in this last year wanted to
create as much as possible. And this flood of production did not ebb even when his illness became more
serious and dangerous. On the contrary, he was in a
fever to complete works begun and to plan new projects. Many Mozart biographers have ascribed this
is

feverish activity to his precarious financial position,
a highly materialistic and superficial point of view.
No, Mozart followed the law of his conscience, which
bade him finish his great work or at least to bring it
close to conclusion with no concern for the dross and
depths of earthly existence. We are surprised to find
in his last letters to his friends passages bubbling over

with humor; but that he knew he would soon die, we
know from a letter, supposedly his last, which he wrote
to the librettist Lorenzo da Ponte in London. Da Ponte
had asked him to follow him to the English capital.
Mozart answered with a quotation from “The Magic
Flute”: “My hour is striking. I am about to die
How lovely life was,” and then so characteristic for
the dying genius, “One must be of serene mind toward
that which Providence has decided to allot one.” Only
a few days later he passed away at the age of
.

—

.

.

thirty-five.
'

„

•

\

Mozart and Pergolesi
the great artists who matured early was
Giovanni Battista Pergolesi (1710-1736), who died at
the unbelievably early age of twenty-six. And still he
was one of the greatest artists not only of the early
eighteenth century, but of all times. His name will be
linked eternally with the history of opera, above all
with the opera buffa, since it was his “La Serva
Padrona” which made the new genre suddenly world
famous and later (1752), long after his death, was
the cause of the famous comic opera quarrel in Paris,
and for the rising influence of the Opera Comique.
But if he had not written his opera, his symphonies,
his trio sonatas they should be in the repertoire of
all chamber music groups
if he had only written his
“Stabat Mater,” the divine youth would have been
allotted immortality. It is his “Opus ultimum.” In the
melancholy reconciling music of this old Easter poem
which expresses the pain of the Virgin Mary over the
death of her son, we find great similarity with musical statements that Mozart has written.
It almost seems as if that exhilarating tone in music
that floating grace of a Mozart and Pergolesi was a
prerogative of all those who died early. It is striking
that among the sons of Johann Sebastian Bach,

One

GIOVANNI BATTISTA PERGOLESI

VINCENZO BELLINI

Genius
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P
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and Youth
fletti
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Well-Known Czech Musicologist

There

is no accounting for genius. The amazing manner in
which the precocity of certain Heaven-kissed
creators has produced masterpieces is a phenomenon too extraordinary to describe. Ovid's famous line,
Nothing goes quicker than the years" ("Nihil est omnis velocius") seems not to apply to composers
such as Schubert, Mozart, Mendelssohn, and Chopin, who before they were twenty-five, ranked with the
great masters of all time. In their days of concentrated effort they produced in quantity as well as quality
more than many composers who lived twice as long.
Editor's Note.

—

OLD GREEK PROVERB says: “Whom the
gods love, they let die young.” We moderns
think this proverb is cruel and senseless because the traditions of centuries have accustomed us
to think of death as terrible, horrifying and ugly. But
the Greeks understood better than we the sweet melancholy centering around the memory of one who
died young. They even felt that it was more fortunate

a N
A
JlX

to be taken in the bloom of youth than to have to
endure long years of horrid sickness and poverty. To

symbolize this they created the beautiful figui e of the
dying Adonis whose face expresses smiling sadness.
Smiling sadness, that is what we find so often in the
compositions of thos£ who died young, particularly in
the works of great musical composers.
It is this very sweet sadness that the critics have
noted in Mozart’s Ave Verum Corpus, one of the last
works of the master who died so very young. His
prayer to be transformed in his own death hour by
the blood of Christ is expressed here in incomparable
simplicity and grandeur. Mozart was probably conscious of his own near death, which he awaited not
with horror, but with peace and serenity. And we find
the same feeling expressed in the numerous works of
Mozart in the year of his death, in the many passages
of the “Requiem” as, for instance, in the Lacrymosa
which Mozart’s pupil Siissmayer completed according
to the master’s sketches; in the Clarinet Concerto; in
many passages of “The Magic Flute,” “Titus,” and
above all in his “Opus ultimum,” the “Kleine Freimaurerkantate,” the finale of which, Lasst uns mit
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Johann Christian (1735-1782) was most short-lived.
For it was this Bach, called the “Italian” or “English”
the lighter tones of Neapolitan opera,
and whose lightly pinioned style was so significant for
young Mozart. Likewise I should like to point to
Johann Stamitz, the great Czech master of the
eighteenth century, the founder of the Mannheim
School, who introduced the new style of “Sturm und
Drang” into music, that fiery new music to which
even the Baroque art of Johann Sebastian Bach had
to give way. This great genius (1717-1757) lived to be
only forty* years old, but in his short life he wrote
as much and caused as much upheaval as any other
perhaps in eighty years. Also, in his fiery symphonies
and trio sonatas there is an undertone of early death.
His famous “Mannheimer Seufzer” are only a symbol
of his spiritual attitude toward death.
Franz Schubert, like Mozart, developed a tremendous
production. Like Mozart, Pergolesi, Christian Bach and
Stamitz, Schubert possessed that directness of conception and that scarcely credible lightness of musical
portion
ideas, that blooming melody which is only the
of a child of mankind who knows how the angels sing
in heaven. Schubert knew that his earthly existence
was of short duration. His premonition or definite
knowledge of his approaching end is expressed in many

Bach, who struck

—

of his works, in his songs, his symphonies perhaps
minor String Quartet “Der Tod
most clearly in his
und das Madchen” in which, so to say, he represents
hi*; own fate! the implacability of fate which triumphs
over gloomy life and before which all beauty turns to

D

ashes*

Musik?” Schubert once answered someone for whom
some music or other was “zu traurig.” In fact, even
in the completely “naive” monuments of light music
by Schubert, there is this light veil of sadness. Schubert’s last works were his great C major Symphony
with its “himmlische Lange,” the E-flat major Mass,
many of his four-hand piano compositions, some of his
lyric piano pieces, and the three last Piano Sonatas.
On his last sonata, the B-Major Sonata it is probably his “Opus Ultimum” the date is September 26,
1828. On the 19th of November he died. How characteristic that a short time before his death he went to

—

Short-Lived Romanticists
It seems that it was the special lot of the romanticists to die prematurely. Carl Maria von Weber
(1786-1826) was only forty years old when he succumbed to his illness in London far from his homeland. Chopin .(1810-1849) was only thirty-nine years
old. Both died of tuberculosis of the lungs, with all
of the suffering connected with this cruel illness. In
so many of the works of Weber and Chopin, also
those of Schubert, Schumann (1810-1856), and Mendelssohn (1809-1847) who was only thirty-eight years
cld, we are reminded of the tragedy of early death.
All have one thing in common that they were never
able completely to rejoice in the beauty and strength
of life. One believes continually to feel in their,
rhythms, their melodic pattern, and in their harmony,
their inevitable fate. All have that touch of pessimism

—

romanticist

When we

to

Create

Scarcely two years before he passed away, at a
time in which he felt his death-sickness in him, he
returned to the song he had developed in his young
years, in which he had sung of death the consoler.
And just as the dark powers of fate which threatened
his young life gave way to eternal peace, so this Quartranstet is the resounding exposition of death and
figuration, of struggle and reconciliation And also here
in this
it is the sweet melancholy which so grips us
master work of the young composer; the inexpressible
grace of the dying Adonis. As in the case of Mozart,
Schubert’s death year was hiss most fruitful, creatively.
time to
It is as if the genius wanted for one last
gather all his strength together for a supernatural
so
exertion. So eruptive was his urge for creation,
violent his spirit, that he forgot everything pertaining to every-day life, and forgot his health, also.
Even on his death bed he did not stop working.
He felt thousands of unsung songs in him, thousands
sonatas, and
of quartet and symphony themes, and
dances and impromptus, and operettas. In the case of
Schubert, as in the case of all those who matured

which Arthur Schopenhauer, the

philosophers, preached.
think of the great opera composer Weber

among the

whose penetrating melody pervaded the figures and
scenes of his operas with an intensity char acteriza tion
and color never again attained, we should not forget

.

regret their
early including Raphael and Kleist, we
think of all the great hopes and
early passing.
their possible fulfillare not in a position to think of
is so weak
ment. The strength of our imagination
are, perhaps,
measured by the dynamism of genius.
of suffering who
even ungrateful to those demons
geniuses ever more feverishly to new

We

We

whipped those
such a short
works and which forced from them
unbelievable and eternal.
span of life so much that is
name was given
Schubert’s “Schwanengesang” this
of his song cycles after his
t0 the most magnificent
the inexpressible
death—-contains such songs as allow
reconciliation
re-echo the nearness of death and

m

—

to

Kriegers Ahnung the part
with death, as perhaps in
fest, Herz which goes Bald ruh ich wohl und schlafe
his feverish heart beats in
liebste gute Nacht. As
phrases of the piano
pounding rhythm, the eighth-note
haste, as a
accompaniment rush along. in breathless
to which Schubert knew he
svmbol of inevitable fate,
in the ac-

same thing
was subjected. And the

is felt

Vincenzo Bellini (1801-1835), who died at the age of
thirty-four, one of the most charming figures of
must
Italian opera, full of melody and sweetness.
also think of Bizet, the writer of the most lovely
melodies of the French, who died at the age of thirtyuillaume
seven. Another notable example is that of
Leken who died at the age of twenty -four.

We

G

continue our observations and
occupy ourselves more thoroughly with the problem
of youth and age in composers, we would probably
establish the fact that the “young” tended more to
the melodic side, the “old” more to the harmonic and
contrapuntal side. That is understandable, since the
original form of music is melody. Perhaps there is one
composer who is an exception to this rule, the great
contrapuntist Max Reger, who died at the age of fortythree, since he had been entirely too negligent about
If

we wanted

1

tenderness. T.
rhythm of tha

his health.

In the past few years we had an opportunity to
see a whole series of great talents die at a youthful
age. I think first of all of Rudolf Stephan (1887-1915)
who died at the age of twenty-seven dining the first
world war, one of the earliest pioneers of the new
music, who supposedly would have become one of the
leading composers of the world if death on the battlefield had not torn him away so prematurely. Here in
America we have a classicist of American music,
George Gershwin (1898-1937) who at the youthful
age of scarcely thirty-nine left this world to which
he had given so much joy with his original melodic
and rhythmic talent. One does not dare to reconstruct
logically what heights music would have reached if
all of the Mozarts, Pergolesis, Schuberts, Gershwins,
and many geniuses who died young had reached a
normal life span.
Today battle is raging in all parts of Eurcpe and
Asia. Thousands of musicians are taking part and
hundreds fall for an ideal and future of their people.
How many of them bear in themselves the creative
genius of music? How many would enrich musical
history? How many thousands of people would they
give happiness to, could they only develop their
talents? These lines are dedicated to them.

master who was

>

sick to

$
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$

charm and

invisibly stood behind the
th « Kennen Sie eine lustige
deatn.
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“The chorus

an award

sion,

because

is

it

offered for the best

book assembled during
the term, be sure and have written rules about what
counts—neatness, originality, size, and so forth.
Handicraft is included more to vary the program
than for its own worth in this project, but some inter-

.

is

esting developments may come from your clay modeling of hands. Plaques of the hand of each child are
made. The hand of “Susie, age six,” may look quite
different from the hand of “Tommy, age seven.”
If so,
why? This makes a fine opportunity to create interest
in hand- developing technic. If the plaque
is made a
nice oval, dried in a slow oven, or the
hot sun, and a
ring for hanging is placed on the back,
the family is
delighted to hang it as decoration above
the piano, for
^iiAv is more interesting than a
pianist’s hand, unless
it is a violinist s? As additional
handicraft, recital programs may be hand lettered, or posters
may be made.

Tie Junior Etude

is full

of good features for clubs
and parlor games. We keep Ensemble
playing and
prac icing going on in one studio
almost all day long.
Aim ol der boys and girls learn to
rehearse by themselves with occasional help from
an instructor.

su

mmer

Play school program such as
in addition to winter lessons,
you will find
.

pupfis

™ke

this,

you have
more wonderful than you ever
dreamed you
llS
P
g °0d music and how t0
^L
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melodic line and balanced dynamics.

harmony and have good rhythm. This

They know
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not by chance,
SeSSi0n their skiUs mellow and
rno^ Int^n
? musical
mold
into an !integral
knowledge
Perhaps you would like to know
of various tvnes of
recitals planned and presented
in these sessions Be11

of the year.
Another fine

?
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the greatest vehicle of musical expresis an orchestra of human instruments*9
Dr. Wm. J. Finn, C.S.P.
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“Music and Art” was another.
Copies of old masters
played as each

new
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picture
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effort in correlation
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ade by a yOUng girL She
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P yed 80 her
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series of

made a poster

P^o numbers

time as she displayed her
SUitaWe verse> then sea ted herself
at^the' SLnn and
!fP?lay ed Among
these was To a Wild
d
Rose
by MacDowell and Prelude in A by
Chopin. For
tins last mentioned one her picture
was a little bird
taking his bath in a formal garden in the
morning. The
Mttle girl in a long party dress entertained
her mother’s
friends at a tea and made a charming
drawing-room
eCit
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presentation.

Folk music” was a recital of simple folk
melodies
by children
aU stages of piano playing
from onee
line tunes to a Liszt Rhapsody.
A “Travelogue” may be given by two
Navy Uniform with the aid of a
globe and chnr« !

m

w* “
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worked into recital novelties.
Lovely ensemble grouDs of
string quartets,

ances
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the theoretician Simon Sechter to take instruction in
strict counterpoint. He, didn’t need these lessons at all
to obtain immortality.
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YOUNG SINGERS come to me lor
"YTCT HEN
\//\f assis tance and advice in their work, I begin
V V the audition by asking them a question.

Music and Study

I

ask them ivluj they wish to sing. Sometimes the aspiring young artist who most definitely wishes to sing
finds this a difficult question to answer! Actually, it
forms the most helpful basis for work. If you wish to
sing because you love music, because you have a goon
voice, because you believe singing to be the entrance
to a ‘glamorous’ career, the path before you may be
a stony one. But if you wish to sing because singing
affords you the one channel of expression without
which you could not exist, you have set your feet on
the right track.
“Singing is an expression, not of tones, but of life;
it is part of life in that it involves the vivid re-living
of emotions and moods which were sufficiently compelling to cause a poet and a composer to write songs.
Those emotions, then, must form the basis of singing
those songs any artistically valid songs. Hence, the
singer who takes his work seriously soon develops the

Why Do You
A

Sing?

Conference with

Distinguished Danish Soprano

—

conviction that* his singing

—which

must re-create

living

emo-

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE RY MYLES FELLOW ES

a different matter from thinking that
the song exists merely to display a voice!
tion

is

What Then

of

Povla Frijsh has come to be known as one of those rare artists to whom audiences look not merely for
masterly interpretation but for a living expression of experience. A native of Denmark, Mme. Frijsh
has appeared in the leading European capitals as well as throughout the United States. Electing to

Equipment?

“Assuming, then, that singing means the expression

in interpretation. In the
confine herself to recitals of songs, she has become known as a 'specialist
following conference, Mme. Frijsh outlines for readers of The Etude the elements that must lie as the
Editor's Note.
foundation for any valid interpretation of songs.

of living emotion, what shall the young singer do to
equip himself for his task of vivid projection? Frankly,
that is not an easy question to answer, since it involves
the intangible elements of imagination, observation,

To reflect life, the singer must know life.
Now, many young people seem to think that ‘knowing
life’ means a furious plunging into activities and emotions. That is by no means the case. Life includes those
things, true enough but it includes so much more! It
includes meditation, the ability to enjoy and appre-

—

sensitivity.

—

ciate little things, a feeling of oneness with nature,
the imaginative ability to live in other people’s joys
and sorrows. And those aspects of living, precisely,
must enter into singing Obviously, a fine natural voice
and a well-schooled control of its use must be pres!

—

ent but those qualities al&ne have never yet produced
convincing artistic projection.
“The singer must live each song he sings. For this
reason, he is unwise if he attempts to sing any song
in which he does not believe. A song may be ‘the fashion,’ it may be a great ‘success,’ it may be a magnificent vehicle for another singer but if it does not
move you, you will never be able to use it as your
means of moving others. Thus, the very first step in
approaching a new song is to read it through, play it
over, and find out just how much it means to you. Can
you love it as a poem, as a sweep of melody? If not,
leave it alone! Perhaps you will come back to it some

—

day when your own powers have matured; perhaps you
never feel oneness with it. But if you do not believe
in it, don’t sing it! If the song is a lesson assignment,
a wise teacher will not compel you to attempt to give
expression to something you cannot sincerely express.
“But if the song is your own, the first step in learning it is to get as far away from the music as possible!
Copy out the words on a bit of paper and keep that
paper with you. Whenever you have a free moment
in a bus, waiting for an appointment, anywhere read
over the poem, not merely memorizing the words but
saturating yourself with the feeling, the mood, the
the poem
deepest significance of those words. Drink in
the impact
as a sponge drinks in water, and try to feel
perhaps soon, perof its essence. Then a day comes
yourself.
haps not when you feel the poem as part of
to you
come
to
begin
pattern
its
of
words,
its
of
Bits
when you least expect them; the feeling of it mingles
with the feelings and doings of your everyday life,
something happens that makes you turn to this poem
as the natural expression of some emotion of your own.
And then the poem is yours. You know it not as a
series of memorized words, but as an integral and intimate part of your own living. Now put it aside. Go
to the piano and work at the music, just as independently as you did at the words. At the beginning,
forget art and interpretation, and work at that music
rhythm
in the most elementary fashion. Count out the
—insist on the rhythm!—play the accompaniment,
adapt both melodic line and harmonic pattern to your
will

—

—

—

—

three separate units of
voice. Finally, then, build the

—

complete whole poem, melody,
V our study into one
accompaniment must be blended and welded together
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radiate happiness
you!

so that they stand as
one. Now, at last, you
are ready to sing your

“It

—

all of

always

interests
to learn
the tickets

me enormously

song!
“I believe

with

all

that, when
for my concerts are put
on sale, the first to be

my

conviction that the poem
is always the core of the
song. For that reason,
I judge the emotional
value of my songs by
their texts. If the poem
of a song moves me, 1
will sing that song even
if the music is only passable but the most ex-

taken are the balcony
where the young

seats,

students

habitually

A Winning

go.

Indi-

viduality
It is a wonderf ul feeling
to reach youth! It is a
wonderful thing to know

—

music will not
tempt me to sing a song
of which the poem is

quisite

that our young people
to hear interpre-

want

tative singing. It

mediocre.

means

underneath their
normal youthful desire
that,

The Essence
of All Poetry
“If I insist

POVLA

on the poFrom an

etic value of a song, it

experience
because
has taught me that

is

oil

FRIJSH
painting by the American modernist.
Scribner Ames.

to dress ‘in fashion,’ talk
‘in fashion,’ and be ‘in

fashion,’ they are groping for the intense imag-

inative

singer’s interpretative values are
inadequate, his familiarity with the poem is also inadequate. Try reciting the poem, as a poem before
you attempt to sing the song. Acquire the habit of
reading much poetry. Once you do, you will find

whenever a young

,

the essence of all poetry is, not words, but
feeling. Critics tell us that the great poet begins his

that

creation with emotion and mood, and then clothes
them in words in second place. Precisely that is
what the interpretative singer must do. From the
hearer’s point of view, emotional impact is what he

wants.
“In order to project these emotional values, the
singer must have clear diction at his command. But
he needs something more something that might be
termed facial diction! By that I mean mobility of the
features and expression of the eyes. In daily living,
we accompany our least activity with some facial reinforcement. Imagine how dull we would seem if we
said and did everything with the same set look on our
faces! Since singing is living, a part of our expression
must animate our faces as we sing. Certainly, this does
not mean the making of grimaces or contortions! It
means simply that if you sing of happiness, you should

—

expression

that

one day mature them from adherents to a fashionable code, into individual personalities. In singing,
will

precisely this expression of individual personality
that reaches .the hearts of an audience, in that wonderful, magnetic give-and-take between performer and
hearers that is the final element of completeness. Now,
winning individuality does not mean going in for
freakishness Rather, it means the deepest probing
of the real self. It means finding out what you really
when you look at a sunset; when you come back
feel
to a clean, warm home after a day’s work; when you
hear good news. One of the best ways of stimulating
the imagination is to observe and appreciate the little
things of life, so often taken for granted in our rush
after bigger values! When you know what home and
homesickness mean, you are better equipped to interpret Schubert’s Der Lindenbaum.
“Finally, once the elements of interpretative values
are in sound order, the singer should try to get the
perspective of his songs as a whole. This, of course,
includes the accompaniments. Since it is not wise to
sing while seated, a singer should not accompany himself (although he should know his own accompaniments, at the piano, for purposes of study and assimilation) This, in turn, means working with a pianist
and here my best advice is to get one who works well
with you and remain with him! It is a mistake to
change pianists at every concert. Viewing the song as
a whole, the singer needs something more than merely
a pair of hands at a keyboard ( Continued on Page 173)
it is

!

—

.
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the musician of understanding and skill,
that counts. As Robert Browning wrote
in “Abt Vogler”:
a

But God has a few

whom

pers in the ear;
The rest may reason

he whis -

.

bu

More Musical

we musicians know.”
Music, as a healing art, must be administered by artists. The best is none too
good. Musicians should not play down

Therapeutics

to the patients, but choose from the
great music of the world what is simple,
inspiring and suited to the emotional
level of the patients. The personality
qualifications of the musicians are most

pie t

*tis

(jarton
Mrs Cartwright's

Healing Art
of Music/* which appeared in The Etude for February. The Etude has endeavored
to confine its discussions on this subject to the restrictions which medical ethics
prescribe. While, there is a widespread feeling that music may be very helpful
in the treatment of certain illnesses, the application and the dosages are by no
Editor's Note.
means reduced to a scientific basis.
This

is

and welcome:

really fhe second section of

A

THRILLING STORY

ocean.

He managed

of the vitalizing power of music was told by
a young seaman in the surgical

ward of the Marine Hospital on Staten
Island. His boat was torpedoed in midto rescue his precious
days he and his buddies

mandolin. For
were afloat in a liferaft. He bolstered
their morale by singing, playing, and
making up music. When they were finally
rescued the doctors marvelled at their
excellent condition in spite of exposure
and near starvation. This they attributed
to the music which had helped to pass
those terrifying days.
Now let us go to the recreation hall
in the Marine Hospital on Ellis Island.
There is a large cheerful auditorium

The atmos-

with an attractive stage.
phere of good cheer which pervades the
room is due to a most capable and
sympathetic social service staff. There
the ambulatory patients congregate for
an hour of entertainment. Many of them
have been nervously exhausted and
shocked by the terrific experiences they
have had, yet all of the musicians agree
that they have never played or sung
.

so inspiring and appreciative an
audience. Sometimes there is community
singing. More often a program of music
given, always by excellent artists.
is
Sometimes there are ill aliens in the
audience. On one occasion a pale, wan
German boy sat in the front row, drinking in the music. When there was a
pause he asked the violinist if he would
please play a certain composition by
Mozart. The violinist, a sympathetic and
understanding person, said: “You play
the violin, do you no$? Won’t, you play
the
it?” “Well, I can try.” Thereupon
young German played like the fine artist

.

article " The

dom, and gesticulating. As the music
progressed he became quiet, and when
by request the violinist played the Air
on the G String by Bach, he slowly relaxed. The expression of tension was
gone from his face, just as though he
had been given a sedative. These things
are startling when one sees them occur
over and over again.
When the medical men, psychiatrists,
physicists, and musicians get together
they may be able in time to formulate
a training course which will graduate
accredited musical therapists. These in
turn will join the noble army of pioneers
until they can definitely point to enough
successful treatments from which a real
profession may evolve. Therefore we must
be patient. Meanwhile, do not forget that
musical visits to the suffering may bring
great joy. One does not need to be a
musical therapist to do that. Of course
one must be guided by those who have
had much experience over a period of
time.
tested

Much

beautiful

and found

music has been

helpful. After

all, it is

important. They should bring a feeling
of cheer and well-being to those whom
they visit. Not all musicians are fitted
for hospital work.
The National Music Council recently
sent a questionnaire to three hundred
and forty-one hospitals for treating nervous and mental diseases, with a view
to ascertaining the results of the use of
music. A complete report of this survey,
with a digest by Willem van de Wall!
may be obtained by sending fifteen cents
to Edwin Hughes, 338 West 89th Street,
New York, N. Y.
Dr. Samuel W. Hamilton, Mental Hospital Advisor, Merual Hygiene Division,
United States Health Service, Washington, D. C., makes the following memorandum of the survey in the Bulletin,

from which we give extracts:
“The questionnaires returned to the
National Music Council have been studied
with interest and care. A large number
of the hospital administrators who have
gone to the trouble of preparing and
signing

these

reports

are

personally
known to me. Among them are many
thoughtful and critical men who are

never swept off their feet by something
that appears to be showy. That judgment is made more convincing by the
restrained diction of the replies. Two
hundred and nine out of three hundred

and forty-one

have sent replies. Eleven want more of a program
than they have ever had but are planning to organize it when the employinstitutions

ment situation is more favorable.
“Some pathetic things come to

light.

Four institutions have no radio. Fifteen
have no auditorium. A few institutions
never offer to their patients music by

•

bounds or race or creed, united us all
moment. Perhaps
for one transcendent
tomorrows music will
in the brighter
the nations.
be for the healing of
case of another youth
I remember the

recreation hall. When we
in the same
the concert we^found
came in to begin
disturbed, talking at rangreatly
him

music at Kalamazoo for fifty years,
but in many institutions good ones at
that music was not well organized prior
of

—

to 1920.

This advance

has not come about
and this is the time to command the vision of the Committee on the
Study of Music in Institutions which,
with headquarters in the
Russell Sage
Foundation, is directed by Dr. van de
fortuitously

Wall.
t

A conservative statement in an institu-

on that has no director

is that the
therapeutic effect there is
doubtful, but
4-at the music is
important as a recrealonal outlet. The
situation was well
summed up by another who said that
the more the patients
participate in makug t e music, the more
therapeutic it
becomes.”

om

the

foregoing It must be clear
^5 medl
° al Institutions
are slowly but
U P t° the necessity tor
^
fn this field of
musical theranpntw

and also that we are probably
da n of a erea t new era in

’

T

th/ trio!

whir-h
stntoe

•

? dlsease The fact that
^ y cians
continually con^ f the are
functional diseases
.u

has been given the most severe
tests over a long period of time. There is nothing quite so
cure,” until

it

&

injurious to the art of Hippocrates as the introduction of
99
66
cures
which, after only a lew years, prove disastrous

experiments.

The Etude

from time to time the investigations
made hy serious minded workers in the field of musical
will review

therapy, but our readers must

know

that nothing can

Severally

be

represented as a ‘cure” or a remedy until it has been given
the fullest confirmation by the medical profession,

too™ £-

™

Seem

The

i

e harp,

when played by an
good-it

is

lovely in

artist, is

a ward as

instrument or as accompaniment
Tlle violin

iA

bU

all

new

18

mental

t0 h ave quite
violoncello for inth its beautiful,
mellow, low

snecifif effects.
specific

fn

aware of the attitude of medical authoritie in
avoiding the exploitation of any new drug, new surgical
routine,

result of disturbed

future

is

excel

mus1 be P la y ed by a real
:
ar tfs|.
instruments such as the
auto harp are good for small
wards. The
est music is that by a
good string quar*

E ARE

-

calmin g effect of music
win ho
6 empl0yed more
than ever in the

especially

Musical Medicine Practical?

f

SETZ a?“

'

tet or trio (violin, violoncello

and piano)
vocal ensembles are good. An
inspiring
rendition of Stainer’s “Crucifixion”
at
Ellis Island by a double quartette
of professional singers lingers in our
memory

was on Good Friday and I have
never seen a more reverent
and attenlve audience than that
company of ill
Marines and Coastguardsmen.
For one taking good
music to hospitals
8
rewar
still.

le

It

feel

SHhi

^ ^

inspiration than the
patients
aweniiS!f The benek
r
fits are reflev
eFS find new re ‘
finements in their sWe idea of
performance

recedes

int^K

T

and music as a
healing
g art ernei
emerges,
more beautiful
„
than
other musical
experience. Surely
oluei
gives and him

him that
takes.
ee

U()

not up-to-date now, but on the other
hand, the same institution has phonograph records and a radio, which were
not available in 1904. On the other hand,
one hundred and nine have singing in
the wards; forty -one have professional
musicians as directors, and ninety-two
say that they could use additional musical workers if they had them.
“We have made considerable progress
in the last forty years, and more especially in the last twenty.
It is true, of
course, that extensive use has been made

tonef’

for

he really was*. The men, some of whom
had been the victims of enemy submarines, applaude d heartily -Music, the
no
universal language, which knows

liuopuai ui xuui
thousand beds reports for its active program only a choir of twenty-seven and
an orchestra of employees who play for
the dances. This is about what one was
used to forty years ago and of course is
xx
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The Secret

of

Adding Orchestral Color
%

Hammond

To
N MODERN ORCHESTRATION
one of the most effective means
of adding richness and fullness
to a melodic line or an accompaniment is that of doubling. For example, a melody played on the Oboe
may be doubled on the English Horn
an octave lower; one played on a Trumpet may be
doubled by a Trombone; or one played on a Violin
may be doubled by a Viola. You will note that the
doubling is done by instruments of the same tonal
characteristics as the instrument employed in soloing the actual melody. In other words, wood- wind
doubles wood-wind; brass doubles brass; and string

I

doubles string. Thanks to the varied possibilities of
the Hammond, this same principle may be applied
to your own playing in your own home with telling
effect.

Let us use “Suggestions for Hammond Registration
(Bulletin No. 2) * as our text book. If you will turn
tp pages two and three you will find the pitches controlled by the draw bars clearly defined. Those which
sound the “key-note” in various octaves are I, III, IV,
VI and IX. The interval of the fifth (in various octaves)
is sounded by II, V, and VIII. In other words, if I drew
I, III, IV, and IX and played C, I should hear C
sounding at five different pitches at the same time.
However, if I drew II, V, and VIII and played the
same C, I would hear G (instead of C) sounding at
three pitches. From this experiment we can easily see
that I is the double of III, and III is the sub octave
(or double) of IV. In similar manner, II is the double
of V and V is the double of VIII. This may seem a
bit complicated at first, but a few minutes perusal of
the chart on page two of our guide and a repetition
or two of the afore-mentioned experiment at the console will no doubt clarify matters.

A
Now

Practical Application

us proceed to a practical application of
doubling (or sub-coupling as it is sometimes called)
Turning to pages 8 and 9 of Bulletin No. 2, we find
a greatly varied list of Hammond Stops. A simple and
colorful example is the Hohl Flute. At 8' pitch (or
piano pitch) its designation is 003100000. Now since I
is the sub octave of III and III is the sub octave of
IV, at 16' pitch (or one octave below piano pitch) the
composition of the same stop is 301000000. By the use
of a simple bit of addition, we arrive at the conclusion
that a Hohl Flute doubled WITH ITSELF would be
registered 30.4100000. The following chart will illuslet

more

trate this

vividly.

8'

Hohl Flute
Hohl Flute
Hohl Flute

16'

&

16'

8'

IX

I

II

III

IV

v

VI

VII

VIII

0

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

+3

0

1.0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

4

1

0

0

0

0

0

Such a simple problem in addition could be solved by
a child and yet this formula plus a bit of common sense will greatly enrich your palette of tonal

—

—

colors.

A problem that is a bit more difficult is forming the
true double to the Quintadena. At 8' pitch this delightful stop is formed through setting the draw bars at
003130000; at 16' foot pitch it would appear 331000000;
hence at the two pitches its indication would be

Registration

Pul arcl Put 'UlA

Li

For our last illustration of doubling at the sub
octave, let us consider a type of doubling that calls for
a bit of common sense plus mathematics. The composition of a Corno d’Amore is 006751000, hence its
sub octave is 657100000. Now if we add these two factors together our result is 6 5 13 8 5 1 0 0 0. “A ha!”
you say, “your system isn’t fool proof. Since there are
only eight dynamic degrees on a draw bar thirteen is
an impossibility.” And right you are, but let’s try a
little experiment. On A set up 006751000 and play
middle C and the C one octave lower. Listen to the
sound carefully. Now on B set up 658851000 and play
middle C only. Is there any perceptible difference in
the sound produced by these two means? Under normal circumstances the answer would be negative. From
this, we can reasonably conclude that any number
greater than 8 may be effectively supplanted by 8.
One word of caution. When using doubles or sub
octaves avoid the lower range of the manuals. Any
pitch lower than a third below middle C is apt to be
“muddy” or “growly.”
Now let us consider the reverse process namely,
doubling at the super octave. Again
let us refer to pages two and three
of “Suggestions for Hammond RegBy a
istration” (Bulletin No. 2)
bit of perusing we discover that IV
is the super octave (pitch sounding
one octave higher) of III, VI is
the super octave of IV, and IX
is the super octave of VI. By' the
same virtue, V is the super octave
of II and VIII is the super octave of V. From this (and the
similar paragraph in Part I) one
can readily see that whether a
draw bar plays the role of a sub
or super octave is relative to cir-

—

—

—

MARCH

,

8'

I

ii

III

IV

V

VI

0

o

3

1

3

0

0

16'

7

&

8

'

003130000, while at

registration is 000301030. Thus, if the
super octave is employed with the
unison pitch we would set the draw bars at 003431030.
Here let me add a word of caution. In most rooms the
VIII bar at 3 will be too prominent, so reduce it to
2 ol’ 1. In other words, “voice” the stop to suit the

0

94.5

-f3

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

4

1

3

0

0

0

0

you
of

are

playing.

you are won-

dering if it is not possible to employ the sub octave and the super
octave simultaneously. It most certainly is possible and one may obtain
a good many Debussy-like effects in
this manner. At 8' pitch (piano pitch) an Unda Maris
is formed 002100000. Draw the Chorus Control and
turn the tremolo on one third of the way. Try a few
chords and note the ethereal timbre of this delicate
stop. When “spread” the sheer beauty of this stop is
greatly enhanced. Let us extend this color over three
pitches by use of the sub and super octave.

Unda
Unda
Unda
Unda

Maris 8'
Maris 4'
Maris 16'
Maris 16',

8'

&

4'

vn

vm

I

II

nr iv

v

vi

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

3

3

0

1

0

0

0

ix
0

Set your draw bars at the sum of the three above factors and play a few chords whose lowest note is not
far below middle C. It sounds much like the effect
derived from muted strings in a very full orchestration, doesn’t it?
That you will want to sit at the console and experiment to your heart’s content, I know. Try “spreading”
your favorite combinations and see if your vocabulary
of “effects” is not greatly increased. You will find end-

Another Example
For another example we’ll dig up
the Quintadena. Its 8' set-up is

’

16'

which

cumstances.
Let’s go back to our old friend
the Hohl Flute. At 8' pitch the
draw bars are set 003100000. At 4'
pitch (one octave higher than
piano pitch) we would set our draw
bars 000301000. Resorting to simple
addition our draw bars would appear 003401000 if we doubled this
stop at the super octave.

4'

pitch

its

VII VIII IX
0

in

No doubt many

.

334130000.

Quintadena
Quintadena
Quintadena

room

•

ORGAN

Photo by Grant Anderson

W/O RICHARD
Band Leader,

PURVIS

28 th Infantry Division

increased color the use of sub and
super octaves places at your disposal.
The demand for tonal color is a natural one. The
great variety of instruments in the orchestral tonal
mass, now heard via the talking machine, the radio,
and the cinema, is doubtless responsible for this.

less pleasure in the

* (Note: Bulletin No. 2 is given to each Hammond owner at
the time of purchase. If you don’t possess this helpful pamphlet, it may be obtained by writing to the Hammond Instrument Co., 2915 Northwestern Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.)
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HIS IS THE THIRD
which were planned

in a series oi three articles
to present briefly a picture

of the three areas or levels in

a

program

foi

articles dealt
building a school orchestra. The previous
junior high
and
elementary
the
with the programs in
with the proschools, and now this article will deal

gram

in the high school.

purposes. The
for definite aids for
of school orchestras are searching
specific problems, but it
and
technical
their manifold
first to present the
seems to him to be imperative
the school orchestra
broad picture of the problem of
the essential task
and to leave to subseciuent writings
of the problem,
detail
piftlcul.r
e«C
de«
conviction that one of
This annroach grows out of his
school orchestras
reasons for the paucity of
Sie
to see the total and basic picteachers
of
failure
is the
which ihey are dealing.
ture of the problem with

SW

maT

The Function

of the

youth.
A recent publication

makes this statement:
‘The war has reminded us of many virtues and
ideals that we had forgotten. One of them is the duty
we owe to our youth in the provision of their education, not education merely in terms of books, credits,
diplomas, and degrees, but education in terms of prep4

.

him
Here the writer is presenting what seems to
into contaken
be
must
which
factors
to be the major
plan for buildsideration in thinking, through a basic
end in itself but as
ing a school orchestra, not as an
by which the secone of the unique and valuable tools
its most fundamental
of
some
achieves
ondary school
teachers
writer is well aware that most

“

democracy by providing education for all
youth to the end that they may live and participate
effectively as citizens in our society. But now the war
has brought into clear focus the realistic needs of our
taining.

High School

be three major factors to conthe high
first, the function of
sider in our problem:
school youth and
high
of
nature
school second, the
and contribution of the
thiid the unique function
of secondary education. Acpurposes
the
to
orchestra
at these three factors before we
corSh gly, let us
problems of building the
specific
consider the more
tv,„ rp op pm to

.

.

aration for living and earning." 1
In discussing the organization of the high school
curriculum, the same publication lists three areas in
which the purposes of education may be achieved in
grades ten to fourteen:

Preparing for an occupation
2. Developing civic competence
2
3. Developing personal interests and aptitudes
These two quotations give us a cue to our unique
contribution to the fundamental purposes of the high
school and to the realistic needs of youth. Very few
of our school musicians can expect to make music a
vocation. However, the school orchestra can contrib1.

poses of the high school
orchestra. First “onTYthe
S f the orchestra is to
provide the best
possible
i° experience,
both for the participant
and for
enel
e Problem is to
implement our
aim, to hniiri
aim
build an orchestra capable
of playing good
music. For unless our resources in
time, schedules and
equipment are adequate to build an
acceptable orchestra, our primary function of bringing
music to our
youth becomes a hollow shell and we
dissipate fruit
lessly the time and efforts of
ourselves and our students.

mmf
IS

'

A

Planning for American Youth Washington, D. C
Association of Secondary-School Principals, 1944,
1

,

- Ibid., p.

National

21.

second major purpose of the
school orchestra is
wholesome group or social
experiences for
as many students as possible.
In many cases the opP
portunity to participate with
the °vmm
f far more
P ls °.f,
value to the student than i! ft
e lm mediate music
experience.

to provide

U

SC

° rchestra
life.

In other words th*

Lnl? J

is tc

Ch ° o1 and community

S

1

we have given lip service to the thea°loiig
b time
por a
F01
America’s institution for mam...rn™,
,
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K MERICA is blessed with small towns. There are
Lj\ hundreds of them—remote little villages of
JCjC which you have never heard and probably
never will. In nearly all of these hundreds of small
towns you will find a high school band. In fact, no
town or school feels quite complete anymore without
one. So America is not only blessed with small towns,
but it is also blessed with hundreds of boys and girls
who play a musical instrument in these small town
school bands.
It is to the parents and band directors of these boys
and girls that this article is directed. I know from
experience that these small school bands and their
conductors encounter many problems, and I would
like to make some suggestions concerning what I believe can be done to improve their status.
For the past ten years most of my waking hours
have been devoted to the -development and maintenance of a high school band in a. town which has
a population of less than 2500, and in a high school
which has an approximate enrollment of two hundred
and fifty. Many problems have had to be solved, and
I believe these problems are common to school bands
in most smaller communities. In looking back now, it
is recalled that some of them were the financing of
the band, making a place for the band in the school
schedule, buying uniforms, building a band library,
securing public support, balancing the instrumentation, setting up a workable course of study, convincing the* board of education that my degree in music
meant that I was better trained to teach music than
arithmetic, and finally, fortifying myself for the realization that a bandmaster’s job doesn’t stop when
the school day does. Three of these problems are extremely vital, and must be given the most serious consideration if a really successful band is to be developed in a small town high school:
1. The band conductor must be allowed sufficient
school time to teach band.
2. The scheduling of rehearsals and instrumental

Music and Study

Developing

a

Band

In a Small
bu ^.J^enneth

Community

cJL. (f3tovee

One of America' s great educational institutions is the school band to be found in the thousands of small
communities throughout our land. The following article by Mr. B ovee provides stimulating and informative
material for all who are interested in this important phase of education.
Mr. Bovee was elected to his present position in Oxford in 1935. Since that time the Oxford School Bands
have become the most active and important organizations in that community. The Oxford instrumental
program is nationally known and is used as a model by many small schools throughout the country.
In recognition of his achievements Mr. Bovee was recently elected president of the Michigan School Band
Editor's Note.
and Orchestra Association.

—

these various instruments into a wellbalanced musical organization.
Tire person who has never played

KENNETH

L.

band instruments has real difficulty
comprehending that two instruments, such as the flute and clarinet, have very little in common. The

BOVEE

in fully

President of the Michigan School Band and
Orchestra Association and Conductor of
the Oxford High School Band.

problems of tone production, embouchure, fingerings, and other fundamentals are so vastly different that
to teach them together in the same
beginning instrumental class is both

and

unsatisfactory.
systems, however, the band
director is forced to teach beginning
oas~ s, piccolos, cornets,
clarinets,
.n the same class and
drums, trombones and oboes
at the same time Picture, if you will, a teacher of
science with a class of thirty students; ten of them
are taking chemistry, ten are in physics, and ten
more are biology students. Let us imagine that the
board of education feels unable to hire a person to
teach only science classes. The science teacher, theredifficult

In

fore,

must

also

many

have classes

in

shop and history. For

must meet

all his chemistry,
physics and biology students in the same class and
at the same time, in order to find time on the school
schedule to meet also with his shop and history classes.

this reason the teacher

A

Difficult

Beginning

How

do you suppose the high school mathematics
teacher would react if it were decided he should teach
algebra, geometry and trigonometry all at one time
and in one class? Please notice that I have been very
lenient with the science and mathematics teachers. I
have given them only three subjects to teach simultaneously.

OXFORD (MICHIGAN) HIGH SCHOOL BAND
must be carelully and piopeily ananged.
The teacher himself must expect to spend many

classes
3.

hours outside of school in the work

oi

planning and

organization.
Let us take up the first of these problems, that oi
finding sufficient school time to teach band. There are
many small schools in which the band director is required to teach two classes daily in high school Eng-

the vocal music; then if he has any time
tries to organize and develop a band. He
which requires
fares a little better in another set-up
is, vocal music in all
that
music
only
teach
him to
periods. There are
twelve grades and band in his free
all
many variations of this familiar pattern, but they
is not usudirector
band
the
that
fact
the
add up to
time to develop a good band.
ally allowed sufficient
lish

and

all

The reason for this condition is that taxpayers, parents and boards of education have not as yet fully
realized that the director of a school band is a teacher
of many subjects, not just one. The subjects he is expected to teach include clarinet, flute, oboe, bassoon,
saxophone, alto clarinet, bass clarinet, cornet, trombone, baritone, French horn, bass, snare drum, timpani and other percussion instruments. In addition,
he teaches band, which is the coordination of all

he

left over,

—
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Music educators have been forced to And ways of
teaching band and all the various band, instruments
in the shortest length of time possible. Therefore,
books and methods have been published which are
widely used in the teaching of alt the musical instruments together in the same beginning class. I pay
highest tribute to the men who have written these
books for the seemingly impossible job they have so
successfully accomplished. But even with this fine
material available, the band director is still at a
decided disadvantage. Here is what happens.
The teacher steps before a beginning band of thirty
to forty pieces. Before him are cornets, clarinets, flutes,
oboes, French horns, trombones, drums, basses, and
so forth. Not one child in the group knows the first
thing about how to produce correctly a tone on his
instrument, where to place his fingers, which keys or
valves to push down, to say ( Continued on Page 180)
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start repeating the scale again

and again until finally
correctly nine times out of ten and I
know that the subconscious mind registers the times
I did it correctly and ignores the
few mistakes that I
made. Finally, my fingers just go where they are supI

have repeated

it

posed to go, and my thoughts can even wander.
This piano practicing has also forced me to have
moie legular hours for sleep, work and recreation beoua.ycu up idle oi naven t been
carefu* about the time
of
meals. In other "words, it has made me more
efficient in many ways.
I find also, that after I
have put in several weeks
of good hard, consistent practice,
that I will notice my
p aymg is very dull; I keep making mistakes;
mind

my

my

wanders and

cannot seem to remember and I have
the desire to stop practicing,
but with the tenacity of
a bull dog, I continue and
work myself through this
dull period and in a few
days I seem to go ahead with
a bang. It is no doubt just
human nature or something
and perhaps it is one of the
workings of the subld again;
is like a runner getting his
second wind.
I

“• T

Mr. Royl G. I'nighf, a successful realtor of Chicago, is one of thousands of men of this day who have
taken up music in adult life and found great joy and satisfaction in it. He asserts that an instructor is
absolutely necessary and he is right, in most cases. When a fine instructor can be obtained, it is always
desirable. However, we have always known of many autodidacts, adult students, who have had no teacher
save instruction books, magazines, records, and the radio. Some have played exceedingly well. Leopold
Godowsky used to claim that he had never had a teacher, but it is known that he had many great musical
friends and associates (particularly Saint-Sa'ens) and from them he learned to enormous advantage. He
may not have had any formal lessons, but he had illustrious assistance. In any event, the musical identity
of the student is established by his own study. The best instructor can be no more than a guide and a teacher.
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a successful business man, forty-six years of
age, whose secret ambition, like so many other
persons, has been to learn how to play the piano.
For many years, I hesitated going to an instructor but
the overwhelming, desire to learn finally outweighed
all of my thoughts of how silly I would look, a strapping adult, sitting at the piano, practicing simple
pieces and scales like a little girl with, braids, down

I

her back.
In July, 1943, I took time from my daily work and
called on an instructor. I was very fortunate in just
accidentally falling into the expert care and guidance
of an Italian instructor who had learned music, the
hard way, in his native land. Like so many other teachers of his kind, he believed that there was no short
cut to real piano - playing, and when he told me that
adult students, who really made better
progress than most youngsters, I felt more at home.
My first lesson was over all too soon and I left his
place with my new music under my arm and with the
desire to learn kindled far greater than it had ever

he had

many

been before.
During the past year, I have taken a lesson every
week and have managed, by hook or crook, to get in
at least one hour’s practice every day. Besides learning
something about the piano, I have also learned, or relearned, something about the wonders of the subconscious mind. I have also been a better business executive as the concentration at the piano, every day,
takes my mind completely off my business and I know
that I am far more efficient now than I have ever been
before. This hobby has prevented me from keeping my
mind constantly on business, which, in turn has made
me a better man to live with both at home and with
my employees at the office.

A Few

Truths

The following are a few of the truths which I have
learned and which may help other students, both adult
and youngsters, in their study of the piano.
First of all, the student must have a motive. That
motive must be the sincere desire to acquiie the ability
as time goes on.
£o play the piano better and bettei
You cannot allow yourself to be satisfied with 5 oui
who will do tricks
progress, for like a hungry puppy
of getting something, to
as long as he has that hope
obeying 01 learning, if you
eat will not be so keen on
him.
train
to
try
you
before
feed him
,

r

counts. Two one hour
Regular daily practice is what
one two hour period in the
ncriods are better than
me of a fellow cutting
dav Practicing reminds
S
The more times he
sand-stone.
of
piece
a
a rnnve in
same groove, the deeper it gets
his tool over the

Vne
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and by the same token, the more times you play one
piece of music or a scale, the deeper it is engraved
upon your sub-conscious mind. The only way that the
stone is going to show signs of the sculptor’s tool is by
constant cutting and the deeper the cut, the longer
the cut will withstand
the natural elements of
wind and rain, just .as.
a scale well learned, will
be retained in the subconscious mind by constant repetition. I also
find, in my own practicing, that only a portion of a thorough drill,

of pleasure
It

then in sitting oT

makes me
I

i

,

and

I

thankful

am

certainly

that

have

I

made music my

hobby.

,

recommend*

I

to

it

any

Person, and especially
those who have had this
secret ambition calling
for action.
mid sti;k

Go

to

it

now

from
assure you

to

it

now on and I
a olle hundred percent
return on your investment, in better health,
more happiness and

repetitions.

a

suie cure for the
jitters

guess I have a poor
memory but I am surprised when my fingers
just naturally go to the
right place, after I have
practiced the necessary
I

modern business tends
o give, to say
nothing
of the present

day war

jitters.

More and more

busi-

ness men throughout
the
world are finding that

of time.

An instructor is
solutely necessary,

abbut
those things which one
discovers by himself, in

tlieie is

music

something about

study
that
is
wholly unique. It compels more concentration
than almost any other

his practice, stick more
in his mind than if the
instructor had told him
about it several times. I
mean, for instance, a

simple thing like an
arpeggio running down
about three oitaves. One
may start figuring out
the notes on the sheet

T
m

sort

on say, a scale, will be
retained the next day,
and even less the next
week, unless I have made

amount

b 11 greaL
Clean piano ke y boarcL
° re efficient
have a hobby of some

n ^^
must

believe that eveiyone
evei tone

.

many more

’

feel just that

avocation. With the
mind and the heart

focused upon learning
a
Piece of music, it is
literally impossible
to think
of

ROYL

G.

anything

’’

else.

The

and annoyances
come up in the

troubles

that

music and finally he discovers that it is a certain
diminished chord repeated all the way down. What
a
satisfaction these chance discoveries are and
what a
fine feeling ii is when you make these
discoveries It
is one of the many thrills you get in
your practice.
I found out something else about errors
made when
practicing. I no longer worry about an
error that might
be made, foi instance, when I am
practicing a scale
i may play the scale about
ten times and five out
of
the ten X have struck one wrong
note repeatedly but
i say to myself as X practice,
“That is the zoroncj note
and I strike it a little harder
than the rest. Then I
of
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NTIL COMPARATIVELY

recent years,
certain details of violin technique were
looked upon as natural gifts, boons
granted by a benign Providence to some violinists and denied to others, endowments that could
not be taught or acquired. This idea was particularly rife with regard to the staccato, and it is
an opinion still quite widely held.
True, many players do have a natural staccato,
but this is by no means proof that it cannot be
taught. On the contrary, experience has proved
that with patience and thoughtful study any

can master it.
Another unwarranted

Music and Study
staccato can be an elusive quarry, and it often
requires a varied and patient approach. If satisfactory results have not been obtained from practicing motions one and two separately, they
should be combined into a single exercise. And
here a great deal of care must be taken, for the
pressure required for the forearm accents must
be exerted during the pauses between the suc-

Concerning

The Staccato

cessive

violinist

notion regarding the
that it indicates a well-trained bow
arm. Many great artists have possessed only a
mediocre staccato, while many quite inferior
players, whose bowing lacked most of the essentials of artistry, have been able to perform it
brilliantly. The most amazing staccato I have
ever heard was that of a Viennese pianist who
knew nothing of violin playing except the holding of the violin and the bow. He had no knowledge of fingering, but his staccato, throughout
the whole length of the Up and Down bow an;
across all four strings, was nothing short of
hair-raising. A very unusual degree of natural coordination would be the only explanation for this phenomenon. Violinists who are not gifted in this way must
seek to acquire the necessary coordination by careful
practice, and the first step is to understand clearly
how the effect is produced.
Essentially, the Up bow staccato results from the
combination of two separate, fundamental motions:
series of very short Up bows made by the fore(1)
arm; and (2) a coordinated series of sharp accents
made by the Rotary Motion of the forearm.
The player’s first objective should be to gain complete control of motion number 1. An exercise similar
to the following will be found most useful:
staccato

is

•

A

Ex. 1

JU.
1

1

n
F
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,
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etc.

The Down bow should end not

less

than three inches

from the point of the bow: nearer the point the bowstick becomes less flexible, and the staccato correspondingly more difficult. Then, during the eighthnote rest, the bow should be made to g^’ip the string
firmly, the pressure being applied by a noticeable inward turn of the forearm. Without relaxing the pressure, the bow should now move towards the middle in
a succession of short, sharp, evenly-spaced Up bows.
the notes may not be rhythmically even; if
this is the case, the player must keep to the slow tempo
until complete control is gained. From then on his aim
should be to take less and less bow on each note, so
that an increasing number of notes may be played
before the middle of the bow is reached. Following
each Down bow, he should now play eight staccato
notes, and, later, twelve or more. Proceed with such
exercises as the following:

At

first,

Ex. 2

How

to

Study and Master

It

Motion number 1 should be practiced in these ways
until at least twenty-eight notes can be played, at a
fairly rapid tempo before arriving at the middle of
the bow.
Because, of the unrelieved pressure that is maintained on the bow, the resulting tone quality may be
poor. The player should not allow this to worry him;
he should realize that the exercise is merely a preparation for something better.
One important point should be noted here The right
arm should never be allowed to stiffen. The only time
that tension is necessary is when an extremely rapid
staccato run is performed. Many violinists can produce a staccato only by stiffening the arm. The effect
may be excellent, but it usually has the disadvantage
of being possible only at a rapid tempo; so that one
frequently hears staccato runs played at a tempo considerably faster than the rest of the movement in
which they occur. The first movement of Wieniawski’s
Concerto in D minor frequently suffers in this respect,
the staccato runs usually being played almost twice as
fast as the immediate context. Technically, the effect
may be exceedingly showy, but musically it is in very
questionable taste.
A controlled and clearly-articulated staccato will
often develop naturally from the study of the first
fundamental motion; if this is the case, the second
motion need not be practiced. But if there is still no
sign of a natural staccato, motion number 2 should be
:

studied.
In this

new approach

to the problem, the

Up bow

should again begin about three inches from the point;
but the bow, instead of stopping after each note, should
move slowly and without pause towards the middle,
while a succession of short, sharply-detached accents
are produced by the Rotary Motion of the forearm.
The accents are transmitted from the arm to the bowstick through the grip of the first finger, which should
never be relaxed. This motion, it will readily be seen,
is nothing more than a series of martele Up bows
strung together in one bow with one slight but important difference: In the martele, the pressure is
relaxed completely after each note; in the staccato,
some pressure must remain constantly on the string.
The same exercises that were used in the study of the
first motion should again be used for motion number 2,
and in the same order as regards tempo and the
number of notes played on each bow. Also, it is essential that practice of motion number 1 be continued,
otherwise control of it may be lost while the new
motion is being acquired.
After a few months of consistent practice along
these lines, most players will find that an acceptable
staccato is developing and they should then go ahead
and practice every staccato study they can find.
However, there is no cause for discouragement if a
sense of automatic control is not yet evident. The

—

—

etc.

Later still, single-note scales should be introduced, in
and
order to develop coordination between the fingers
the bow.
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Up bows

of

motion number

1.

As with

the martele, the pressure is made while the bow
is motionless, and relaxed the instant it moves
forward. It will be realized that, at first, this
.third type of exercise must be practiced very
slowly indeed, for the accent and the succeeding
relaxation must be coordinated perfectly with
the forward movement of the arm.
As the staccato improves, the player’s aim
must be to take less andTess bow for any given
passage; at the same time, paradoxically enough,
he must always be conscious of the forward
movement of the bow. The most frequent cause
of failure in a staccato run is that the player,
concerned with the clear articulation of the
notes, has lost this sense of forward motion. Further,
when some measure of automatic control is felt, more
and more of the student’s attention should be given
to his left hand technique. Concentration on the motions of the right hand, though essential in the early
stages, can later become more of a hindrance than
a help.
Complete confidence is necessary for a brilliant performance of a staccato run; therefore no violinist
should try to acquire the staccato by practicing passages from the solos he intends to play. This is a
certain way to develop mental hazards which are
likely to intrude themselves at the most inopportune
moments. The staccato should be practiced in exercises, scales, and etudes until it is thoroughly mastered. Then, and only then, should it be attempted in
solos. If this course is followed, much tribulation
will be avoided.
The staccato on the Down bow is often regarded as
more difficult than that on the Up bow; nevertheless,
many violinists find it the easier of the two. To perform it, the bow is placed on the string at or near the
middle, with the stick tilted noticeably towards the
bridge. The wrist and elbow should be dropped well
below the level of the frog, the fingers being well
curved. The scheme of practice can be the same as for
the Up bow staccato, although most players find that
it can be acquired by practicing the second funda-

mental motion only.

The

so-called “Viotti bowing”

study of both the
Ex.

Up and

the

is

a great help in the

Down bow

staccato.

3

should be practiced with a very small amount of
at a number of different places between the middle
and the point, and at the fastest tempo compatible
with a sharp and biting accentuation of each note.
Because of the way the bow is conserved in stringcrossing, the Down bow is best used for ascending and
the Up bow for descending passages. This is not always
possible, however, as the Down bow staccato, because
of its semi -involuntary nature, can be controlled only
at a relatively fast tempo.
Generally speaking, it is a good idea to study both
forms of the staccato at the same time, for if they are
studied separately there is always the possibility that
control of one may be lost while the other is being
acquired. Furthermore, practice of one form often
reacts favorably on the development of the other.
In the general picture of the staccato, the “flying
staccato” should not be overlooked, for it too is an aid
in acquiring the firm Up bow staccato, besides being a
valuable bowing in its own right. It is played in the
middle third of the bow, and is produced exclusively
by the Rotary Motion of the forearm; that is, by the
second fundamental motion. But in the flying staccato
there is no continued pressure on the string the pressure is relaxed completely (Continued on Page 172)
It

bow

1
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How

A

to

Become a Music

—M.

:

To be

a music

critic

you

E.

will

him

need

music and in the use of the voice. (A
music critic must know both vocal and
instrumental music.)
2. At the end of a year go to some
liberal arts college where there is a fine
music department and where you will
be given a certain amount of credit for
work in music. Spend four years in college, taking the required courses that will
give you a bachelor’s degree, but emphasizing music and English as your major

Study either piano or violin
during each of the four years as an
subjects.

not be able to

practice more than an hour a day, but
even this will be far better than nothing. Your credit courses in music will
probably consist of harmony, counterpoint, form and analysis, sight-singing
and dictation, and history of music or
musicology. Play in an orchestra and
if possible. Read everything about music that you can lay your
hands on, and hear all the music you
can. Your English courses will consist of
English literature, composition, or some
other work in writing, and possibly a
course or two in journalism. Practice
writing good English everywhere—not
merely in the English courses but in
your other written work, in your letters,
and just as a diversion.

sing in a chorus

Begin now to make a collection of
phonograph records and spend some
time each week from now on in listening
carefully to the standard musical literature piano compositions, art-songs, orchestral works, string quartets, and so
the older
on. Begin your collection with
as possible,
classics. In as many cases
closely while
follow the musical score
3.

—

4

the

when possible, and
nisic in advance
write a critique of the
fter each concert
you weie
erformance just as though

—

Compare your critreal* music
newspaper music
nsm with that of some any such critic
know
you
if
and
-ties,
critic.
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My

ask him to read what you
have written occasionally and give you
personally,

A.
credit

Mus. Doc.

suggestions.

Professor Emeritus

you have as much musical and literary ability as your teachers think, and
devote yourself heart and
if you will
soul to becoming a musician, a cultured
person, and a writer, you should by the
end of about five years be ready to begin
some serious work in musical criticism.
Have you the courage to start out on so
long a road?
If

What Does
0

“Alto"

Oberlin College

Music

Editor, Webster’s

New

International Dictionary

Mean?

o

A.

You

•

AVI •

JL

opinion is that the amount of
you allow a pupil who has studied
under another teacher ought to depend
on his stage of advancement. If he plays
approximately as well as pupils of yours
who have studied the same length of
time, then he ought to be given full

own age, even though most of these
more advanced than he is. Why not
ask the pupil himself what he prefers?

ju verytiungf

have been taking piano lessons f° r
ignt months, having
previously worked
y myself for two years. I am twenty-fi ve
and P rac tice two hours a day. 1
am still working
with first-grade material
.

are entirely correct in your use

OL

|Sh I can play easy second grade
^
material
at sight fairly well. My teacher
UUC? me
memo rize everything and
<sir?
f
* a ^ es
me about two months to
n
memonze
even a simple piece this means
•

many

—

and

inter-

been used synonymously
changeably in referring to the next-tothe-highest voice part and to the voices
that sing this part.

ana

Hand

a senior in high school and am
majoring in music. I play several band
instruments and I am also assistant con-

Q.

I

am

ductor of the school band. I am lefthanded, and when I began to conduct two
years ago I held the baton in my left hand,
indicating entrances and changes in volume with my right. The teacher I had
then did not object to this and I became
quite proficient in band leading. I also
sing in the school choir and when I was
asked to direct, the teacher forced me to
hold the baton in my right hand. Our new
band leader does not want me to hold the
baton in the left hand either. I can beat
time with the right hand but it is nearly
impossible for me to give entrance cues
and the like with my left hand so as to
put any expression into my conducting.

—
—

do continue to conduct
What
with my right hand, change back to the
R. R.
left, or give it up?
I

A. I have taught conducting for many
years and my book Essentials in Conducting is a standard text in the subject. My

opinion is that you should probably be
allowed to hold the baton in your left

adaress

oj

pseudonym

or

bred of it and when I am
P}to very
ed
drop it I never play it againnei'vous during
lessons and have
y
ayin 6 things that gave me no
£?
trrmKi
wbde
me
whpnl! 1 lt; 1£ practicing. Will you tell
necessar y to memorize every
,

t

the inquirer. Only initial
given,
will
be publish ee

Dieoff ° r
L
whether
memorizing could be
cutt down
or eliminated?— A. W. A.
ri'

hand. I have taught thousands of
people
to conduct and have had many
students
who were left-handed. In such a case
I
give the person time to try both
wavs
and if he finds that he can hold
the
baton in the right hand just
about as
well as in the left, I advise him
to do it
that way. But if after a week or
two he
still

Conducting With the Left

to

inferior

is

are

•

years now it has been
to the part between
referring
used in
the
the soprano and the tenor, and to
voices that sing that part— usually wom“conen’s voices. Originally the word
tralto” was used in this sense, meaning,
next to
of course, a counter alto a part
a long
for
But
part.
highest
or
the alto
time the words alto and contralto have

work

his

if

his

of the term. The word “alto,” of course,
means literally “high” and it was oiigapplied to the highest man’s voice.

inally
But for

But

credit.

that of your students, then it would be
peifectly legitimate for you to cut the
ci edit from three
years to two or less.
As to an older student who is still
comparatively elementary, my own feelbig is that he will probably be more
comfortable if he plays with others of

—

concerning
Q. Please settle a dispute
always
the use of the word “alto.” I have
used it in reference to a type of voice, as
voice.
in the sentence “She has an alto
This means that she is capable of singing
ado)
conti
(or
alto
an alto part and has the
color in her voice.
But I have a friend who claims that I
misuse this word. She says that musicians
who use the word in that way are wrong
because it means a high part rather than
a low one. May we have your opinion?

should

study

wish to be fair, but I wish also to protect
myself. Should I let a high school student
play in a recital with younger pupils who
have studied longer, or should I let her
play with other high school students even
if they are much more
advanced? A. L. L.

M.

an
for
music theory,

listening to the recording.
Attend many concerts,

JU W.

t

intensively

will probably

Q. I should like to get your advice on
the following questions: I give a “credit
card” to each pupil who has completed a
full year of piano study. I consider a full
year to mean a weekly lesson and six
hours of practice for thirty-six weeks. If
a pupil wishes to play in a junior or senior

other teacher after three years of study,
shall I give that pupil full credit and allow
to play with pupils who have had
the same amount of study with me? I

Conducted by

entire year: piano, violin,
and music history. During this year sing
in some fine choir or chorus and begin
to interest yourself definitely in vocal

You

Pia no Teacher Needs Advice

he must have so many credit cards.
Now, when a pupil comes to me from an-

ability to write clear, correct, and
beautiful English. To acquire these three
things will take a lifetime, but you can
make a start in a period of about five
years, and I advise you to plan some
such program as the following:

music

•

recital

The

Study

Questions and Answers

Critic

the following: (1) Excellent all-round
1.
and especially a comprehenmusicianship
sive acquaintance with music literature
the masterpieces of the past as well as
present-day composition; (2) A wellrounded education and especially a cultural knowledge of the other arts; (3)

extra.

p

and SQmdy

Q. Would you please tell me what education I should have to become a music
critic? I am eighteen years old and have
had only a year and a half of piano and
the same of violin. I have made rapid
progress, however, and my teachers tell
me that I am gifted musically, that I have
a brilliant mind, a super-sensitive ear,
and that there is a brilliant future ahead
for me with definite possibilities as a
writer. My family think I should get a
B.A. degree first, but I feel that I should
concentrate on music so as to make up
for lost time. Will you please advise us?

A.

"

feels

awkward and

self-conscious t

advise him to hold the baton
permanent^
in the left hand. In such a case
I usuallv
suggest that the student use both
hands
more than the ordinary conductor
would
and if he does this most people
who
him conduct are not aware of the spp
fsrt
that he is holding the baton
in the ieit
left

hand.

days to discard the baton entirely
although I do not approve of
this vt
I were a left-handed conductor
I ’shr
seriously consider it. Why
not ask x
teachers to let you try conducting
w
out a baton for a time and
see hoi
goes? Whatever you do though
don’t
up. Conducting

a thrilling ’experiJ
and good conductors are always
mand for choir work, community in
orcl
tras and other groups. So
keep it m
some fashion or other, and if
y 0U r nre<
it

is

teachers won’t let you do

it

as you w

well, just remember
that some
they won’t be your teachers
any mor
to,
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always loath to disagree with
specially when I have heal
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argument. Howeve
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Music and Study

An
An

Artist Speaks of

Interview with

S.

1

Woolf
Distinguished American Artist and Correspondent

Author

,

visual conceptions of scene and character disturbs me. In the same way, I don’t enjoy seeing my
favorite books illustrated. Only Dickens, to my mind,
has been helped rather than harmed by the illustrations of Cruikshank,, Seymour, and “Phiz.”

my own

WOOLF

I.

Woolf occupies a unique posifion among contemporary
artists. Winner of countless medals and awards, his
canvases hang in many of the country's leading galleries; and
J.

American

while initiated art connoisseurs inspect them, the plain, avercitizen inspects Woolf's bold-line drawings and sketchesfrom-life in leading newspapers and magazines. Here, then, is
an artist who has reached the difficult goal of popularizing his
medium without vulgarizing it. He supplies values of form,

Music Means Pictures

age

harmony, composition, and craftsmanship to millions who recognize his drawings as "swell" without knowing what it is that
has satisfied them. The fact that it is the highest standard of
art that satisfies these millions stands as Mr. Woolf's greatest
achievement.
tdr. Woolf is an artist in still another sense . Vitally interested
in all creative and interpretative work, he stresses the interrelation of the arts. He believes that the lines that flow out of
a crayon and the tones that flow from a violin are simply variations of the same instinctive human urge to express emotion.
He "feels" sound as much as color. In certain moods, he turns

drawing to refresh himself with music, and finds pleasure
He went to hear
in investigating, developing musical trends
Shostakovich's Seventh Symphony to find out what it was all
about, and came away with a new realization of Russia,
tdr. Woolf insists that he " knows nothing about music," even
though he has been on terms of intimacy with it all his life.
This dynamic New Yorker, with an energy that belies his sixty

from

his

.

the third generation of his family to distinguish itself
in the arts. His grandfather was one of the founders of the
Philharmonic Orchestra, and musical director of the old Bowery
Theater. His uncle, Benjamin Woolf, was for years the bestknown music critic in Boston, and a composer and performer of
note. Even the names in the Woolf family show a -veneration of
the Muses
"S. J." stands for Samuel Johnson; his brother, the
years,

is

—

distinguished playwright, is Edgar Allan Woolf. Mr. Woolf lists
sing
his earliest musical impressions as listening to his mother
him to sleep with melodies of Schubert and Weber; hearing
watching
Patrick S. Gilmore's band at Manhattan Beach and
standing
for the cannon to go off as climax of the performance;
organ, an
rapt before the family's new Aeolian mechanical
‘
the essons i no
taking violin lessons. The first three took
o music, in mg
Mr. Woolf has contented himself with listening
es
why e
out what he likes, and asking himself

—

i

t

GET MOST ENJOYMENT

.

from the singing Qual-

am

always
orconscious of its percussive quality. I suppose
I
“favorites.”
my
are
groups
chamber
chestras and
found that its
used to love the opera, but gradually I
values
combination of musical values and pictorial
especially
disturbed the complete enjoyment of either
well realdnce the pictorial values were not always so
lose myself in “La
ized. It is not easy for me to
heroine, wasting
Traviata,” for instance, when the
a buxom lady of
by
played
is
consumption,
away with
Isolde's dying,
mind
don’t
I
athletic chest expansion.
in which anybecause Wagner’s stories are legends
taxes the cie 1 iy
thing can happen and nothing
y
Liebestod played
the
hearing

I

ity of strings.

When

I

hear the piano,

I

—

and vet

prefer

I

mmd

in criticism of opera,
strings. I’m not saying this
own. But the fact is that
my
probably
you; the fault is
that interferes with
anything
and
I

am

"Here

Am

I”

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE BY STEPHEN R EST
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S.

S.

of

Approaching music as I do, then, I get two special
'pleasures from it. One is the purely sensual pleasure
of beautiful tone.

Certain instruments, certain har“thrill” that has noth-

monic combinations give me a
ing to do with form or melody

—

just as certain masses
color please me, regardless of line or shape. Of
course, when these pleasing sounds are extended into
continuous melody the pleasure lasts just so much
longer. But even more delightful to me is the associative pleasure of music. I’m not at all sure that I
don’t enjoy music most for the pictures it calls up to
of

my mind. For instance, I went to a concert recently
where Weber’s Oberon Overture was played.
With the

first strains,

the concert

hall,,

lies in his original interpretation
values, not in his weaknesses. But
what happened? Imitators came after him and, lacking his vision and capacity, they hit on his points of
difference and weakness, and copied those. Much that
has been done in the name of “modern progress” is
but an imitative way of covering up lack of substance

them. His greatness
of

common human

and perhaps

of sincerity.
best way to enjoy art is to be perfectly honest
in one’s own reactions to it. To adhere too closely to
the fad or fashion of the day (regardless of whether
it’s a fad toward modernism or a back-to-the-primitive
movement) weakens one’s ability to make personal
judgments. If you keep in mind that the sole goal of
art is to stimulate pleasurable aesthetic emotions, you
can see that such an imitative process can make life
pretty difficult— for how can you have emotions if you
stifle your natural tastes and concentrate your brain
on following the fashion? ( Continued on Page 173)

The

the

orchestra, the audience faded from sight,
and I was a little boy again, standing beside
our Aeolian at home, listening to that same
music, seeing the objects around me as

.

V-a

>

clearly as I saw them then, feeling, the same
eagerness. And that was a beautiful feeling!
Naturally, I enjoyed that concert.
Not all associations have to do with memories of the past, however. The eye-minded
person, I think, gets picture -reactions from
music he has never heard before, and those
add to his enjoyment of the sounds themselves. That happened to me very vividly
when I listened to the Shostakovich
“Seventh.” I don’t pretend to know anything
of its form, but somewhere in it there oc-

theme

curs a

when

in

marked march tempo, and

that was played, I seemed to see col-

umn on column

of Russian soldiers swinging
along, singing, expressing the stuff they are
made of. I’ve never been to Russia nor seen
Russian soldiers, but the thing looked “real”
and I enjoyed the concert!
to
The “new” music, as such, doesn’t mean
a thing to me. Some of it is pleasing., some
of it is not— and, to me, none of it gives the
complete satisfaction I get from Beethoven,
Schubert (whose melodies made me perfect-

me—

ly familiar

with the

spirit of

Vienna long

before I went there), Weber, or our* own
Stephen Foster. I think many of the newer
forms in music (in art too, for that matter)
are not understandable. If people can’t understand, they can’t feel released and, to
me, the chief business of art is to release
human feeling. Certainly, forms change and
art progresses but incomprehensibility in

—

—

isn’t progress. Wagner, like Cezanne
in art, broke old rules, showed certain weak-

itself

nesses,

and found a new form

in spite of

A RHAPSODY OF
From an

original

VIOLINS

drawing by

S.

J.

Woolf

eye-trained,
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,
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analysis, is all that technic means. How, then, is the
student to apply his practice? My own answer is to
work slowly and awarely. A mere repetition of printed
drills means nothing. You begin to derive benefit from
them when you find out what each exercise is meant
to do for you, and watch whether it is doing it. Is it
difficult the first time you try it? Then ask yourself
why. Analyze the exercise. See what part of it causes
the difficulty; why the difficulty is present at all. Select
those individual notes that cause the difficulty and
work at them. Then go back to the exercise as a whole,
always keeping in mind, not the mere playing of the
drill, but its purpose.

Czerny for Technic
“When you have gone through a few books

of Czerny
in this way, you will have in your fingers the practical
proof of the value of exercises! I have little faith in

passages from a piece as exercises. The
passages must be worked out, to be sure, but
as passages from a musical utterance. Their value lies
in perfecting that piece. But the very fact that they
occur in one piece limits their scope as general finger
developers. I know that it requires patience, insistence,

using

difficult

difficult

public, Jose Iturbi was born
of introducing an artist who needs no introduction to the American
piano prize at the
Valencia, Spain; studied at the conservatory of his native city where he won the
he became head
age of thirteen ; and was graduated from the Paris Conservatoire at seventeen. In 1919,
In 1929, he made an entirely unheralded debu
of the Piano Department at the Geneva Conservatory.
to the front rank both as p.an.st and conductor In Ae
in the USA, since w hen he has forged his .ay
amb.tious young pwmst may strengthen the
following conference, Mr. Iturbi suggests means by wh.ch the

By way
in

.

,

i

foundations of

UACTQ

A

is

technic.

/•

h,s

TTior^TvT

To be

— Editors

work.

wmriTT ninno

nlavins rests

tion

—

but on the other hand,
is valueless
the only channel through which an
inner musical conception can flow into living music.
Now, the trick of technic if it can be called a trick
are
is mechanical adjustment. The keys of the piano
all perfectly even; the fingers of the hand are quite
uneven. Technic, then, consists of adapting the uneven fingers to the even keyboard. An important beginning in this matter of adjustment is hand posture.
On the keyboard, the hand and wrist must be perfectly
free and relaxed, but both must be fortified by a
strong arm. Let us ask ourselves exactly what it is
that we wish the fingers to do. In my opinion, the
answer is that we wish the fingers to produce as big
and round a tone as possible. To achieve this, we use
the principle of the lever that is to say, the longer
finger facility

in good order. Let us concentiate on this alltant foundation for the moment, and see what
neers need in order to be ready for music. The

is

sure, technical display lor its

own sake

Note.

are also essential to the building of an artist. Do you
think that it gives me pleasure, on my tours, to arrive in a strange town at two in the mornin^ and to
sit down at once at my keyboard practicing CzerilV

untU

four?. I

A11Q

1

is

—

—

the lever, the greater the power behind it. For this
reason, I use a high finger stroke. Holding the wrist
low (and always relaxed!), I keep the fingers high
and approach the keys from as great a distance as is
compatible with free, natural hand posture. Once the
habit of a big, round tone has been acquired, it is
always possible to grade the tone down. The thing is
to get the big tone first, and the high finger attack
Quite as in
is one of the best answers to this problem.
boxing, the bigger the distance the bigger the punch!

A Sound

Foundation

“But finger action is only one of the problems involved in the building of a sound pianistic foundafoundation. You
tion. Here, the word to be stressed is
cannot write a story without knowing what the plot
going to be; you cannot sculpture granite without

no greater dis-service
than to give him ‘tunes'
when he ought to be
fin-

B

For this fingerdevelopment, there is no
greater help than exer-

I

strengthening
gers.

cises.

is

having tools and knowing how to use them; and you
of
cannot play piano without a firm groundwork
Students often
independence.
and
strength
finger
make the mistake of beginning at the end of the job.
without having
They talk of music and music study
mechanical foundaprepared the purely technical and
no music can be forthcoming. I
tion "without which
If you ask me how a student
believe in exercises!
technic, I can give you an
can develop and perfect
My own technical founCzerny!
word—
one
in
answer

working at music, and
built after the founda-

is
3

his

really

The student who
studies his way

through the

I

successive

books of Czerny will
find his fingers becoming

stronger;

also

level

he

will

JOSE ITURBI
the disnaturally
parity between
strong and naturally weak fingers
“Now, it is easy enough to say ‘practice Czerny.’
The application of the practicing is where the work
off

begins! If you asked Jack Dempsey how he developed
his muscles, he could tell you nothing more than that
he did it by the use of the punching-bag and the
skipping-rope. But merely buying a. punching-bag and

a skipping-rope does not produce a Dempsey! The
trick lies in their application. It is the same with the
development of the finger muscles—-which, in the last
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can assure >you
Lna L eveiy

™

S

’no pleasure
PieaSUle at all.
on every tour. I do
not practice for the concert I am to give that evening I practice my Czerny for the sake of my technic.
Then I can play, not that, concert, not any one conceit, but- concerts! The technical
foundation of which
I speak is nevei a matter of getting
the fingers ready
to play a run, a difficult passage,
a tricky piece; it is
a matter of technical resource, of ^nifoi

au

>

it
1 is
S

clay,

MICKY
This is a smart little piece with a rhythm which some students
enough. Make it ‘-pert, as the composer suggests. Grade 3 ”4.
1

may

find tricky at the start but fresh and interest lag- after

it

has been played

often

’

*
.
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IN

A RUSSIAN VILLAGE

This distinctive piece breathes the spirit of the steppes.
Russian songs. Grade 3.

Andante M.M.J
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like a peasant’s song and should give forth that

mournful note
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VLADIMIR SCHEROFF,
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many
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EXCERPT FROM THE ANDANTE
“SURPRISE” SYMPHONY

of the
Haydn wrote his Surprise Symphony in 1791 when he was fifty-nine years old He had, then retired from the service
of the Esterhizvs and had
made his tamous trip to London. This was an eventful year for him since his famous pupil, Mozart, died, shockingHaydn jfreatlv Nevertheless it
did not destroy his cheerful nature. The story of how the Andante of the “Surprise” Symphony was
played to an unsuspecting audience very niano,
then suddenly breaking forth in the famous fortissimo “surprise” chord, which today we look upon as a
conventional dominanfchord
flora, is one
oneff
the
oi tne
most interesting
interesting' episodes in
m musical history.
’
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Copyright 1943 by Theodore Presser
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EDVARD GRIEG, Op. 12,

No. 1
melody and accompam-

Scandinavian influence is not marked. It is a splendid study in
Grier in one of his lyric moments in which a strongbelow the top line of melody was evenly subdued. Much of its beauty is in the pedaling.
thing
every
that
so
London
in
this
play
mient. Mme Gfiegused to
Grade 4.
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KNOW THAT MY REDEEMER LIVETH

is more beloved than I Know that My Redeemer Ziveth, which is heard in thousands
After the Hallelujah Chorus no number in Handefs ‘‘Messiah’*
dignity and grandeur to this lovely theme, which to many has been a harbinger of the resurrection.
of churches at Easter. There is a cathedral-like
G. F.
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The Teacher’s Round Table

Teaching Little Fingers

To Play
A Doc*. roa ui

UnutnNinua

(

means

Technic

control.

Continued from Page

It

most

is

quickly acquired by the use of scientifically devised exercises whose object
this instantaneous control.
Since the function of technic is to enable the performer to create beauty, it
must always be musical, never for an into

is

promote

stant degenerate to the level of routine
or repetition.

No one

is

teacher w ho does not
teach the fingers to think
r

swiftly, sensitively

On

a first rate
systematically

—

and to think
and musically.

the Superior Teacher

That brings up another point: What
makes a superior teacher, anyhow?
Well, out here on this -sun-drenched,
swaying deck, it’s not hard to find the
answer. First, you must possess all the
stock-in-trade equipment of a good
teacher, and in addition be able to
.

answer “yes” to these questions:

.

.

Is every

lesson I give a stimulating shot-in-thearm to the student? Does he leave the
studio “walking on air”? Is my teaching
always positive, authoritative, vital, and
above all, optimistic? Do I discern, emphasize and praise the student’s good

points or talents even when they are
present in limited quantity or much diluted quality? Do I make the student
“feel his oats’/? Do I radiate confidence
in liis ability To learn', progress 'and accomplish all that is required of him? Do
I make him feel confident that he can
and does play well?
If you
That’s quite a test, isn’t it?
can pass it one hundred per cent you are
a super-superior teacher!
.

Chesterton

K.

G.

truly great

every

man

man

the
feel great”

once

.

.

said,

“The

man who makes

is

.

Which might

.

.

well be paraphrased into
gifted teacher is the teacher

every student feel gifted.

.

“The

truly

who makes

.

1900 hours, (seven P.M.) with a blood
red sun setting in the direction of Japan.
The chugging launch again, the
magnificent bay, and another day’s duty
done for a rookie reservist.
.

.

.

A

Note to Mothers

I wish some member of the Etude staff would
write an article in plain language for the benefit
of some of the mothers who fail to see why
Mary or Johnny should have extra books besides a first grade book, and for the mother who
interferes with the teacher’s plans, and for
mothers who want to “play teacher” at home.
... I would like to have such an article in
plain view for them to see while they sit waiting for their children to take a lesson.
M. E., Oregon.

—

so concisely in that nut-shell (or is it a bombshell?) of a letter that no lengthy article
could improve on their brevity and punch.
But, heavens! Don’t all parents real-

You have put your sentiments

.

.

.

ize that children of every age and grade
need quantities of supplementary material to give them an all ’round musical
education? ... Books for thorough study,

books for technic, for reading, for ensemble, and for enjoyment. ... I certainly agree with you that mothers
should not “butt in” on teacher’s plans.
If a teacher cannot be trusted to know
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best for Johnny, then the parent
find another instructor at once.

is

under

no

should

circumstances

JohnThompson’s
Modern Course

mamma

ever make criticisms or suggestions in the presence of her progeny.
But I sharply disagree with M.E. when
she resents mothers who “play teacher”
at home. In my opinion, an intelligent
mother who supervises home practice
regularly, carrying out clear, explicit directions written down in a note book by
the teacher, is a precious pearl beyond
price, especially for young children. It is
every teacher’s duty to interest the enthusiastic, whole-hearted support of the
mother. In fact, mothers ought to take
piano lessons themselves in order to
learn better how to guide and stimulate
their children during the long periods
Such cooperation
between lessons.
depends, of course, on the persuasive
powers of the teacher. I wonder if M.E.
has checked up on herself to be sure not
only that she is a confidence-inspirer,
but ’also that she writes down unmistakeable practice directions for both pupil
and parent.
.
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IES". Fifty etudes from the works of
Berens, Bertini, Burgmuller, Czerny,
Duvernoy, Heller, Kohler, LeCouppey,

as

in

of

all

person can outline a course of accomplishment such as H. B. L. set for herself.
Compelled to return to music for a living,
she finds it a lifesaver. Her zest and
ambition are renewed. Being a progressive person she realizes that piano technic
has made great strides since those dear,
carefree old days of Leschetizky.
And
she is keenly aware that her octaves,
arpeggios and fifth fingers are weak.
Well, what does she do? Instead of getting busy and practicing some of the
many stream -lined exercises given on the
Round Table and Technic pages these
many years, she writes for an “absent
treatment” prescription. Anybody as intelligent as she is doesn’t need a musical
doctor. Mrs. H. B. L. knows as well as I
that thirty minutes a day for six months
(but regularly!) spent on concentrated
fourth and fifth finger exercises (ten
minutes) arpeggios (ten more) and octaves (another ten) will make all the
difference in the world not only in her
actual playing but in the pianistic control
fol’ which she is searching. ... If she
does this faithfully I’ll bet her next
annual program will be fifty per cent
better than the last!
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Price,
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Price,

This
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won’t even pretend to answer Mrs.
H. B. L.’s question, for she knows better
than I just what she needs. I am sharing
her letter with Round Tablers just to
show that any aspiring, energetic musical
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PLAY". Here is a book in which Dr.
Thompson gives the beginner an opportunity to "Play a Tune" at the
VERY FIRST LESSON. Price, 60 cents.

John Thompson "makes haste slowly", thus insuring the pupil a sound
foundation for future development.
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book,

My
work isn’t bad, but octaves and
arpeggios need attention; also fifth fingers
are weak. Do you think I could correct
these weaknesses? Mrs. H. B. L., Texas.
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graduate of a well-known
conservatory (thirty years ago) with a
year’s study abroad. I’ve taught a good
deal and kept up my playing fairly well.
Four years ago I was compelled to turn to
music for a livelihood, and I might add,
nothing could have been better for me.
I play at least one carefully prepared
program each year, and am rather proud
of it; but I am anxious to improve. My
I
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Italian bandmaster. Creatore

The

(

exceedingly good musician, by the way)
sailed through the ranks of his players
with ridiculously exaggerated poses, explosions, and entreaties that were all a
part of the show. There was as much difference between Pat Gilmore and Creatore as there was between an Irish terrier and a Rocky Mountain goat. Still,
they both got musical results which
pleased their hearers.
One has only to witness the podium
technic of such conductors as Alfred
Hertz, Mengelberg, Mitropoulos, Koussevitzky, or Toscanini to learn what a wide
terpsichorean variation the masters of

Records Coining

New

Continued from Page

,
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conducted by Robert Armbruster. Columbia disc 17366-D.
Mi\ Eddy is in fine voice here, and his
singing of the tender Tchaikovsky song
song remains one
is most laudatory. This
clear dicof the composer’s finest. Eddy’s
appreciable
tion brings out its story in an
orchestra

way.
Southern Slav Songs; sung by Zinka>
Milanov (soprano) with piano and violin
accompaniments. Sonart Record Set M-6.
Mme. Milanov possesses a rich and
beautiful dramatic soprano which she
she
does not always use artistically. Heie,
frequently pushes her top tones to such
an extent that they become unpleasant.
she uses her voice judiciously, her

most enjoyable.
Roussalka
Dargomijsky
is

and Death of the Miller, Act III; sung by
Feodor Chaliapin (bass) and G. Pozemkovsky (tenor) with orchestra, conducted
by M. Steimann. Victor disc 11-8695.
The Miller in “Roussalka” was one of
Chaliapin’s most famous roles. He sang
the part in Russia many times, and also
our
in London and Paris but not to
knowledge in this country. This is a
worthy memento of a great singer who is
no longer with us. The recording is well

Want To Be
ot the
(

(

realize that he is employing
instead of one. These two
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though he were playing upon a
the
giant instrument. Every second, from
employ his
first note to the last, he must
inacute sense of rhythm and balance to
motive,
sure the coordination of eveiy
dinaevery phrase, and the human cooi
mentalities of
tion of the high powered
must conthe players. Over all this he
and
design,
color,
of
sense
a
tinually have
manbeauty that towers in a directorial
who
ner to the genius of the composer
great concreated the work. No wonder
emoluments.
ductors receive such high
many of
Nature does not provide very
!
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on

movements
the conductor’s own
significance
definite
a
have
the platform
words, is there
to the players? In other
enables the
an international code that
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inf oi conductor to give directions and
wigwagthe
instance,
for
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with a pair
ging of a S.gnal Corps man
yes, and generally no.
of flags? Generally
certain movements of the baton

There are
and these form
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to a baton technic that

Symphony
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Perhaps
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By

stressing

these

details,

what

formerly often was an incomprehensible
to
of sounds, becomes intelligible

maze
tVip

niiHipurP

are careful that the more powerstand in positions in the real,
destroy
so that their prominence will not
the tonal balance. If a particular voice
(save in the case of a soloist) stands out
above the mass, the effect is ruined. Like
a master painting, no colors or figures should offend the senses. A great
Raphael, a Rubens, or a Valasquez is so

We

ful voices

complete that one would not wish to
change a brush stroke. With a musical
composition, the composer has given us
only the notes, which may be interpreted in a thousand ways. It remains foi
the conductor to struggle and struggle
and struggle at rehearsals until the 1 ight
and instrumental balance is
choral
achieved. It is an evanescent thing, and
that is what makes it interesting. In
our wonderful age, phonograph records
preserve permanent ideal performances.
Sometimes many records have to be
made before the perfect record is

«

Father
radio set

back in his chair near the
in his home and does not have
sits

to strain his ears to make out the words,
or bother about tone balance. In fact,
there is a unanimity and balance of tone
and application of tone color which make
1 .K appeal to Father. At the
immediate
an UIUUBU
r””'
same time the singers can give the proper

consideration to the thought, the sentiof the song, as they are taught at

ment

"

/66

two sounds

approved.

to ooseive
Him However, one has only
to note
conductors
a half dozen different
individual and,
many
so
has
h
eac
that
that very
ii
c a y extrinsic motions
shall we ay,
nirniior tpphnic
technic.
a simdar
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sounds are
exagseli-ee. In rehearsal, these are
gerated. Some consonants have no pitch.
They are the “frames” of the vowel
which make it understandable. They
cannot be sung, but they must be despecial distinctness. The
with speuxtw.
livered
uverea wiui
have
nasal consonants m, n, and ng do
pitch.

^—

|

~
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hurricanes of woodwind. Incessant rehearsals and exhaustive patience are
always necessary. For our weekly half
hour program on the air we never rehearse less than ten hours.
We have found that the public does
not demand a program composed of only
the songs that are currently popular.
They do, however, want songs that they
know. Old-time tunes are always cherished and when they are arranged and
presented with what is known as a

1

!

an - gels sing,_
Hah-kthuh heh ral-dayeen- jel - zsing_
her -aid

“Glo

new
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ry to
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king.
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1
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j

£

£

mild,_
Peace on earth and mer - cy
Pee-sawn-nuhr-than dmuh-seem-maheeld

1

God and sin G aw - dan -dsin -

j=z

1

ners

re

nuhr

zreh

,

con

-

—P
—

-

kun

-

ciled.'

tunes if they are original, but it also
likes the classics; at
least when they are

1

understandable. Modern music that is a
chain of fantastic
discords they look
upon with suspicious bewilderment, as
they would at a Dali
surrealist painting,
and I concur with them in this.
Do we use jazz? Of course, but it is not
f
blatant jazz of other years. Sonic
° it is very tricky
and interesting. Jazz

saheeld."

-

—

if

t

“symphonic” arrangement they bring a
response, but only if sincerity is not
sacrificed. The public likes happy, merry

1

m

F
ye
na-*tions rise-,
Joy - ful all
Jawee-ful-lawl yeen-nayee shun zrahee

and consonants. For instance, the compound vowels, that is, diphthongs and
comtrip thongs, are divided into their
ponent vowel sounds. The average person when he pronounces “say” may not
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Adapted by Roy Ringwald
and Robert Shaw

-M

following night. With the
right men in the orchestra, this makes
for a genial unity of effort which I think
must account for the continued success
of our group, while many other groups
have disappeared.
also have mad£
it. a point to avoid bizarre effects or the
use of too much brass.
never have
failed to have a strong string section,
while some other leaders resorted to

Caesar the

We

HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING

phony, and we also have memories of
other conductors so unattractive that
they turn up in our dreams as grotesque
nightmares.

Mad Scene

:

rehearsals that the great Ameiican publie looks for heart first, and then for art.
Here are the words to Hark ! the Herald
Angels Sing, as the chorus reads them
from the tone-syllables in the score:

the baton display.
After all, “the music’s the thing” and
ears
it is what the conductor does to our
and not to our eyes that really matters.
Nevertheless, we have a childhood vision
of the willowy, handsome Hungarian
Arthur Nikisch, with the Boston Sym-
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PIANO TEACHERS
FLASH

SPEED DRILLS ( CARDS )

.Angered Lf DR. NICHOLAS DOUTY
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questions will be answered in

and addi ess

of

the

Only

inquirer.

initials,

or

unless accompanied by
pseudonym given, will

the full
be

Cards

in

Place

Back of Keyboard

for Teaching Beginners

Sight Reading

name

published.

Complete Set of 32 Cards, Keyboard Finder and
Book of Instructions — Only 50^

IMPORTANT!
to extreme wartime paper restrictions,
inquiries addressed to this department must

Owing
aii

not exceed one hundred words

in

length.

Does Eating Nuts Hurt the Voice?
Q. I have heard that eating nuts will injure
the voice. Please tell me if this is true. M. T.

—

A.

Certainly not,

you

if

eat

moderation and chew them well.

It

would be

better not to eat the nuts just before singing,
because sometimes small, sharp particles stick
in the throat and mouth. However, if you
sing much in public you will soon find out
that the best rule for the singer is to eat only
simple, easily digested food and to observe
the same moderation in smoking and drinking.

Has Been Drafted Into the Army

lie

have been drafted into the Army for
one year and I may have to stay two and onehalf years. I will be twenty-seven or eight
when I am mustered out and I would like to
know if that age will be too late to take vocal
training. My teacher tells me that I have the
Q.

I

rarest

of

all

voices,

My

profundo.
below low C to the

basso

a

voice has a range from A
the second line above the staff, bass clef,
thirty tones in all. I know little about music,
so I must study all the harder. Please give me
some advice Private A. J.

E

.

A. You have been called upon to do a man s
job in the service of your country and you
should be proud of it. When you are mustered
out, after eighteen months of service, you
will be a better man both physically and men-

tally than you were when you were drafted.
Nor will you then be too old to continue your
poor
vocal training. You realize that you are a

musician. Why not try to get into the band..
Eighteen months of practice there would improve your musicianship immensely and, it
you learned to play a brass instrument, would
help your wind as well. Also there might be
many opportunities for you to sing, which
would keep you in good vocal trim.

She Too Old

Is

to

Sing for the Radio at

Thirty-three?
Q. I have studied at three-month intervals
for the last eight years but cannot manage
lessons at this time. Recently a voice teacher
told me that my voice has coloratura possiam
bilities. Please suggest some vocalises. I
the sort of person who learns more easily
from the printed page than orally. I sing
the B above the staff quite clearly, but the
high C-sharp and D are thin. How can I
be certain that I have the coloratura quality.
Are there any tests that one can make.
Dell
2. I have been studying Villanelle by
Acqua, Lo, Here the Gentle Lark of Bishop,
suggest
and Bell Song from “Lakme.” Please
some other coloratura songs.
I

am

thirty-three

and

as

ambition is for
too old to continue

pianist.

Please comment.

—F.

I

am

also

a

'Cannot Read an Alto Part
Q. I have the range of a contralto, yet I
cannot read an alto part but can only follow
others. I have recently been asked to join
with a group of women and l find myself in
a difficult position. J have studied some voice
not too much but I was unable to keep
up my lessons because of a growing family.
My young daughter, with nothing but ordinary school training, can sing parts better
than I. Would you advise the study of liarmony? Mrs. W. M.

.5

Drills are an advanced
step in aiding the student to quickly identify the note on

the

with the key on the piano.

'staff

stress visual accuracy, recognition
tions, producing
rapid visual,

—

—

would do you a great deal

It

of

is

SIGHT- PLAYING

is

becoming more and more of

—

GET YOURS TODAY Speed Drills may be obtained
from your local music dealer, or send direct to us, the publishers. Complete set of 32 cards with instructions, only 50c.
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in the form of twenty-seven evenings,
with interesting annotations. The treatment on the whole shows the author’s
careful musical training and is not confined to the vague comments of quasiamateurs, such as those of many writers
who have written books with a similar
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Drill No. 4
For stressing rapid vis-

ual,

lar

duetions

Continued from Page

a re-

for proficient sight playing.

public.

(

Drill No. 3
For stressing rapidity
playing the keys

quirement of pianists, and students at the very start, should
be trained to attain it. Speed Drills will lay the foundation

flK)iene
Tfveatre
making. Students seeking
enp

Bookshelf

m

muscular

vivid mental pictures. This
important, but best of all ... children like Speed
Drills. They should be used at the first lesson, and the
pupil should have a set for daily home practice.
feature

in sight-singing.

The Etude Music Lover’s

and

mental

THE LARGE NOTES make

good

to associate yourself with a group of women
singers and to force yourself to sing an alto
part in a chorus. As you suggest in your note,
at first you would only be able to follow
the other altos. Gradually you would find
yourself able to read a little, and this would
give you courage to try to rely upon yourself. It surprises you to see that your young
daughter can read parts better than you can,
although she has had “only ordinary school
training.” However, it does not surprise us,
for, although you have studied “some voice,”
apparently you have not studied sight-singing
at all. This is a very common mistake among
both singing teachers and singing students.
They concentrate upon the use of the voice
alone and neglect their musicianship. The
natural result is that their students can sing
a few songs very nicely, but they can neither
read music comfortably nor sing well in parts.
You ask if the study of harmony would
solve your problem. Harmony is largely concerned with the structure of chords, although
most modern teachers insist that a practical
understanding of “voice leading” is absolutely
essential to the harmonist. It would be a considerable help to your musicianship and to
your enjoyment of music. However, your
greatest need is to learn how to read an alto
part, not to be, at present at least, a harmonist. Therefore, you should learn to play
an instrument, preferably the piano or the
organ, where you will be forced to read in
parts and in two clefs at the same time. If
in addition to studying the piano or the organ
you will join a chorus, we feel that you will
learn to sing an alto part in a comparatively
short time. You might also take some lessons

No. 2

These handy cards

of the keyboard posi-

coordination.

—

A.

Drill

For instant recognition
of keyboard positions

AN ADVANCED) STEP — Speed

.

You
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Who

R. D.

to
are a trained pianist accustomed
listening to your own playing and to the
playing and singing of others. Why do you
not trust your own ears? Surely you can
tell whether or not the coloratura songs that
you sing seem to suit your voice and style.
Besides this, you have the opinion of a singing teacher that you have coloratura possibilities. Is this not enough to encourage you
to work hard and faithfully at your singing?
It certainly should be.
2. Marchesi,
Op. 1, contains many timetried exercises to develop fluency of execution, and the trills, fiorituri, so necessary to
the success of the coloratura soprano. If you
practice these exercises faithfully you will
never regret it. But for the best results they
should be practiced every day.

A.

—

EASY TO USE Speed Drills consist of 32 cards with
complete and easy-to-follow instructions for their use. On
each card is a picture of the note on the staff which corresponds with the key on the piano keyboard. Thus,
the student learns through his eyes rather than the written
or spoken word, the location and position of each note.
,

The Contralto

.

my

do not think I am
study with this goal in view.

radio, I

instruction.

nuts in

the

Drill No. 1
For stressing visual
accuracy

SIGIH1T-PLAYDING easily and quickly learned by tiny tots,
or beginners of any age, with these Speed Drill Cards.
Makes teaching easier and quicker for class or individual

The Mad Scene from Donizetti’s “Lucia,”
Nome from Verdi’s “Rigoletto,” and
the Shadow Song from Meyerbeer’s “Dinorah”
should keep you busy for a long period if
you want to sing them well.
3. At
thirty-three,
if
you are in good
health, you still have from ten to fifteen years
of singing life before you, provided you
study hard and practice every day. If you
do not, your voice is likely to deteriorate.
Caro

and

styles for

Homes,

Your Finger-Tips

TONKabinet

drawer-trays
permit easy filing; keep sheet
music neat, orderly, safe,
findable. Every sheet is always at your finger-tips. Ac
your dealer’s, of put it on
your postwar shopping list,
l’onk Mfg. Co.

TONKahinets

Schools,

Bands,

etc.
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stream. When you have secured control
of the legato .articulation, then proceed
to the staccato.
The major problems to note carefully
when articulating are as follows: 1. Be
certain you have a firm embouchure.
2. Place the tip of the tongue very lightly
(do not press it) upon the tip of the reed.
3. Blow into the clarinet. You will discover that so long as the tongue is in
contact with the reed, no tone will be
forthcoming, regardless of the amount
of breath you blow against the reed.
4. While blowing the breath against the
reed, release the tongue from the reed

Band Questions and
9

Answers
t.j

William

On

2

>.

&vcll

Clarinet Tonguing

a student of the clarinet and
have played in our school band for the
past four years. My band director says
my tone and reading ability are above
the average, but my tonguing is not good.
The trouble seems to be that my tongue
slaps the reed when I articulate. I have
Q.

I

am

tried every means I know of, but
tongue is still too heavy and spoils

down and back in a quick,
manner. You will notice that the

by drawing
decisive

playing in staccato passages. Can you suggest some exercises that would help me
improve my tonguing? M. S., Illinois.

—

A. I suggest you first do some daily
practice on legato tonguing, playing the
scale of C major slowly and pronouncing
the syllable D on each tone. Do not permit the tone to stop between the articulations. Sustain each tone into the next
one without interruption of the breath

it

any more than

A Woman

Trumpeter

Q. I am a senior in high school and
have been playing the trumpet for the
past nine years. My teacher and other
musicians have encouraged me to follow
music as a profession. There is nothing
in the world that I would rather do. However, since I am a girl I am' a bit skeptical
of my future in the professional music
have never seen any women
I
field.
trumpet players in a symphony orchestra.
Would you please give me your opinion as
to the possibilities of my being able to

compete with

men

in this field?
J.

W., Illinois.

A. Your success in this field will depend
chiefly upon your ability. If you have all
of the necessary qualifications of the out-

let

the future take care of

itself.

Continued from Page 144)

never carries with it the firm security of
being able to check your accuracy against
the what and why of grammatical rules.
Shall I say ‘like’ or ‘as’? Shall I say ‘who’
or ‘whom’?

Sometimes your ear tells you;
sometimes it doesn’t. And when it
doesn’t, you are swaying on the edge of
the precipice of illiteracy. Exactly the
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Interesting positions are open in every part of the field.
Schools and Colleges are making it necessary for every
teacher to be equipped for his work: the Radio is calling
for highly specialized training, and standardized teaching
makes competition keen even in small communities.
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attack is light and smooth and that the
tone has responded immediately. 5. Sustain the tone for the value of the note,
then place the tip of the tongue back
upon the reed in the same position as it
was for the initial tone. 6. So long as the
tongue is against the reed before each
tone is sounded, you will find that it is
impossible to “slap the reed.” It is only
when you attack the reed when starting
the tone that the slap occurs. Stress light
tonguing and a pointed, firm tongue. Do

my
my

not tongue with the base of the tongue
but only with its tip, and avoid moving
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learn, hard to forget! you may have theso
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all
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Q.
Q. Please suggest an organ solo for an opening service in a new church. I have contemplated playing the first movement of Guilmant’s “ Sonata in C minor, Opus 56.” However, I will need some other number to play
with it, as it is not long enough. The organ
is to have harp and chimes, and the congregation will expect to hear them some place in
the service if not in the Prelude. Please explain the entirely different arrangements of
Baclds Choral Preludes. I have been shown
two different publications which had only
one thing in common the melody. Which do
you suggest as being the better, or which one
frequently? Please submit a
is used more
group of Bach numbers that will be more
pleasing to the congregation than his Preludes
and Fugues such as Air for G string. Come
Sweet Death, and so forth. J. W.

—

—

—

A. For Prelude on the occasion you mention we suggest a selection from the following numbers: Festival Prelude on “Ein ’Feste
Burg,” Faulkes; Festal Piece, Sears; Litanie
Solenne, Edmundson; Pastorale (First Sonata),
Guilmant; Pastorale, Bonnet; Passacaglia, J. E.
West; Pastorale on ‘‘Fairest Lord Jesus,” Edmundson; Prelude and Sarabande, Corelli;
Prelude on “Rhosymedre,” Vaughn-Williams;
Retrospection. Hogan; Reve Angelique (Harp

and Chimes), Rubinstein-Lemare; The Guardian Angel (Haip and Chimes), Pierne-Gaul.
For additional Bach numbers, we suggest the
Chorale Preludes, such as Ich ruf * zu dir; Rejoice Now, Christian Souls; Jesu. Joy of Man’s
Desiring; Hark a Voice Saith All Are Mortal;
O Hail This Brightest Day of Days; the Adagio

from ‘‘Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C”; and
The Walk to Jerusalem (from a Cantata) arranged by Griswold. You do not state what
editions of the Bach Choral Preludes you examined. The different arrangements were
probably caused by the difference in the
editor’s interpretation of the numbers. We
following collections: ‘‘The Liturgical Year,” Bach-Riemenshneider; ‘‘Twelve
Chorale Preludes,” Bach-Glynn.
suggest

the

Q. I am interested in becoming a. Radio
organist. I have often wondered just what the
requirements are. How much should he know
about the organ, music and so forth? VJhat
other types of Radio organists are there, besides the Staff Rtidio Organist? A. M.

—

Organist should know the
A. A
quality of the various stops, and have a general knowledge of the instrument, its music
and so forth. Different styles of music are
given over the radio popular, romantic and
classic
and your equipment should include
all styles, unless you are specializing in any

Radio

—

—

if

you know

of a vacancy re-

quiring a certain type.

PUPS

ORGANS — Used

Builders of pipe organs for church and studio. Efficient up-to-date used instruments on hand at all
times, ’priced very reasonably. We also rebuild and
modernize tracker and tubular organs, additions of
stops, couplers and chimes installed. Yearly care
of organs. We solicit inquiries.

Brothers
3508-1 05th Street

— Organ
Corona,

L.

Experts
I.,

N. Y. City

Since starting work on my one-manual
reed organ I have added another manual and
electrified the organ by means of a vacuum
cleaner installed under the house. This proves
satisfactory. My great problem now is to
secure a set of pedals, a home made jdevice
havbig prbveh unsatisfactory. Where' can I
secure a set, and how and where can they be
attached? Can you give me some facts as to
the required training of the church organist
Q.

'

and the salary?

WM.

S.

HAYNES COMPANY

Flutes of Distinction

STERLING SILVER— GOLD— PLATINUM
Catalog on request
108

Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, Mass.

—

J. C. C.

We

are sending you name of a person
A.
who has a pedal-board for sale. It is of the
radiating, but not concave type. We suggest
that you consult an organ mechanic as to
the installation. You might also consult the
builders regarding your needs in having the
pedal-board installed; they may have one
on hand. Since you seem to have attained
your object in all points except the pedal,r

MARCH,
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procured the project seems
feasible. Requirements and salaries for the
Church Organist vary according to the demands of the particular church.
board,

extreme wartime paper restrictions,
inquiries addressed to this department must
not exceed one hundred words in length.

Owing

one type, or

Mew

incidental.

You have been

quality, character

in

willing

up to
and excellence

for material not

of production.

IMPORTANT!
Firefly,

is

pay much more

to

a copy.
3675
3676
3677

The price of World Famous Century Edi-

presents

Century Edition

if

I

it

am

my

is

3709
3710
3711

3712
3713
3714
3715
3716
3687
3688
3689
3690

leader of a Junior Choir, serving

fourth year. I find it very difficult in my
to keep boys and girls in the choir
when they become eleven to twelve years of
age. They think they are too big for the
younger ones. I have my age limit from nine
to sixteen years, but they usually drop out
when in their twelfth year of age. Would you
suggest that I raise my age limit a little and
call the organization a Young People’s Choir
or Youth’s Choir in order to keep the older

church

members

in?

I

3691

3692
3693
3694
3695
3696
3697
3698

know of
to keep the members of the
throughout the season. Our
would

also

like

to

other activities
choir interested
church does not believe in commercializing,
so
I

3699

we cannot have anything to raise money.
do have parties for them occasionally, but

that does not
interest. Will

seem quite enough to hold their
you suggest the names of some

good choir directing books?

—

R. D.

We

suggest that you tell the members
of your choir that they can render much valuable assistance to the church services by remaining in the choir. It might be well to
retain their continued interest to give them
some instruction in sight singing in connection
with rehearsals, and it might be well to
change the name of the choir as you suggest.
Why not set your age limit to include all of
the younger adults, thus including them in
your choir? For books on choir training we
suggest the following on which to base your
selection for reading, although you might find
them all of interest: ‘‘The Art of a Cappella
Singing,” Smallman and Wilcox; ‘‘The Junior
A Cappella Chorus Book,” Christiansen and
Pitts; ‘‘Choir and Chorus Conducting, ” Wodell;
“Choral Music and Its Practice,” Cain; “The
Art of the Choral Conductor,” Finn, and “The
Choral Conductor,” Davison.
A.

the pipe organ and am very
much in need of an instrument at home where
I can practice whenever I like. I have an
idea that I could purchase a pipe organ con-

Q.

I

play

sole with two manuals and pedals and install
a reed organ inside. Would it be possible to
take the reeds from two old organs in good
condition and combine them into one? Or,
can reeds be purchased to add to such an

instrument by giving the reed manufacturers
the pitch of the present reeds? If so, please
advise the name of such a firm. Or, is it
possible to buy a complete set of new reeds?
What would be the approximate price? Will
you send me the names of firms who can
supply me with a console, and can you rec-

Minuet No. I, Anna Magdalena, G-2.... Bach
Minuet No. 2, Anna Magdalena, G-2.... Bach
Ecossaise, Eb-2
Beethoven

Oxen Minuet, C-2
Menuetto and Air, F-Bb-2
Din-2
Little Waltzes from Op. 9A-3
First

Loss,

Trokofleff

Schubert

Em-2

.Schumann
Heaps
Hopkins
Hopkins

Brownie’s Courtship, C-2

Jumping Jack, C-2
My Banjo, F-2
Dancing School, C-2
Going to Market, C-2
.
Lots of Fun. G-2
,
Sea Spray, C-2
At the Playground, C-2
Party Clothes, G-2
The Puppet Show, G-2
Topsy Turvy, F-2
Song of the Mariner, Am-2
.

.

Itolfo

..Rolfe
Rolfe
Rolfe

...

Schwab
Schwab
Steiner
Steiner
...Steiner

PIANO OR VOCAL SELECTIONS
Till We Meet Again,

God Bo With You
C-2
Funiculi

3701

0 Solo Mio, F-3

3702
3703
3704
3705
3706
3707
3708

Ross of Tralee, Bb-2
Tales from Vienna Woods,

Funicula,

Tomer
Denza
Di Capua

Eb-3

3700

3727

Haydn
Mozart

Tarantella,

Glover
G-3
Strauss
Evening Star, Tannhauser, G-3
Wagner
My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice, C-3. .St.-Sacns
Tit-Willow, Mikado, G-3
Sullivan
Ave Maria, Eb-3
Bach-Gounod
I’ll Take You Home Again,
Kathleen, F-2
Westendorff
The Caisson Song, C-3
arr. Royal

Ask your dealer for Century music. If he cannot supply you, send your order direct to us.
Our complete catalog listing over 3700 numbers is FREE on request.

CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
New

254 West 40th Street

York 18, N. Y.

Teachers!. ..Students!
Be a PIANO STYLIST
• Jazz • Swing • Jump • Boogie-Woogie
Our NEW 100 page Piano Instruction Book will enable you to play Popular Songs with all the fancy
embellishments employed by the professional.
Make Your Own Arrangements -- Add Notes —
Chords— Basses Breaks— Blues — Rhythms— Modulations— Transposing— Orchestra and Radio Playing
— Introductions — Endings, etc. 1001 sparkling new
ideas all contained in one book. Not an ear or correspondence course. You receive CAVANAUGH'S Instruction Manual which shows you step by step how
to apply contents of this famous book to any popular
song. For Beginner. Medium or Advanced Student.
Order your book NOW! TODAY! Price $10.00 complete. Postpaid and insured anywhere in the world.

—

CAVANAUGH PIANO SCHOOLS
475

New York

Dept. E

Fifth Ave.

17, N. Y.

FRANKIE CARLtvfctoi Oti&fatuAiip
Jjlvcfebn Pcatur

ommend some good book on

reed organ construction? Would also like a list of various
organ blower manufacturers. I assume the
swells are operated by means of opening and
closing shutters as on the pipe organ. W. M.

—

A. The idea seems possible, but we wonder whether it is practical with two-manual
used reed organs available, equipped with
redals and motor and occasionally a pedal
piano available. It would be possible to combine reeds taken from two old organs, provided the suction is the same, and the reeds
comparable in quality. We are sending you

by mail, the names of two firms to whom
suggest you communicate your questions
as to the supply of reeds, and ask for prices,
which we do not have. In reference to console we suggest your advising various organ
builders of your needs. A book on Construction of Reed organs was published in England,
but under present conditions price and de-

we

livery cannot be guaranteed. We are sending
you by mail names of Blower firms. You can
examine the operation of the swells on the
instruments, which we think is usually accomplished by the opening and closing of a
covering over the reeds.

FORWARD MARCH WITH MUSIC’
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AS #£ PLAYS THEM
MISSOURI WALTZ (Swin9 Arrangement)
HINDUSTAN
DOWN BY THE OLD MILL STREAM
ON THE ALAMO
THE ONE LOVE (Belongs to Somebody Else)
WITH NO MAN OF MY OWN
0

Published separately in sheet

music form. Each nunibar
Buy them

at

any music

.

.

/

TrU

store or direct from

Forster Siusie Publisher, Inc.
216 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago

4, Illinois
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SUCCKuMMS

MUSIC

0

FLA® ©ay
(JUNE

I4TH)

$0.08

Passing By (Mixed) .... Barre**
O’Neill
Glorious Emblem (Mixed)
Jeffery
Hail to the Flag (Mixed)
Stars and Stripes Forever (Mixed). Sousa
Stars and Stripes Forever (S.A.B.) Sousa
Stars and Stripes Forever (Unison). Sousa
Wolcott
Our Country's Flag (Unison)
Stars and Stripes Forever (2 Pt.

The Flag

219
224
35260
35234
35232
10732
35233

O

These selected

prove helpful

lists will

Is

.15

School Chorus)
C2I76 Flag Song (Fling

.

Out

choosing appro-

in

and interesting material for the many special programs to be arranged for schools, clubs, societies, church
organizations, etc. The piano numbers may be used with
Music
timely advantage for pupil-recitals or study needs.
sent for
to meet any described requirements cheerfully

.

(MAY

v\\,

Tr

.

1ST)

Festivals

and other Spring

.

.

Title

May

In

(U nison

Maytime
Maytime

In
In

.

).

.

(S.S.A.A.)
(T.T.B.B.)

.

.

.....$0.06

B.

I

)

Spaulding ..Gr.
16275 Betsy Ross
Gr. 2«/2
Grey
25426 Flag Goes By
Gr. 2..
Stairs
27454 Flag of My Country
.Gr. 3
Spaulding
16501 Hats Off to the Flag
Gr. 2 '/2
Ralph
12089 'Neath Old Glory
Gr. 3.
8234 'Neath the American Flag. Kern
.Gr.
11896 Ours Is a Grand Old Flag. Spaulding
I

.

.

.

.

.

.30
-50
.25
.40

.40

.

Anthony
17720 Salute to the Colors
Stults
14568 Stand by the Flag
Stars and Stripes Forever .. Sousa
301
30552 Stars and Stripes Forever

.

.

.

Gr.
.35
Gr. 3..
Gr. 4. R-50
.

I

...Sousa
(Simplified Edition)
30868 Stars and Stripes Forever
(Trio) SimpJified Sousa-Carle+on

Gr. 2 '/2 R-50

.Gr. /2
Gr. 3..
13652 Under the Stars and Stripes True
Gr.
27154 Our Flag (With Words) ..Adler
27261 Star-Spangled Banner .... Arr. Richter .Gr. Vl

.30
.50

1

.

)

(

.25

I

PIANO DUET
.40

Gr. 2..

.Adler

10

.

26002

.

12

—Treble)

1.00

.

OUR FLAG— By

Frank

L.

Bristow

flag

24021

.

.12

.

24020

15
12

Pt.)

Stults

Norwood Dale

.

.

M.

:

.

.

ra-
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song,

10

,

W. Wareing

'

15

Ricci

R.

18

Pt.

(4

Ashford

12
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THE MAYPOLE By William Baines
tunes for piano with
\v exceptional collection of S dance
suggestions for costuming and
‘instructions for dancing and

AROUND

22636
14125

Ernani"

Male ).. Verdi ..
Mixed ).. Powers.

9632'
.

(

27521
9631

>227 Hail Brave Washington (
SchuberJ-Felton.
153 Lexington Ode. .( Unison) ..
Mixed) •CGsta-Davis
195 Ode to America
* I(
nal1 0rc h
Complete Orchestration f 1.50; S !
P. Hopkins
H. p
.

.

.

.

.

1322
5434
1454
1503
5438
1504
1478
1493

Mixed).
Dicnmon, ...
(Mixed).
.Cooke
(Mixed)
America
Bless
God
March on, America! Unison ).. Thunder
Sousa
Messiah of Nations (S.S.A.
j
Strickland ..
To Arms, America! Mixed )....
Emore-Reed
(Mixed)
Victory
V for
Elmore-Reed
Victory (Male)

Our Flag
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Passing By

(

.

.
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.

Liebling

.

Mood

.

4

Crammond

P
•

*76

•

33 SSWLWa

.

•
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•
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L.

Dungan
L. A. Bugbee
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.

.-Gr.

554 Mo, her, So

.
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.Gr.

2 */

Slumber Son

2
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.
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May

Miles

Gr. 2 ....

.30

C. D. Richardson Gr.

3

Memorial Day

!

/2

.

C. Kohlmann

.

.

.Gr. 4

.00

Wo

35IS4

Gr. 2
Gr. 2W

^

.
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June Weddings

.

z

35398

—
—

—

—
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—

$1.25
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’

22573
t‘ a ?
*

*
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Line

18425
1872
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S

L
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I
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Decoration
Dov
Glorious Unir.

P Invincible
*•*'«*».

•

°m
,n

Un

Blake
’

'

‘

c
Forever

.

.

.

Renk
Spaulding

Howard

«3•’•••• V*.

.

.

.

tngelmann

3r

*40

THEod ORE
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CHORUS— MIXED*
Perfect

cl

1

I

35

Abraham

12131 Bott'e
1910

2534

Adom

TS

^

tn aa

(

O

Miyr-d
d

ORGAN

30326 Eridal S
USH C Wec
n g"
Goldmark
j^'
r
Wedding Tune
24991 A Merry°wJj*
Saar
4427 Bridal Chorus
bohengrin )— Wagner
13486 Wedding March
Mendelssohn
20877

I

® cular
Smith
DayY lMlxed
M
-Secular).Nevin
I

—

—

Sr&iblPi&SS

W.sLtr>4H. P .
V Hlm L OW
b
Memorial

•

Davis
30318 Nuptial Song
30173 For You, Dear Heart Speaks (Two Keys)
30172 All For You d Hardelot (Two Keys)
12268 O Perfect Love
Burleigh (Two Keys).
24163 0 Perfect Love
Kinder
17012 You Came to Me With Love
Braine
Love You Best Brown
18489
30722 Wedding Hymn (The Voice That- breathed
O'er Eden)
Mendelssohn (Med.)
1

included. Illustrate

81

vVJ

PIPE

m

Gr.
.

A. Bugbee

VOCAL SOLOS

.

.

Gr. 3
Gr.
.A. M. Foerster Gr. 3..
Berwald
W.
....Gr. 2^

....

26614 Joy of Spring

C-r. 2l/2
Gr. 21/2

.

:

c

Richard Kountz ...
and scenic presentaand boys or girls alone.

D. D. Slater

50'
.50

,

for

Gadman
6818 Independence Day ...
(ln.ro. u
1825 Independence Day
Columbia the Gem of ihe
Spaulding
Ocean and Yankee Doodle)
Blake
2571 John Paul Jones

.

.

TWO PIANOS— FOUR HANDS

(

PIANO SOLOS

,-r.o/

Dance
Day
Day Waltz

.40

(

‘

«nnd

C. Huerter

Petals

(

V

.

W

'

27284 Dance of the Pink

.

Fourth of July

°m

in

us the Tools

Give

May
May
May
May

-60

'

PIANO SOLOS

Maypole Dance
16201 Maypole Dance
15019 Maypole Frolics
27471 One Lovely Day

(

Eor

tion, indoors or outdoors.

.35

9 UARTET OR

singing, dancing
girls

.

CHORUS
2,232 C o.l ,. l
0
CQdman Tr eble, 3 Pt.)..
20010 Rock Me'to^Sl'
'c
eP Fr ank J Smith.
20456 Memodes r
(Mixed .
Y
U
0r
3515 O,
(Mixed).
Mother of Mv H. 4 nn
-C. Davis ..( Mixed ).
d number nl
.

arranging the scene.
rented. $ 2.00 a month.
Score with piano, 60c; string parts

Children)
A splendid 20 minute

•

•

.

.

.

G. Ferrata

.
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.
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—Mixed)
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E.
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‘
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A
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E flat ' E flat
6884 Mother 0' MMe
'
B R 6m, u
d-E....
24043 My Mother', Srf"
n9 '-: Jo,ln ~
Openshaw
d-g
19404 Never ForaffY
°U
^ ear Mother and Her Prayer
Mav Par'
JoneS
d-F.
18696 Old Fashion^ n
a
19420 Song of the rkgj TL Cecil Ellis
c-F
M^a-Zucca d-F
The mnsirianlv
;.,•
" Ve md
'
Wal'Js oTibhIil.!'’ 6 ,iUC
-

DeReof

(3 Pt.

Morning,

.40

r

R. E.

Clara

Mixe-d)
In the Pride of

b

sing

M°ine

i

Treble)

^ llrttcular

60

.

a song
or
acceptable
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to

sharp ‘ D

MotL? O'

J2
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*S

'

Day

.

.

.

•

^d

0
18680 Little

%

60
60

Mother .. Evangeline Lehman
d-E....
*°
Schit ^n-Heink.
Mother

12

Wilson

m 3hikeys)

he<lrt

'

Independence Day
Arr. Felton

Little

19632 Little
B.

.

tj’YT;'
blU

Pageant of Flowers (Operetta for

002 Oh, Hail Us. Ye Free. From

.

r.

-'ill

hear at ait v
for Mother’s

25776
R*

*

.

.

( Published
Dtthlhh^d

which

Pt.

Stults

.40

•

08
08

(3

35036 Maytime. Waltz Song

20123

12

M.

R-

5 A. B.)

May

?4n?9
24022

....HE. Warner

.

15715 Glad

08

.10

Forman

.40

'.

.

'

march, and drill, with directions and
cents..
tions. Easy, short, and very effective. 50

A

R.

R.

.40

.

’

’.

15

..

.50

.

.

unusually sympathetic setting of the

F

by l\ iplmg.
Mother’s Day. .Frank H. Grey
C -E.
er C ° llIn gi Alfred Hal!
E flat-g.
^°^
other .. S*cnley F. Wiaener
...c-f:::;
sotjil ydb an excellent,
!_•"
texi.
r>IJ
Old rFashioned Mother Of Mine
Richard Kountz ...
A P
Old Fashioned Mother Of'
Mine
Richard Kountz
p p
Old Fashioned Mother- Of
Mine
Richard Kountz
L_
p sharp-g
c
rl_ ~
r
/he above song

15

Moszkowski-Forman

.

20188 Come, Let Us Go A-Maying
...Ira
(3 pt —Treble)
10866 O' That We Two Were
Maying (3 Pt— Treble) H.
274 May Pole Dance, The .(3 Pt.

TWO PIANOS — FOUR HANDS

30862 Stars and Stripes Forever Sousa-Zadora Gr. 5 ..

Pt.)

6174 May March (2 Pt.)
6165 Maypole, The (2 Pt.)
20297 May Time (2 Pt.)
20370 Spring Fantasy, A (2
20330 Bright May Morning

.25

.

27426 Our Flag (With Words)

15512 Lilacs (2 Pt.)
15504 Lovely Springtime (2

!}

.

Cadman-Forman

.'

American

.cell-known text

.

Sousa- ia'marsh

the

nit ions tor Mother’s Day
Programs.
26559 Mother O' Mine. Arthur Kellogg. c-sharp
to g.
e
iind

Price

J. W. Lerman
10234 Blossom Time (2 Pt.) ...
F. Berger
15 Dawn of May, The (2 Pt.)
Jra B. Wilson
20409 'Tis May (2 Pt.)
20672 'Tis May Upon the Mountain
William Baines
(2 pt

PIANO SOLOS

50

This song has been
Parent-Teacher Asso-

i

Wilson
Oley Speaks
Speaks-Peery
Ira

.

by

adopted

Composer

I

35428 Stars and Stripes Forever
(Male)

$0.50

:

setting of particular- richness.

CHORUS NUMBERS

Cat. Wo.

20230
35326
35342

Men’s Voices)

Price

,

,12

.

I\.cni n c

.

.

.

.

VOCAL SOLOS
and Composer
Light. .Chas. Wakefield

Cadman
d-g
26132 Candle Light. C'nas. Wakefield
Cadman
b flat-E flat
An exquisite poem by Lee Shippey in a musical

C-MV

Sousa

13TH)

7 iile

25176 Candle

r
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May Day
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-

M.V

Her Glorious

(MAY

Cal. Wet,

.

Hcmmond
Folds) (Male)
351 19 Stars and Stripes Forever (Male). Sousa ....
Root
Our Flag (Cantata for School)
Our Colors (Short Cantata for

I
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.
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CHORUS NUMBERS
15541
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.

Love— Kinder
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Great Works

— —

for Violin

—

. ..

and Piano
ndtuere

CHOPIN-MILSTEIN—
Nocturne in c# minor

No

DESPLANES-NACHEZ—

questions will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published.

and address

Intrada

The Deagan "Thirty -Six'*

— superb performance with a

GUARNIERI

minimum use of

Cantiga de Ninar
Canto No. 1
Encantamento

IMPORTANT!

KORNGOLD—
Much Ado About Nothing

.

.

.

LISZT-MILSTEIN—

Violin Appraisal

Mrs. E. M.

Consolation

MILHAUD—
Saudades do Brazil
Leme Copacabana
Ipanema
Corcovada Tijuca Sumare.

—

—

—

(in

1

vol.)

SZYMANOWSKI-KOCHANSKI
Chant de Roxane from
"King Roger"

VILLA-LOBOS—

West

M

—

Judging from
de M. New York
should say that your violin was
made by Albin L. Paulus, of Markneukirchen,
Germany. He was born in 1866, and was a
pupil of Dolling. He copied many different
makers, and his violins though fairly well
made, are not exceptional in any way Without seeing the instrument, I cannot give a
definite valuation, but his violins usually sell
for about one hundred or one hundred and
Miss

the label,

La Fontaine d'Arethuse
Nottumo and Tarantella

25

Made by Paulus

Violin

.

SZYMANOWSKI—

Premiere Sonate Fantaisie

—The

definite opinion can be formed without a personal examination of the violin.

NIN—
Songs from Spain

Massachusetts.

label in
your violin can be found in violins ranging in
price from twenty dollars to fifty thousand
dollars, so you can realize that there is nothing I can tell you about the instrument. Indeed, it is oniy in very rare cases that a
J.,

.

.

.

t

I

Does a Reader

Know Him?

—There

are several American violin makers by the name of White, but
trace an A. W. White.
I have been unable to
Perhaps some reader of this column knows

NEW YORK

A. E. S., Indiana.

something about him. Other makers named
White have produced quite fair violins, which,
however, have no standard value. They are
worth about what you can get for them on

Add Swing

Piano Playing
In

your teaching program
and increase your income
to

rue t ion

Axel Christensen*s Complete Swing Piano Tn^t
Book will enable you to teach your pupils to glamour\\
1
ize popular melodies in really modern style
,
wholesale
feet time, touch and rhythm. Very liberal
.Send
colleges.
,
price to teachers and musical
not a
tails if your local telephone hook does
.

.

list

a Christensen School.

jl a*, i r?
Our Break Bulletins eonH
tain fascinating arrange>n
ments for building extra choruses of populai In fr^'
and standards by means of novel breaks, ha.
copy.
riding the melody, etc. Send 20 cents for sample

PIANISTS!

'

‘

.

’

n/iiicor'
CHRISTENSEN SCHOOLS OF POPULAR MUSK,
CHICAGO 4. ILL.
752 KIMBALL HALL BLDG.

q

^

p ii
was an excell

man who ma
body. In any
mercial value
out seeing th

keen critical judgment. Your ability to do this
even passably well seems to show that you
have a very quick ear and good coordination,
but the stunt in itself has no artistic value.
No really good results are attained by copying
someone else’s interpretations. It is like wearing someone else’s clothes they just don’t fit
you. You apparently have a good technique
why, then, do you not take the time and
trouble to work out your own interpretations?
Your playing would be a lot more satisfactory
and people would enjoy it more, because your
style would then be at one with your personality. You strike me as having a good
deal of talent why don’t you find a good
teacher and study hard for a while?

TWO IMPORTANT
QUESTIONS
TWO
.

.

.

STRAIGHTFORWARD ANSWERS
Q. Are Deagan Marimbas being
in

these

A. Yes

—

made

war times?

considerable quantities for the
forces; in limited quantities for
civilian use.
in

armed
Q.

What about

deliveries?

A. Because the needs of our armed forces
come first in war-time, and because

Deagan is heavily engaged in the
production of many types of combat
equipment, it takes some time to fill
orders for Deagan Marimbas. But what
is a slight delay in delivery compared
to the lifetime satisfaction of playing
the world’s finest instrument? Good
things are worth waiting for!

—

—

J. C. DEAGAN, INC.
1770 Berteau Avenue, Chicago 13,

—

C. Z., Pennsylvania
The “Dolphin” Strad
was made in 1714, and was formerly in the
Adams and Bennett Collections. Later it was
owned by Lieut. Munro of the Royal Navy.
Whether it has changed hands in recent years,
I do not know. It is called the “Dolphin” because of the beautiful colors resulting from
the quality of the varnish and the grain of
.

the wood.

you about

do not know quite

how

to advise
obtaining blueprints of this instru-

I

“Violin Making as it Was and Is,” by E.
I do not think it gives specifications of the “Dolphin,” but it does give all
necessary details of a Strad of the same
period. Your other questions have, I think,
been taken care of by another department of

Heron-Alien.

show v
ordinar

all

ment, but imagine that your best bet would
be to write to W. E. Hill and Sons, New Bond
Street, London, W.l. You could also buy

“"^

sent

though you

member

III.

The “Dolphin” Strad

fifty dollars.

45th Street

may not consciously rethat has to be done. Just to “feel
the music and let go” is likely to result in
a good deal of slipshod playing.
(2) Your stunt of connecting earphones to
your gramophone, starting the record, and
playing what you hear is a new one to me!
That your friends tell you the results are
“perfect” must be very gratifying, but I am
afraid it indicates that they do not have very
doing,

to extreme wartime paper restrictions, all
inquiries addressed to this department must not
exceed one hundred words in length.

Owing

critical materials.

amateur violin maker who
mod carver. Or possibly the
ie

scroll did not make the
the violin has little com-

The Etude. The book mentioned may be procured from the publishers of The Etude.
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Mrs. F. L. S., Indiana. Many thanks indeed
for your splendid letter. It is most encouraging to hear from someone who has successfully learned to play left-handed after having
had to give up playing in the normal way.
I have sent your letter to Mr. J. G., for I
think it will be a real help to him in the re-
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apply
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Harold Barkley,

adjustment he must make.
As you say, there probably will be a number of young men coming back from the war
who will have to make a similar change if
they are to continue playing the violin; so
I think it is an excellent idee oi yours to suggest that other people who have gone through
this experience should write to me telling
what means they found most useful in learning to play left-handed. I will keep a separate file of such letters, to be used when necessary.
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thorough understanding
he may proceed
with confidence and assurance to the
primary work of the year, the program of
instruction for the orchestra. Here the
problem can be stated simply as one creating the conditions conducive to the
most effective and desirable learning and
educational growth on the part of the
teacher has a
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of these three factors,
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into popularity. Now, millions listen
programs over the air and our country, throughout the week, is literally
drenched with good music. There are
thousands whose hearts are overburdened
with sorrow, who must realize the truth
of the line from the Latin poet, Horace
“Music is the sweet and
(65-8 B.C.)
healing balm of troubles.” The radio,
which many musicians thought at one
time was going to put them out of business, has proven the greatest of all disseminators of music, resulting in unheard of increases in income. Why I
know of one very expert and active

come
to
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Following are some of the essential
points of view which the writer has found
useful and practical in building a pro-

gram

of instruction for his high school
orchestra. These twelve points of view
f oi
a pattern of thinking which makes
it possible to select the day-to-day
pro-

m

cedures and experiences, to
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after each note. The bow may even leave
the string between the notes, though this

A,

Mericle. ill I-ocust,

/

High School
\

(

Continued from Page

by no means essential.
Th; form of the staccato

is

not

diffi-

cult to acquire, though some consistent
practice may be necessary before it can

be played with the lightness and charm
that are its chief characteristics.
Although no form of the staccato has
any particular value as a means of musical expression, the ambitious student
should make every effort to master it, for
without it he must forego playing many
solos of the bravura type. Moreover, a
careful study of this bowing tends always
to develop a more sensitive touch on the

bow and

a

more

delicately balanced

bow-

arm. Therefore, the fundamental exercises should be given to a pupil at an
early stage of his advancement, and recurrently studied in more extended patterns. If this approach is taken, he will
gradually acquire a good staccato almost
subconsciously. The older violinist, who
may have struggled with it for years
without success, can learn it just as
certainly if he is willing to go through
the same course of study. This he must
do in order to eradicate any bad habits

that may have been hindering him. And,
above all, he must be patient. It may require a few weeks, two or three months,
or even a year of study; but, given patience and the right kind of practice,
an effective staccato will be his reward.

,
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training in the orchestra.
These four major purposes of the orchestra make it one of the unique offerings of the school, an experience within
which the school can achieve many of
its fundamental aims while permitting
the student to participate happily and
willingly in a chosen activity. While there
are, of course, other purposes and functions, yet to be successful in building a
school orchestra, the teacher should be
thoroughly familiar with these four purposes and should use them as cornerstones in an on-going plan for the development of his orchestra.
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The Program of Instruction for the
High School Orchestra
So far we have dealt with the problem of understanding (1) the high
school, (2) the students, and (3) the
major functions of the orchestra in the
curriculum of the high school. When the

Ciee

activities

damentals of musicianship
and
semble performance;
attention to
dividual problems
by sectional

A fourth major purpose of the school
orchestra is to give youth proficiencies
and appreciations' which will enrich their
opporadult living. Many youth have
organizatunities to play in adult music

to
throughless their appreciation of music
soundthe
on
greatly
depend
will
out life
ness and thoroughness of their basic

:

,,

ssr

affairs.

high school.
tions after graduation from
Therefore, the good teacher will stiive
musical and
to give his students a sound
technical training to the end that they
may continue to play as long as they
of the
desire. Of course the majority
students in the orchestra are not likely
play after graduation, but neverthe-

attractive

the school provides
the appre
pnate facilities, and <b)
that the str
dent procures the
appropriate kin
and quality of instrument.
Technical progress should
be planne
i each
student by means of
(a) pr
vate study or technical
drill

other social groups. It is generally
agreed that one of the main reasons why
so many school orchestras have withered and died is that they failed to participate regularly in school and com-
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with a definite plan for the year
should have no trouble in arriving, at
value judgments of (1) the extent to
which he has achieved his goals, and
(2) the revisions he should make in
his plan. Each school year is a cycle
which starts with a basic philosophy,
proceeds through general and specific
objectives, is implemented by the instructional program, and ends with
evaluation.
12.

The teacher must grow professionally.
Each year the teacher should select
some phase of his work that needs
improvement and make it a project
for his personal growth. It can be as
specific as learning special bowing

techniques or it can be as broad as
the study of the psychology of adolescent behavior.

Summary
The writer has tried to indicate the
nature and scope of the total problem of
building a school orchestra. It was pointed out that a plan to build an orchestra
must be based on a thorough understanding of the high school, the nature of
high school youth, and the unique contributions of the orchestra to the purposes of secondary education. And finally
there were listed twelve points of view
which have proved helpful to the writer
in building an orchestra in his school.
The basic point of view that runs
throughout this series of three articles
is that each teacher must construct a
definite plan for building his orchestra
and that he must continually improve
himself as a teacher. Then he is likely
to be successful in building a school
orchestra.

Why Do You
He needs a

135)

fellow artist,

who

can sing mentally along with him, reflecting a poetic and musical appreciation in
harmony with his own. No one can really
teach interpretation, since the process
involves that emotional recreation which
is defeated by imitation or compulsion.
But one can indicate to the young singer
where the essentials of interpretation lie
and that is in the sincere projection

—

of life.”

MARCH.

1945

Continued from Page
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Some

of

my

most

vivid musical recol-

lections grow out of experiences with distinguished musicians I’ve drawn. The one
who stands out most, perhaps, is Paderewski. There’s something about drawing
a person that removes barriers from his
personality you look into him as well
as at him. Paderewski revealed himself
to me astonishingly, for I had believed
him to be austere and aloof. I found him
a charming, kindly human being with a
diversity of interests not generally found
in one who “specializes.” He believed that
the trouble with all modern art is the
conscious effort to break away from old
forms, instead of allowing new forms to
assert themselves gradually and naturally. Beethoven never tried to be orig-

—

he remarked— he was original. The
effort to find something new bears fruit
in science, but not in art; art must repreinal,

sent natural and sincere
ings, or it

human

outpour-

becomes mechanical. Then he

spoke of Poland, his grief for her sufferings and his hopes for her future vividly
expressed in each well-chosen phrase.
Shortly after, my drawing was sketched,
and I left him, all his feeling for his
native land still vibrating in the air. As
I stepped out into the hotel corridor, I
heard a Chopin Polonaise being played
as I’d never heard it before. Paderewski
was talking of Poland in the language
that was most natural to him, and the
tones that came through the closed door
expressed his emotion even more vividly

that, during the worst of the crisis
when cares of state sat most heavily

and
upon him, he would refresh himself by
going home and playing Wagner’s music
on the phonograph. And he remarked
that music to him was the universal
language more potent to bring men together in brotherhood than any spoken

—

New York

•

of testing out the influence of
environment. Lehar took the dog up in
his arms, and began softly to sing the

Merry Widow Waltz; and sure enough,
after a measure or two, the dog joined in
not, however, with any marked degree
of vocal proficiency! Alas for the cham-

—

pions of environment, all that dog did
was to whine, not even in three-quarter
time. “You see?” said Lehar triumphantly.

He was

delighted, and perfectly convinced
that his dog was singing the Merry
idoio Waltz. For my part, I wondered
whether that gifted canine might not be
using his own way of asking Lehar to
stop singing

W

t

.

.

.

Sousa and Inspiration
John

Philip Sousa believed implicitly
in inspiration not in the careless business of taking no pains and waiting for

—

something to happen, but in the guidance
of some higher Power which directs the
creative flow. He told me that his best
themes came to him in company with a
sort of conviction that they were meant
to be. He once took a trip abroad and
was suddenly called back to America by

some emergency. The moment he boarded
the ship, he said, he seemed to hear a
band playing, and the sensation was so
real that he first thought there was a
band on the ship giving a concert. But
there was no band, and the music he
continued to hear was nothing he knew
and he knew pretty much everything.
All during that crossing, he seemed to
hear this same band music, and gradually, the melody came to him so clearly
that he could see its notation. By the
time he reached home, he “had” a complete, well-formed new march it was
The Stars and Stripes Forever

—

—

.

I’m not prepared to say, of course,
whether “inspiration” really means this
kind of dictating of creative ideas; but I
do believe that the root of all creative
work must be simply human sincerity,

—

expressed in the clearest, most beautiful,

most communicative form
is

art.

And

if

it

isn’t

possible.

clear,

understandable, and sincere,

had experiences with makers of
lighter music, too. I had lunch with
Franz Lehar on the day that I drew him
at a table over which tame canary
birds flew and pecked at the food— and
suddenly he asked me whether I would
care to hear his dog sing! He was very

“take.” People

—

N. Y.

Objectives of Scale Practice
(

Continued from Page 126)

way

tongue.
I’ve

20,

proud of that dog, a lovable fellow of no
apparent known breed. Of course, I expressed a keen desire to hear the dog
perform, thinking that this would be a
fine

me

i

to ‘follow/

(

Speaks of Music

than his words had done.
Speaking of music as a language reminds me of a revealing thing that
Aristide Briand said to me when I drew
him after the first World War. He told

Sing?

( Continued from Page

An Artist

Radio City

•

may

That

beautiful,
it doesn’t

disagree on

what

is

beautiful, but common human emotion
reaches all of us. It is this human emotion I seek in music. And if my feet

aren’t too firmly planted on the ground,
due to something going on in my head,
music carries me off them!”
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ear of musical sounds being only in relation to scales, it cannot be put to practical use by the player unless he visualizes the scales on the keyboard.
can now see the reasons for saying
that the most valuable practical result
of scale study for the pianist is the ability to visualize the scales promptly on the

We

keyboard. This ability can be attained
very easily in the study of the absolute
beginner during the first few weeks
by teaching him to touch the eight notes
of each scale simultaneously using four
fingers of each hand. He can first learn
to touch tetrachords alone, then to combine two of them to form a scale. If he
touches all eight notes at once he sees
the scale as a unit, like a word, rather
than as separate letters, and he can also
learn to touch each octave of the scale
successively up and down the keyboard,
showing that he sees the keyboard made
up of the notes of the scale he is thinking of. He can follow this immediately
with the first steps in keyboard harmony
and transposition in all scales without
waiting until he can play all the scales
technically. While he is learning to touch
the scales and is taking the first steps in

—

keyboard harmony and transposition, he
can be learning separately the various
aspects of scale technic in simple exercises finger action, sideways thumb action, and hand crossing over the thumb.
When he can do these correctly he can
then learn to play the scales in the
orthodox fashion, having only the fingering to learn. Notes, technic and fingering will all have been learned better and
more easily, because of having been
learned separately, instead of with the

—

confusion which the attempt to
three simultaneously involves
when playing a scale. Problems of discipline in scale practice are eliminated
because of the ease with which each
branch can be learned by itself.
Since first impressions are always the
most vivid, it is an important fact that
with this prompt introduction to keyboard harmony the student does not
begin with a wrong point of view about
music, that it is a fortuitous combination of letter names a point of view
which must be changed later. He immediately is given the correct point of
view—that music is the scale relationship of tones.
initial

learn

all

—
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outstanding cornetists of the world and
prior to his connection with Sousa’s
Band, Mr. Clarke was associated with
Gilmore’s Band and Victor Herbert’s Orchestra. His brilliant solo playing made
a favorite in all parts of the world.
For a number of years he was the leader
of the Long Beach Municipal Band.

from the

National and Inter-American
Music

in honor of Dr. James FranCooke, Editor of The Etude, was given
by the Philadelphia Music Teachers Association on January 17. Dr. Cooke was
President of the Association from 1910 to
1927. The speaker of the occasion was
Friedelind Wagner, granddaughter of

York

Richard Wagner and great granddaughter
of Franz Liszt. Several hundred guests
attended and Dr. Cooke was presented
with a large volume of tribute letters
from all parts of the country.

is

THE CUBAN-AMERICAN MUSIC GROUP
the name of a new organization formed

under the guidance of a committee
headed by Aaron Copland for the purpose of fostering in this country the performance and knowledge of Cuban music.
Charles Seegeiv Music Chief of the Pan
American Union, and representatives of
the Cuban Embassy in Washington and
the Consulate in New York are among
advisors for the organization.
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Peabody Conservatory
of Music
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moie.

director

of

the
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gram included musirni
throughout the entire
week ZfZ
of February
12.
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clarence
MANN,

widely

composer

KOITj
known

ancl for manv
organist of the

years

Ocean Grove (New

Jersey)

Auditorium

where his daily
recitals

dui mg the summer
season attracted
thousands,
died on December
*

t

i,

ist

and

13 i n
Lt addition

j

S
active in

m
MRS. EVELYN FLETCIIER-COPP, retired
music teacher and originator of the
Fletcher Music Method, died on December 31, in New York City. From 1893 until
1938 sh$ directed the Fletcher Music
Method School and is said to have taught
more than a thousand music instructors.
Mrs. Fletcher-Copp was born in Woodstock, Ontario, and studied music in
Europe. She specialized in methods for
teaching children and lectured throughout the United States on the use of her

315

master at Temple Israel,
Boston, is the
winner of the first Ernest
Bloch award,
with his composition, Song

A DINNER

cis

ft's*

MUSIC VTEEK, May 6-13, which this
\eai marks the twenty-second
annual

Committee,

CLARKE,

world-famous cornet virtuoso, .who from 1904 to
1917 was soloist and assistant conductor of
Sousa’s Band, died on
January 30, at Long
Beach, California, where
he had located in 1923.
Hfrbert
Mr. Clarke was born in
Clarke
Woburn, Massachusetts,
September 12, 1867. He became one of the

among

THE FIFTH GRADE PIANO

L.

him

exercises of each

«

«

HERBERT

T-.

1.00
.scales

obsei vance, will again stress
the theme.
Use Music to Foster Unity for
the War
and the Peace to Follow.” Suggestions
for
the observance of Music
Week are contained in an announcement

staff

practice

girls

the Janssen Symphony of Los
Angeles. Later he conducted the New
York City Symphony and on February
23, he was guest conductor of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra.

with

;

for

system. In 1891 she conducted normal
couises at the New England Conservatory
of Music.

-

Almost 5,000,000 copies of these books have
been used by Music Teachers of this Country
VERY

HEITOR VILLA-LOBOS, South America s
most famous composer, who is an official
of the Department of Education of the
Brazilian Government, recently conducted
several concerts of his own works in the
United States. His first appearance was

PMadelnhi

pianist.

Mr

Philadelphia

ean Grove

’

Kohlmf^

Goepp and Maurits
Leefson
sitions

Z*

include many
successf,^
several operettas,
•'
church

and piano and oresm „
best

known

of his ^

™ US1

\ks

'

0™
“The Storm,” a
hiehfV 150
which was a daily
Programs at Ocean
Grove
e.arian

viSs^dted

^

'

°n
’

•‘jistinguisi

London. He was
born in

£%£

of the National Federation of MuClubs, and was started with a first

name

and studied with Gobby and Hubay at
the Funfkirchen Conservatoire of Music.
His debut was made in London in 1901
and he later toured Europe and America.

sic

bond given by Mrs. John McClure Chase
of New York City, Chairman of Special
and Life Memberships for the Federation.

concert and operatic
died suddenly on January 5 at
Dumont, New Jersey. Born in Brooklyn,
he studied at the Seifert Conservatory in
that city, and later with Adelaide
Gescheidt. He held important positions
with prominent New York City churches
and appeared with the major symphony
orchestras of the country. Mr. House sang
with the Philadelphia Grand Opera Company in the first American production of
“The Ring of Polycrates,” by Korngold.

AMERICAN

JUDSON HOUSE,

tenor,

KENNETH

THE THIRD ANNUAL

SHERMAN

DEGREE
DEGREE

;

A FIRST PRIZE

of $25,000.

award in a composition contest sponsored
by Henry FI. Reichhold, industrialist and
president

THE THREE WINNERS

in the
Artists Auditions of the National
Federation of Music Clubs, which are
scheduled for May 22, 23, and 24 in New
York City, will have the privilege of appearing as soloists with the NBC Symphony Orchestra in its summer series of

sensational fourteenyear-old conductor, had a most successful
appearance early in January with The
Philadelphia Orchestra, when he directed
that famous organization in the first
Children’s Concert of the season. According to the reports, “thunderous applause
followed the orchestra’s performance of

Thorough preparation for concert, radio, opera and teaching posiWeekly recitals, lectures, school of opera, training in students’
symphony orchestra, bureau for securing positions.

The winning

SUMMER MASTER SCHOOL

THE SIXTEENTH BIENNIALYOUNG ARTISTS AUDITIONS of the

Three Summer Sessions
May 14 to June 23,
June 25 to August 4 aud August 6 to September 15

—

Federation of Music Clubs,
carry awards of $1000 each in
piano, violin, and voice classifications, will
be held in New York City in the spring
of 1945. State auditions will begin around
March 1, 1945, with district auditions,
for which the State winners are eligible,
following. The exact date of the National
Auditions will be announced later. All
details may be secured from the National
Chairman, Miss Ruth. M. Ferry, 24

Special Summer Courses in Public School Music, School of Acting,
Children’s Musical Training (Robyn System), Oxford Piano Course

which

ciation, Inc.,

Member

of the National Association of Schools of Music

Send for free

John R. Hattstaedt

New

York,

18,

EDWARD ELLSWORTH

572 Kimball Hall, Chicago,

111.

New

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
Founded

1867

by Dr.

F.

RUDOLPH GANZ,

Ziegfeld

President

CONFERS DEGREES OF

B.MUS., B.MUS.ED., M.MUS., M.MUS.ED.
of North Central Association and National Association of Schools of Music

Member
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION FOR CHILDREN AND NON-PROFESSIONALS
Address Registrar, 60 E. Van Buren St., Chicago 5, Illinois

York.

H1PSHER,

instruction by Correspondence
Harmony, Counterpoint, Musical Form,
Composition
Musical and Literary Manuscripts Criticised
and Prepared for Publication
Club Papers Written
218 N. State St., Marion. Ohio

Nicolai

Edna Phillips, as soloist. The
work, which was commissioned by Miss
harpist,

10

f\J

llo J

*00®, b

as

eats.

STAMPS FOR VICTORY
within an organization,” a Foundation for the Advancement of Music, was recently established by vote of the Board of Directors
of the National Federation of Music

P L AY
PIANISTS.

The purpose of the Foundation is to
provide always available funds outside
the regular administrative budget of the
Federation which can be used to further
special musical causes. Among these are
the continuance of the musical activities
with armed forces initiated during the
war and the assistance of returning veterans to resume interrupted musical careers.

Foundation is being financed
largely by War Bonds purchased in the
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teach America’s outstanding
Separate sheet music style
PIANO
course. All lessons in beautiful colors. Write for
free booklet “How and Why’’ and Wholesale
Catalog where our attractive business offer is
fully explained.
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SIGHT READING”.

1358-AC Gr eenlea?, Chicago

u

bt

Improve your playing and advance more rapidly.
5 Lessons complete with Music $3.00

DANFORD HALL,

t deV

>vetY

If you cannot play a composition without constant practice, you need special instruction
to eliminate this handicap. The best Pianists and
Accompanists are Sight Readers. The secret of
Sight Reading is revealed in “THE ART OF

Clubs.

&?}*
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S S°cate^ca\
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et

was most

NEW “ORGANIZATION

194‘>

President

,

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Conn.

11,

catalog. Address

MUS. DOC., A.R.A.M.
Twenty Years Associate Editor The Etude

Symphony.”

Berezowsky’s Concerto for Harp and Orchestra was given on January 26 by The
Philadelphia Orchestra, with its principal

MARCH,

and

AN AWARD

LORIN MAAZEL,

The

of national

tions.

OF $1,000 to encourage
“the writing of American operas in general, and of short operas in particular,” is
announced by the Alice M. Ditson Fund
of Columbia University and the Metropolitan Opera Association. The opera must
be not over seventy-five minutes in length
and by a native or naturalized American
citizen. The closing date is September 1,
1945 and full details may be secured from
Eric T. Clarke, Metropolitan Opera Asso-

broadcast concerts, under the baton of
Frank Black.

A

many

artist instructors,

compositions will be played by the
Detroit Symphony in the Pan-American
Arts Building in Washington.

Edgewood Avenue, New Haven

Dr.

Phillips and dedicated to her,
enthusiastically received.

Illinois

international reputation.

National

,

1945

of

Unsurpassed faculty of 130

Symphony Or-

are included in the awards.

Young

THE WORLD PREMIERE

Detroit

chestra. Composers of the twenty-one
Pan-American republics are invited to
submit manuscripts. A second and third
prize of $5,000. and $2,500. respectively,

Kenneth Sherman Clark.

one of the first to be appointed an Army Song
Leader, serving with the 79th Division at
Camp Meade and in France. He was the
composer and conductor of several of the
productions of the Princeton Triangle
Club. In 1923 Mr. Clark became a member of the National Bureau for the Advancement of Music. He was the first
secretary of the Associated Glee Clubs of
America. His book, “Music in Industry,”
is a very comprehensive survey of this
special field of the art.

of 'the

—BACHELOR OF MUSIC
—MASTER OF MUSIC

Under Authority State of

the

is

SEASON

59th

Accredited courses in piano, vocal, violin, organ and all other branches of
Music and Dramatic Art leading to

be obtained from Miss Marion Bauer,
115 W. 73rd Street, New York, 23, N. Y.

widely known through
musical activities
with the Princeton University Triangle Club,
died on January 24, at
Princeton. During, the

Prokofieff’s Classical

CHICAGO

may

his

World War he was

e/’MUSIC

Young Com-

posers Contests of the National Federation of Music Clubs has been announced.
Open to all in the age group of sixteen to
twenty-five, the classifications and prizes
are the same as in previous years. The
closing date for the submission of manuscripts is April 1
and full information

CLARK, composer, writer,

first
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after I have
surprise

I’ll

had more

lessons.

Then

as anybody. Maybe better!
Gale: I love to play. Do you want to
hear the piece I’m going to play at
the recital? (Goes to piano)
Martin: We have heard it loads of
times, but go ahead. I think it is a

beautiful piece.
(Gale plays a selected composition
mentioning the title and composer.)
Martin: Very well done. Now I’ll play
mine. (Plays a selected composition.)

Sharon:

EL0ZABETIH3 a.gest
Quiz No. 4
1.

2.

3.

What is a gavotte?
What is a spinet?
What minor scale has

pi-cm-ist?

What instruments compose

7.

wood-wind section

sharps

five

5.

What

Who

is

this?

one measure contains a dotted
quarter-note, two sixteenth-notes
and two eighth-notes, what is the
time signature?
Is Igor Stravinsky a composer,

8. If

wrote the opera, “The Magic

9.

conductor, violinist or pianist?
(Answers on next page)

Flute”?
6.

Should

the

a symphony

orchestra?

for its signature?
4.

of

you

say

pee-anist

or

Now

your turn.
play mine here but not
in the recital. (Plays part of a selected composition, preferably with
a Biblical title, such as Coronation
March from “The Prophet.” Before
she finishes the other characters
enter and assume the' grouping of
figures in a Greek pediment: Jubal
straight, in center; others half
kneeling or bending toward him,
three on each side.)
Why,
Sharon (turning suddenly)
look! What is going on? Who are

Gale:

musician. He took his harp and
played on it with his hand, and
that made Saul feel better. It says
so in the Bible. He composed many
of the songs, or Psalms, in the
Bible, too. Did you ever wonder
what the words before the Psalms

you by playing as well

Sis, it is

I’ll

:

mean? Those queer words?
Sharon; / never knew what they
were for.
David: They are musical instructions.
“Set to Alamoth” and “For Jeduthun” and “with Nehiloth” indicate
that the accompaniment was to be
played on those ancient instruments. “Selah” in the Psalms,
means the singers are to stop and
the instruments to be played alone.
Piobably if David had had a piano
in his days he would have
played
on it, too, so I will play on the
piano. (Plays a selected composition, mentioning its title,
preferably a sacred number, or a setting

Psalm or hymn-tune.)
Queen of Sheba: i i ike that melody.
Once, the Queen of Sheba jourof a

neyed a long distance to the kingdom of Solomon, and she saw there
many musicians, heard thousands
of harps and trumpets
and psalteries being played.
She heard a
chorus of mighty choirs.
I know a
composition called the
Queen of
Sheba by Goldmark.
Would you
like to hear it?

these?
I see Jubal! I’m sure that’s
Jubal.
Jubal (stepping forward) Yes, you’re
(Motions to others who
right.

Martin:

:

And here is Samson;
and David, the sweet singer of the
Bible; and here is the Queen of
Sheba; and Miriam; and a shepstraighten.)

Sharon Decides
eslui

ci

ncl

CHARACTERS
Martin, Gale and Sharon (three
music pupils)
Their mother
Other pupils dressed as Biblical
characters: Jubal; David; Queen of
Sheba; Samson; Miriam; Shepherd.
(Costumes may be indicated, such as
gold paper head-band and jewelry for
Queen; short, white tunic for Jubal;
thin veil of light color for
Miriam; bright tunic with belt for
David; striped tunic for shepherd.)
Scene: Interior with piano; chairs;

long,

Aeroplanes and Submarines
by'

Gorman

Frances

Risser

an aeroplane
That climbs away up high

My

right

hand

On

silver

wings of melody,

is

Into the treble sky;

My

left hand
That sinks

is

a submarine

so very deep
Into the ocean of the^bass,

Where chords and octaves

sleep.

Then, sometimes, my two hands are
tanks
That rumble to and fro,

Or

transports taking fighting

Wherever they must

men

go.

Play (Playlet)

to

herd.

3forence
t

door or other entrance. Martin, Gale
and Sharon are seated around their
mother, who is reading aloud to them.
Mother: And so, Jubal filled the air
with his song. He became, as the
Bible tells us in the Book of Genesis, “The father of all that handle
the pipe and the organ.”
Sharon (sighing) I wish I could sing
or play well, like Jubal. I really
:

would

like to.

Gale: Well, why don’t you try harder?
I’m going to try hard and play
beautifully, like he did, too. I’m
going to play well at Miss Gordon’s
recital. Wait ’til you hear me.
Martin: So am I. I love beautiful
music and I know the audience
likes to hear it played as well as
we can do it.
Mother: That’s just fine. I am sure
you will both play well. Now,
Sharon, I really wish you would
play at the recital. You play well
enough. Really you do.
Sharon: No, I don’t. And I do not
want to play at any recital yet. I
have not studied long enough. I’ll
play for you and Martin and Sis,
but not at the recital. Not at this
one, I

Miriam: We are really some of Miss
Gordon’s pupils come to ask Sharon
to play at the recital.
jubal: Let’s pretend I really am
Jubal. You know, Jubal was called
the father of all musicians. Why,
he is mentioned in the very first
chapters of the Bible. That’s how
important he was! Of course I can’t
play as he did, but I’ll do my best.
a selected composition,
(Plays

:

I

I’ll

When I am practicing my scales,
My fingers march along
victorious,
brave,

Like soldiers,
in song
Their voices raised
"

Why

well

Sphi’

•

to please

I’ll

ove

aid

.

t

“

£

““

'

WILL

1

m

-

>

S

TZ

t

Low

r

ln the

Samson; Neither
do
Mother* WpU m
Doxology «o( any

play. Sis?

when you want

play at the next recital,

i

the^recitab’
All: Three cheers
for Sharon
aion
Mother* i>
,
Qn
S
° n<1
^ lad Sharon. N
let’s
nil sing
o*
let s all
a Psalm. Let’s
sine t
one our Junior
Choir did laTlu

Play

(Group
:

;

^

acter)
i

f

thelr instrume
°' Past ° ral

J

Sharon:

to.

Sharon

as the

»*s: r

go and see.

won’t you

You play very

Sh pherds such
!
whnTnii
who
followed
the Star,

played up

(Exit.)

Martin:

ale nowadays.
..
(Plays
selection, or not,
as desired.)
’

open door, as bell
thought I heard some

one at the door.

ancient eastern
scale. IS
compositions are written

many

mentioning its title.)
And pretend I’m David. David,
you know was an accomplished

(rises to

rings)

called Samson
and Delilah”
Mkiam: Miriam and
the other mi
dens sang when the
people we
dehveied out of Egypt.
They sa
an

David:

mean.

Mother

oamson mmsi

was not a musician,
he inspir
several great
composers. Hanc
wrote an oratorio
about Samsc
n
^nt-Saens wrote an ope
! u ,f

David Playing

his

Harp

I*
•

S 8
‘suitable ‘a

It

’

an/,T™;au°S

sings.)
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Junior Elide
The Junior Etude will award three attractive prizes each month for the neatest
and best stories or essays and for answers
to puzzles. Contest is open to all boys and
under eighteen years of age.
Class A, fifteen to eighteen years of # age;
Class C, under
Class B, twelve to fifteen
twelve years.
Names of prize winners will appear on
this page in a future issue of The Etude.
The thirty next best contributors will regirls

;

ceive honorable mention.

Put your name, age and

class in

Jig-Saw Arithmetic

which

four-inch
squares, allowing three squares for
each player. On each square draw a
note or a rest, and place four cut
squares in an envelope. Give an envelope containing four cut squares
to each player. The player who puts
his squares together first and correctly adds up the time value of the
notes and rests, is the* winner.

heavy

paper

Letter
Send answers

you enter on upper left corner of your
paper, and put your address on upper right
corner of your paper.
Write on one side of paper only. Do not
use typewriters and do not have anyone
copy your work for you.
Essay must contain not over one hundred
and fifty words and must be received at the
Junior Etude Office, 1712 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia (1 ), Pa., by the 22nd of March.
Results of contest will appear
Subject for this month’s essay,

My

into

Box
to letters in

care of the Junior Etude
almost seventeen years of age and a
great lover of the classics. I can also sing, so
you see The Etude is of great interest to me.
I think it is the most useful and entertaining
as well as interesting magazine and I am going
to join the Junior Etude.

June.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Sacred Music

»

( Prize Winner in Class A)
In both formal worship and individual emotions, sacred music is of inestimable value.
How frequently, in periods of low emotion, we
habitually recall favorite portions

A

of sacred

music school in an attractive

(Member

of the National

Association of Schools of Music.)

commands

Write for catalogue describing Oberlin’s conservatory

a definite feeling of unity.

Thorough instruction
students in

Special training in

Anthems

help us appreciate the significance of Biblical
passages and sentiments about which they are

courses and

composed. It must be acknowledged that,
without sacred music, the service would lack
some of the splendor and coherence which
usually prevails. Thus, yearning for spiritual
refreshment, we endeavor to satisfy our needs
with a most inspiring earthly supplement,

for carefully selected

branches of music under

all

its

hand and choir

*

•

artist teachers.

direction.

superior equipment (200 practice

rooms, 23 modern organs,

etc.).

Degrees: Bachelor of

Music, Bachelor of School Music; Master of

Music, Master of Music Education.

sacred music.
Rosalie

Frank

Bovey (Age 15),
Maryland

II.

Shaw, Director, Box

535, Oberlin, Ohio.

am

From your

friend,

Bernice Blair (Age 16),

Dear Junior Etude:
In our High School Band I play the bell lyra,
and now I am beginning on the flute. I also
play the piano and would not give it up for
anything.

From your

New York
stated in these
columns, it is not necessary to do any “joining.” Just get out your pencils and paper and
write to the Letter Box or enter the monthly
contests. Every body welcome.)

(N. B.

friend,

Margaret Lamb (Age 15),
North Carolina

As has often been

(N. B. Write again, Margaret, and tell something about the bell lyra. Not many Juniors
know about that instrument.)

OSMOPOLIAN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Answers

to

Quiz

An

old French dance, beginning
on the third beat in four-four time.
2. An instrument similar to a very
small piano, which was in use during
the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; one of the ancestors
of the modern piano. 3.
sharp minor. 4. A mordent, which means to

G

play very quickly the printed note,
the tone below it in the scale and the
printed note again. 5. Mozart. 6. Pitf?£-ist, accenting the
second syllable.
7- Flutes, piccolo, oboes,
English horn,
clarinet, bassoons. 8. Three-four. 9.
Composer and conductor.

MUSIC

DECATUR, ILLINOIS

M.A., Oxford
University, England, President.

Offers thoro training in music. Courses leading to
Bachelor of Music Degree. Diploma and Certificate in piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Public School

courses

Music Methods and Music Kindergarten Methods

year.

Accredited.

Offers

in all branches of Music. Certificates,
diplomas and degrees. Desirable boarding accommodations. Located in downtown musical center.
Box E. 306 S. Wabash Avo.. Chicago.

Other Prize Winners for
December Sacred Music Essays:
Class B: John Sherman, Jr. (Age 13), Pennsylvania.
Class C: Mary Sullivan (Age 11), New

MILLIKIN CONSERVATORY OF

SHIRLEY GANDELL,
41st

1.

professional

college town.

music and allow them to lift us from our
existing world to a temporary oblivion! As
the worshiper enters into God’s House and
hears the welcoming strains of the organ, he
is challenged to self-surrender and to silent
communion with God. To join with others in
the singing of hymns, the simplicity of which
is not paralleled by any other musical form,

Dear Junior Etude:
I

in

“Me and

Music.”

Game

by Gladys M. Stein

Cut

(Contest

Bulletin sent free

upon

request

W. ST. CLARE, MINTURN, Director

WESLEYAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC— A DIVISION OF WESLEYAN COLLEGE
member of National Association of Schools of Music
Degrees: B. M. and A. B. with major in music

Hampshire.

Institutional

Honorable Mention
Decern ber Essays

for

Marilyn High: Grace Br^wn; Barbara Hanley: June Claffey: Jean Draoer: Pearl Reinhardt; Janet Dalziel; Jeanne Deshaies; Marilyn
Frances Moncrief;
Rita Keating:
Fousett;
Robert Miller; Ruth LaBonte; Ellen Mentner;
Stanley Davidson; Allis Lester; Florence Nabors; Florence Menard; Bettina Ostrey; Dolores
Nandeau: Eloise Carvel; Lila Russel; Dorothy
Forester; Alberta Mendenheim; Luella Avery;
Ann Pitts; Doris Huston; Althea Roberts;
Merle Sanderson; Billie White.

For Catalogue and Information address:

BALDWIN-WALIAGE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSD©

SCMLS-JOLIEGES
CONVERSE COLLEGE
KrtiBi

SCHOOL
OF
MUSIC

Huron. Dean, tipartansfiurg, 8. C.

BEREA, OHIO
j

.

KNOX

Galesburg.

of Music
Illinois

CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
\Vad« E. Miller,

Prta

the B. Mus., and B. Mus. Ed. degrees. Rate**
reasonable. In the heart of the Shenandoah
Valley, Dayton, Virginia.

I

ENSCH N E

I

D ER, Dean, Berea, Ohio

A Revealing New Book in Two Parts
PARAGON OF RHYTHMIC COUNTINI
FOR ALL RHYTHMS
PARAGON OF HARMONIZING

Caialoguo sent upon request.

Courses leading to

R EM

-

Thomas W. Williams. Chairman

SHENANDOAH

five

'ion to:

ALBERT
I

Department

(suburb of Cleveland)

with a first class Liberal Arts College,
year courses leading to degrees. Faculty
of Artist Teachers. Send for catalogue or informaAffiliated

Four and

!

€©[l,yi<g!S

Macon, Ga.

Wesleyan Conservatory
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COVER FOR THIS MONTH—This

charming picture

of the

young

SINGING CHILDREN OF THE

dent is a photo-litho off-set reproduction
a Kodachrome which was secured
from the photographic art library of Paul
Guillumette, Inc., 475 Fifth Avenue, New
of

York

PUBLISHER S MOTES

City.

CHORAL PRELUDES FOR THE ORGAN

by
Johann Sebastian Bach, Compiled, Revised,
and Edited by Edwin Arthur Kraft Just as

anyone feeling proud

of his library

A

Monthly Bulletin

^iljarch 1 945

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION

Short Preludes and Fugues, a favorite
edition of which long has been the Presser
Collection edition, edited by Edwin Arthur
Kraft. There is now in preparation a

OFFERS
All of the books in this list are in
preparation for publication. The
low Advance Offer Cash Prices apply only to orders placed NOW.
Delivery (postpaid) will be made
when the books are published.
Paragraphs describing each publication appear on these pages.

Choral Preludes by Bach, and this edition will be produced under the fine
editorship of Edwin Arthur Kraft.

The opportunity is presented to subscribe for a single, copy in advance of
publication at the Advance of Publication
cash price of 50 cents, postpaid, delivery
to be made as soon as published.
Operetta in
Libretto by Mae

Gleaton Shokunhi, Music by Annabel S.
Wallace An operetta for unison and twopart chorus, requiring five solo voices,
with the awakening of spring as its
theme. King Winter, flattered by the

—

must surrender his kingship to the Prince
of Spring, who now must come to earth,
he questions her authority. In an ensuing
duel Mother Nature defeats King Winter
and changes him into the Prince of
Spring;, who is moody and bewildered
until Love com£s to him. Then his happiness brings a glorious spring to the earth.
In addition to the twelve boys and girls
for the Chorus of Trees, five leading
players are required for the six parts. A
group of dancers completes the cast. The
dialog is entirely appropriate to the characters, the lyrics are entertaining, and
the tuneful, singable music contains a
variety of keys and meters.
The operetta gives opportunity for the
use of talent from the kindergarten to
the eighth grade. The dances offer a
medium for the participation of many
pupils, if such is the desire of the director.
The directions, however, allow for making the production as simple or elaborate
as desired.
Directions for staging are given, and
the single setting is an outdoor one. Few
stage properties are necessary since the
costumed Chorus of Trees forms the
basis of the scenery for both acts.
To benefit by the special Advance oi
Publication offer, send 30 cents now. The
operetta will be forwarded, postpaid, as
it is

published.

MY PIANO BOOK,

Part Three

—A

Method

by Ada Richter for Class or Individual Instruction This book is a sequel to Mrs.
Richter’s successful My Piano Book,
Parts One and Two. This gifted composer,
music,
a leading authority on children’s
received literally thousands of requests
more material to follow these unique

—

for

happy to

books As a result we
Three as an anMV Piano Book. Part
for more successneed
urgent
swer to the
literature.
teaching
ful
are

offer

Stanford King has chosen the cream of
dance waltzes for this album, and has
arranged them for the average pianist.
In their new versions, these rhythmic
gems sustain the heartwarming; appeal
which always distinguishes them, and it

A unique feature of this collection is
the presentation of distinctive choral
ti ansciiptions
in two parts based on

certain that the collection will achieve
instant popularity. Among its fifteen
lovely waltzes will be found A Waltz
Dream by Oskar Straus, My Treasure, by
Becucci; Gold and Silver, by Leliar; The

such belo-\ ed Christian songs as
Sankey’s
For You I Am Praying; My Jesus,
I Love
Thee by Gordon; Bradbury’s Siveet
Hour
Prayer; Softly and Tenderly
of
by
Thompson; and a striking rhythmic
tieatment of We’re Marching to
Zion by
Lowry. Possibly the choice bit
in the book
is a two-part transcription
of the Twelfth
entuiy hymn, Beautiful
Saviour, based
on the original harmonization
by F.
Melius Christiansen known
to millions in
^ght-part a cappella version
L*
made
famous by the St. Olaf Chou.
The ac-

Skaters, by Waldteufel; Danube Waves,
Ivanovici; and several by ffohann
Strauss, including The Beautiful Blue
Danube; Artist’s Life; and Tales from

the Vienna Woods.

While The World’s Great Waltzes

.30

My

Richter
Piano Book, Part Three
Transcriptions of Favorite Hymns

.35

Kohlmann

.50

.50
.60

25

Organ

Peer Gynt A Story with Music for Piano
Grieg-Richter
Williams
Piano Pieces for Pleasure
Read This and Sing! Teacher's Manual
Dengler
Singing Children of the Church Sacred
Peery
Choruses for Junior Choir
For Piano
Six Melodious Octave Studies

North Wind and the Trees, becomes convinced that he will rule the earth forever.
When Mother Nature tells him that he

soon as

book for Junior Choirs to be published
soon under the title, Singing Children of
the Church. The contents will comprise
some twenty numbers.

by

Choral Preludes for the Organ Bach-Kraft
Classic and Folk Melodies in the First
Krone
Position for Cello and Piano
Lawrence Keating's Second Junior Choir
Book
Mother Nature Wins Operetta in Two
Acts for Children. .. .Shokunbi-Wallace
.

Children ,

Music Lovers

all

in preparation, a single

MOTHER NATURE WINS, An
for

to

is

Presser Collection edition of the superb

Acts

Interest

would

be sure to have the works of Shakespeare
included, so the organist building up a
library of the best organ compositions
needs must have the works of Bach. Perhaps from student days the majority of
competent organists possess the Eight

Ttco

of

Lindquist

Twelve Famous Songs
Twenty Piano Duet

,.30

.60
1.00

.25
.25

Arr. for Piano

Favorite Hymns
The World’s Great Waltzes

60

of

Transcriptions

Kohlmann
King

.60
.40

The new volume

introduces the student
grade two work, and contains interesting pieces, study works, and adaptations
of certain classics. It has been edited
with the same painstaking and intelligent detail so characteristic of Mrs.
Richter's previous works.
A single copy of the book may be ordered now at the special Advance of Publication cash price of 35 cents, postpaid.
to

PIANO PIECES FOR PLEASURE, Compiled
and Arranged by John M. Williams One
factor which has contributed to the success of John M. Williams’ books has been

—

variety of interesting material. This new
volume is designed for students of the
third grade. The contents consist of effective

arrangements

of Morrison’s

Medita-

Schumann’s Traumerei; Schubert’s
Rosamunde Air; Chopin’s Fantasie Impromptu; familiar airs and hymns, and
several Christmas carols. These estabtion;

lished favorites have been newly arranged
and fingered with thought and careful
detail.

A single copy may be ordered at the
special Advance of Publication cash price
of 60 cents, postpaid.

copy

may

is

be re-

served now at the special Advance of
Publication cash price of 40 cents, postpaid. The sale, however, is limited to the
United States and its possessions.

TWENTY PIANO DUET TRANSCRIPTIONS
OF FAVORITE HYMNS, by Clarence Kolilmann The popularity of Mr. Kohlmann's

—

Concert

Transcriptions

Hymns, and

his

of

tions of Favorite Hymns naturally created a demand for a similar volume in
duet form. As a result the Theodore
Presser Co. is offering the new volume,
Twenty Piano Duet Transcriptions of

Favorite Hymns.
This book in no way duplicates the
contents of Mr. Kohlmann’s earlier collection. However, it will contain equally
popular hymns. The arrangements are of
medium difficulty and can be used for
accompaniments for congregational singing. Among the contents are: The King
of Love My Shepherd Is; Nearer, My God,
to Thee; In the Cross of Christ I Glory;
O Perfect Love; When Morning Gilds the
Skies; Rock of Ages ; Abide With Me;
Work, for the Night Is Coming, and
others.
A single copy of this book may be reserved now at the special Advance of
Publication cash price of 60 cents, postpaid. The sale, however, is limited to the
United States and its possessions.

READ THIS AND

SING! (Teachers Manual),
for Voice Students, Chorus and Choir Singers,
by Clyde R. Dengler, Mus. Doc. This probably will be the last month during which
copies of this work may be ordered at the
special Advance of Publication cash price,
postpaid. Excellent progress is
$1.00,
being made on the production of this
book, and it is hoped that we soon will be
able to place copies in the hands of the

—

-

many advance
copies

of

the

subscribers.

Student’s

Thousands

Book

of

already

have been circulated and, from reports,

will recall bright occasions when
throngs swayed to the infectious tunes

covers, and in many ways
an era now but a delightful

prove a veritable treasury of information
on the vocal art for the library of the

ranged for Piano by Stanford King

—This

album

between

its

will reflect

memory.

teacher.

favorite hymns and Gospel songs.
These
are not mere “arrangements” but
freshly
hai monized settings in a free
style

of

companiments are written for
the organ
dul are equally effective
on the piano.
Eveiy choir leader will
want a reference copy of this book,
which may be
assured by placing an
order now in ad-

0
bUCati0li at the low
Price of
25 Tent
cents, per copy,
postpaid.

Favorite

More Concert Transcrip-

are being used with the same success that
marked the author’s use of this material
r
before he arranged it in book form for
publication. The Teacher’s Manual enlarges on the work in the Student’s Book
with detailed explanations, and should

THE WORLD'S GREAT WALTZES, Ar-

CHURCH,

Sacred Choruses for Junior Choir, by Rob
Roy Peery Choir leaders and organists
who have used the very successful Young
Peoples Choir Book for Intermediate
Choirs (S.A.B.) by Rob Roy Peery will
be interested to learn that the same
author is rapidly putting the finishing
touches on a new unison and two-part

violin stu-
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SIX

MELODIOUS OCTAVE STUDIES by

—These

attractive
pen of a distinguished pedagog, whose long association
with the Oberlin Conservatory of Music
has become history. They will be published in the famous Music Mastery
Series of study material and will stand
among the popular successes of that
group.
Mr. Lindquist has designed his new
studies with a view to musical interest
and technical accomplishment. Also he
has created them around familiar types
of octave work as found in the general
piano literature. For instance, repeated
octaves in sixteenth notes are exemplified
in Xylophone Player, a study which offers
training for both hands. In Mirth, chromatic octave work for both hands is involved. The Spinner deals with tremolo
octaves; The Chase introduces interlocking octaves; Solitude is marked with
melodic octave passages for the right
hand; and forte octave playing for hands
together is the feature of the final study,
Orville A. Lindquist
studies are from the

Victory.
A single reference copy of Six Melodi-

ous Octave Studies

may

be ordered

now

special Advance of Publication
cash price of 25 cents, postpaid.

at

the

LAWRENCE KEATING’S SECOND JUNIOR
CHOIR ROOK—Well established among
best selling collections for Junior Choir

is

Lawrence Keating’s Junior Choir Book.
its success has been such as to
warrant the publication of a second book
by the same composer and arranger. This
new collection includes more than thirty
special two-part arrangements for young
voices, adaptable for use by girls alone or
by treble voice choirs including boys with
unchanged voices. The classic composers
represented are Bach, Beethoven, Handel,
Brahms, Franck, Gounod, Grieg. Haydn,
Mendelssohn, Mozart, Weber, Tschaikowsky, and Schubert, with a variety of
original works by Mr. Keating.
Those wishing to subscribe for a copy
for delivery when published may do so
now at the special Advance of Publica-

In fact,

tion cash price of 25 cents, postpaid.

CLASSIC AND FOLK MELODIES

—

in the First

and Piano Selected, Arranged and Edited by Charles Krane
With more and more pupils taking up the
study of this instrument, teachers find it
necessary to employ recreational and instructive materials attractively presented.
The author of this book has chosen for
its contents lovely melodies from Bach,
Brahms and Mozart, and some charming
folk tunes from Bohemian, Dutch, French
and Russian sources a dozen pieces in
all. In addition to their entertainment
value, these pieces will develop fingering
and bowing technique, afford training for
Position for Cello

—

ORGAN TRANSCRIPTIONS OF FAVORITE
HYMNS by Clarence Kohlinann—All album
providing the organist with twenty hymn
transcriptions, which may be used as

in-
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Tschaikowsky,

odies of this frequently-played orchestral

6 to

— August

For further information address

progressive teachers who realize the
value of acquainting young folks with
incidents in the lives of these masters as
the pupils are introduced to their works.
The piano arrangements, of course, are
for pupils in the early grades. The story
of The Child Handel, as were its predecessors, is arranged for presentation as
a recital playlet, if desired. Price 35 cents.

Arranged for Piano Duet by William M.
Felton is presented at an opportune time
for those teachers planning Spring and
Graduation Concerts. The sparkling mel-

SESSION

FALL SESSION
September 11, 1945 — May

The Child Handel (Coit-Bampton ) is the
fourth in a series of books that has attracted much favorable comment by leading educators. The previously published
books on the childhood days of Bach,
Haydn and Mozart are frequently used by

Nutcracker

25

Jurne

the publishers expect to deliver to advance subscribers two works that have
attracted much favorable attention during the period in which they have been
included in the Publisher’s Notes. Music
educators having in charge the instruction of young children have come to look
forward to new additions to the Childhood Days of Famous Composers series
by Lottie Ellsworth Coit and Ruth Bampton, and teachers and advancing piano
students interested in ensemble playing
eagerly have been awaiting the publication of the Tschaikowsky work described
in the succeeding paragraph. In accordance with our policy the special Advance
of Publication price on these works is
now withdrawn, and copies may be had
at your local music store, or for examination from the publishers.

runs from Grade

tempo marks, dynamic

University of Rochester
Howard Hanson

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFERS
WITHDRAWN — During the current month

60 cents, postpaid.

knowledge

of

The

Orders may be placed now for single
copies of these useful transcriptions at
the special Advance of Publication cash
price of 50 cents, postpaid.

dications and other abbreviations and
signs in music notation.
A first-off-the-press copy of this book
may be obtained by ordering now at the
special Advance of Publication cash price,

playing, and will
aid the student in obtaining a working

of

tions are included.

composition lend themselves most effectively to piano-four hand arrangement,
and musicians immediately will recognize
that this work was indeed a labor of love
by the late William M. Felton, who exhibited such keen appreciation of the
problems of the adult student in his immensely successful Grown-up Beginner’s
Book for Piano ($1.00). Much of the
orchestral coloring of these famous melodies has been retained in this four-hand
arrangement, which in grade of difficulty

harmony and ensemble

ASTMAN SCHOOL ®F MUSIC

instrumental solo and background music
as well as accompaniments for congregational singing. In nearly all cases the
keys in which the hymns are usually
smig have been retained in the transcriptions. In making these arrangements, Mr.
Kohlmann was ever mindful of the mood
of the hymn and the technical ability of
the average player. The album will be a
welcome addition to the music library of
the organist of limited experience. Hammond Organ and regular organ registra-

Music
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Offering: complete courses in Piano. Voice, Organ,
Violin. Cello. Brass. Woodwinds, and Percussion instru-
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WHERE SHALL
Private Teachers

Hollywood

28, Calif.

Composer and Vodal Coach
Lehman has coached some of the most famous
singers of the Paris Grand Opera. Appointment by

1 correspondence.
Studio: 167 Elmhurst Ave., Highland Park

Mr. Lagourgue

NO

616 N.

2-1030

EX

Normandie Ave.

Artist

Collaborator and'Associate Teacher with the late W.
Warren Shaw and Endorsed by Dr. Floyd S. Muckey
Wednesday: Troup Music Studio, Lancaster, Pa.

1141

Thursday:

Beginners

—

Among

those

Chamber Music
182

Detroit, Mich.

York City)

EDWARD

or Studio
Instruction in all branches of music, concerts given. Beginners, advanced accepted.
Special courses for children, high school and adults.
Bronx,

New

York City

HELEN ANDERSON
Concert

Many
u* W. 72nd

St.,

Pianist

course— piano, harmony

Interesting

N,

Successful Pupils
Y.

C.

To..

E.

TREUMANN

—

and Josef Hofmann.
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837, 57th St. at 7th Ave.
New York City
Tel. Columbus 5-4357
Summer Master Class June to Sept. Apply now.

—

—

GIOVANNA VIOLA
Teacher of Singing

'

Bel

Canto"

European training and experience abroad in Opera,
Concert end Radio. Specializing in correct voice
placement. Write for audition.
8

West

New York

86th Street

City

is

first

period of the school day.

especially

schedule so that classes in history, arithmetic, geography, and so forth, which
are taught during band .rehearsal are
given again at some other period during
the day. Thus there is no possibility of a
conflict in the student’s schedule, and
the chance that he might be forced to
drop band because of a conflict is thereby
eliminated. This schedule arrangement
has been made possible and the many
details have been worked out through
the fine cooperation of the school administration. The planning of such a
schedule is naturally a complex and
involved procedure, but the point is it
can be done , provided there is the will

do it.
Beginning instrument classes are the
next consideration and should be organized as early as the fourth grade and not
later than the fifth grade. If any degree
to

CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of Voice
Radio, Screen, Concert
Opera, Pedagogy

New

105 E. 54th St.

Sc 4-8385

i
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wish to point out that this
rehearsal has been arranged in the school
I
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AUTHENTIC VOICE PRODUCTION
405 Carnegie Hall, New York City

of Samoiloff's Teacher's Course
Reasonable terms.

Phone

resume

will

CANNES, famous

Why

that teaching all the musical instruments at one
time doesn’t seem just as ridiculous is a
matter difficult to fathom. Perhaps the
answer is that academic subjects have
been long established, and therefore the
problems connected with their teaching
are more widely known. Instrumental
music in the schools is a comparatively
new field, and the place it has been
given in the school curriculum has been
granted with certain reservations and
considerable skepticism.
The second point I wish to make concerns the scheduling of band classes. If
the band is to achieve any reasonable
degree of success, the scheduling of band
rehearsals and instrumental classes must
be carefully and properly arranged.
It has been found that the first period
in the morning and the first period in
the afternoon are the most satisfactory
hours for full band rehearsals. This arrangement enables students to report
before rehearsal and allows them time to
make all the elaborate, but very necessary, pre-rehearsal preparations. The net
result is more actual rehearsal time.
In my particular situation the ad-

VOICE PRODUCTION— SINGING-

VOICE
Graduate

nounced

COMPLETE MUSICAL EDUCATION

LUCIA O’BRIEN LIVERETTE

j

successful
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I have not the slightest doubt that the
science and mathematics teachers could
write a method book, as the music
teacher has done, whereby an attempt
could be made to teach all the branches
of science or mathematics simultaneously; but the mere suggestion of such an
idea would meet with the most pro-
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nothing of the complex notation of the
music which stares him in the face, and
which to him is nothing but a collection
of funny looking marks. As I have
pointed out, the fundamentals of the
various instruments are widely divergent; so the teacher has no alternative
save helping each individual student, one
at a time. Meanwhile, the rest of the
group sits and does nothing, except to
wait for that glorious moment when
everyone will know how to play the first
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success is to be expected, these classes
should be divided into a clarinet class,
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a cornet class, a flute class, and so on.
class should not exceed six or seven
children, and a group of four is ideal.
The teacher will probably be unable to
meet these classes in grade school more
than once a week, but at least two meetings per week is to be desired.
The final step in scheduling, and the
one most frequently omitted, is the arranging for technic classes. These classes
are for students who play in either the
advanced band or in the second band;
their purpose is to promote technical
and musical advancement through the
study of technic, theory, solos and ensembles. Each student should have one
class lesson weekly in addition to his
daily participation in a full band rehearsal, and these classes can be arranged during students’ free periods or
study periods. The size of .the class will
vary from two to five. One class may
consist of four French horns from the
advanced band, another may be five
clarinets from the second band, and still
another may be two advanced bassoon
students. Lack of teacher time may make
iu
impossible at times to work every
student into a weekly class. Therefore
fiist chair players from the
advanced
band may be used as assistants to the
diiectoi
and serve in the capacity of
student teachers.
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I cannot uige too strongly
the organisation of technic classes as a
means of
insui ing the development of a
good band
In older to play well- a student

must
know the technicalities of his instrument and the fundamentals of
music.
We do not give algebra and physics

problems to a student until
he has
mastered the multiplication tables,
fractions and other fundamentals
of mathematics; but somehow, we
do expect a
young musician to be able
to play expertly and beautifully
without giving him
a background of musical
technic and
fundamentals. The technic
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BUILT

This is a splendid book for helping little children of primary
grade ages to learn to read musid notation and to play on
the piano keyboard that which they read. By means of note,
key, and finger charts it makes very clear the relation of
the position of the notes on the staff to the keys of the

HPF/.

piano. There are many charming illustrations accompanying the attractive little pieces and showing very graphically
the various interval skips in a unique manner.
Price, 75 cents

c
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A PLEASURE PATH

FOR •‘T>iE*PR£rSCHOCL»CRILD

TO THE PIANO
FOR THE PRE-SCHOOL CHILD
This fascinating study book for the very youngest student of the
piano starts as a rote-playing book wherein the child (a) sings
and plays a selection by rote, (b) reads what has been played,
and finally, (c) writes it. Gradually the young student is advanced until reading and playing are welded into one. All of the
material is presented in story form and the book abounds in
illustrations that appeal to the child imagination. Ask for FREE
copy of brochure on the psychology, pedagogy and procedure in
pre-school piano teaching with this book
Price, $1.00

Used and Endorsed by
Leading Co nfemparary
Educational Authorities
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BUSY WORK FOR
BEGINNERS

®Y MA1RY BACON

A WRITING BOOK FOR

MASON

LITTLE PIANISTS
of this book is to furnish
and constructive “busy
folk beginning piano
study. Especially is this useful in class
instruction. It aims to teach the relationship between the fingers, piano
keys, and their note representations on
the grand staff. All directions are in
rhyme. Teachers of private pupils frework” to stimulate the child’s interest.
Price, 60 cents

The object

entertaining

FOLK SONGS AND
FAMOUS PICTURES

work”

A

method book designed to meet the needs of piano beginners from seven to eleven years of age. Notation, rhythm,
keyboard harmony, transposition and fnusical form
are presented in a most efficient and unique manner. Three
dozen art pictures and over a half-hundred cards are provided. The former are to be cut out and pasted in the book
at designated places the latter are cut out at the teacher’s
direction and the item of information they contain memorized. As may be gleaned from the title the basic material of the exercises is folk song, the basic music of
Price, $1.00
nations
scales,

quently assign this book as

“home

to

little

;

MORE BUSY WORK
FOR THE PIANO BEGINNER

Teachers should be sure to send for the brochure How to Teach the Nine Year
Old Beginner, a Teacher’s Manual for this book. It’s FREE for the asking.

FIRST

CLASSICS

MASON

AND

FLASH CARDS

FOUNDATION HARMONY
A

second year book which follows

Folk.

Songs and Fa-

mous Pictures. Each classic, simplified when necessary, is linked to verse that corresponds to the spirit
of the music and accords with its rhythm. The second
half of the book is devoted to elementary harmony
presented with games and cut-out cards. This corremakes
lation of classic literature, pictures and poems
the book valuable for class as well as private instrucPrice

tion

100

’

BOY MUSIC
This is a
book for

MUSIC

first

piano

real boys
the active, energetic
young lads in the

cub and boy scout
ages from 8 to 16.

The instructions are
printed in language
boys understand, the
pieces are given attractive titles and
the texts are especially appealing.

boy pupil

is

The

allowed

to learn to play the

piano

the

way he

playing
wants to play he even is encouraged in some
busy
”hy ear.” Best of all he is kept so everlastingly
this
Try
interest.
“losing
that he has no time for
Price, 75 cents
book with your next boy pupil
;

A WRITING BOOK WITH A MUSICAL APPROACH
of the author’s previous book “Busy Work for Beginners” inspired the publication of this book giving carefully prepared “busy
work” for pupils who have advanced to the First Grade in music. It may
be used, especially in class teaching, with any modern piano instruction

The immense success

cards for notational

A MUSICAL MOTHER GOOSE FOR TWO

drill.

Price, $1.00

TWELVE DUETS FOR LITTLE PIANISTS

THE

ADULT APPROACH
TO THE PIANO
In recent years teachers have enmany piano students of mature years whose musical education was neglected, or omitted

rolled

entirely

in

their

Price, 75 cents

book

All piano teachers, class or private, regardless of the course
they follow, can use these 60 flash

Profusely and attractively illustrated, this book presents twelve very easy
four-hand numbers for juvenile pianists, each set to a Mother Goose text.
Here are the titles: Old Mother Goose and Her Very Fine Gander, Polly
and Sukey, Tommy Snooks and Bessie Brooks, Jack Sprat and His Wife,
Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog, Jack and Jill, Lucy Locket and Kitty
Fisher, Simple Simon and the Pieman, The Mouse and the Clock. John
Cook and His Little Gray Mare, Little Miss Muffett and the Spider, The
Price, 75 cents
Traveller and His Horse

younger days.

Naturally, special material is required for this type of student.
This book consists of standard
airs, arranged with considerable
freedom, graded, and furnished
with explanatory aids that are intended to relieve the teacher of
some of the more mechanical aspects of instructing beginners.
The pupil is expected to learn for
himself the rudiments of music,
and thus progress more quickly
with actual piano playing. Of
course, there is an entire absence
of childish themes and titles.
Price, $1.00

PUPIL'S

MUSIC NOTE BOOK

6" x 10" book that will serve as a practice record for the pupil and a
lesson assignment and report form for the teacher. 32 pages. This should
prove a convenience to teachers and a most satisfactory “check-up” for
Price, 25 cents
parents on the progress being made by their children

A

Oliver Ditson Co.
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Distributors
1712 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA £ PA.
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NINETY AND FIVE YEARS have sped
since Frederic

Francois Chopin last sent
fingers whispering over the
keyboard of his chosen instrument.
Yet the pleasure of
hearing authentic Chopin
melodies is realized by
fir
more people today than ever
heard the art ist-cjloser
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all the poignant delicacy
of Chopin
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’s
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s

immortal

gift.

The ageless melodies of Chopin live again through Magnavox
masterpieces — a song of the wind, the
igh above the cypresses of Majorca, the
and man y another.
’£
stars,

wasted figure of a man bent over an
ancient piano. There was no Parisian dazzle
here; nothing but drab walls matched by the
clerical gray of monks padding by on missions
devout. For Chopin — poor, tubercular Chopin!
—had been routed from his home by the local
health authorities and obliged to take refuge
in a mountain- top monastery.

Now, let us contrast this scene of a century
ago with an American room of today. Logs
crackle on a broad hearth. There is an air of
comfort, contentment, luxury. Center of it all,
of course,

From

it

is

the

Magnavox radio-phonograph.

comes one of Chopin’s monastery

the mysteries of the night— made vividly realistic by the true-to-life tone of Magnavox.

Often will this scene be repeated in the months
to come. For Chopin melodies are featured
in Columbia’s new Technicolor lilm, "A Song to
Remember,” and many will then be re-played
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on the air or made available on records. Either
way, you will enjoy them all the more because
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